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            SPECIAL MEASURES DUE TO COVID-19
We want to make your bidding experience with us as exciting as always, ensuring at the same time your safety and that of our coworkers. 
Please take into account the following measures during these extraordinary times:

• Bidders who are able and wish to personally inspect lots or bid in the auction room must inform us 5 days before coming so that 
we can ensure that social distancing recommendations can be maintained. Contact us today!

• We anticipate an increased desire for phone bidding and will take steps to reinforce our team in this respect. We nevertheless 
request that clients inform us of potential phone bids well in advance of the auction.

• We invite bidders to review the online bidding possibilities. We also remind clients that bids placed on our Live Auction platform are 
made directly to the auction room screen without passing through a 3rd party, so it’s really as if bidding in the auction room.

HAND SANITISER AND FACE MASKS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR YOU AT ALL TIMES DURING THE VIEWING AND AUCTION. 
WE WILL ALSO ENSURE THAT THE CONDITIONS OF OUR PREMISES ARE SUITED TO FOLLOW SOCIAL DISTANCING MEASURES.

As of the date of publication of this catalogue, the federal Swiss health authority recommends:

SOURCE: OFFICE FÉDÉRAL DE LA SANTÉ PUBLIQUE (13.10.2020)
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Due to COVID-19   By appointment only – contact Tel.: +41 (0)22 727 07 77

   Viewing of lots on weekends or evenings can be arranged. 

   Please contact us at least 5 days before you wish to come to Geneva

   David Feldman SA

   59, Route de Chancy, Building D, 3rd floor, 1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland 
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AUCTION / VENTE / AUKTION

Date Time Catalogue Lots Currency

Monday, November 30 14:00 Persia – Including the K. Youssefi Collection 10000-10609 EUR

Tuesday, December 1 10:00 France & Colonies 20000-20669 EUR

 17:00 Switzerland 30000-30264 CHF

Wednesday, December 2 10:00 Europe  40000-40565 EUR

 15:00 Overseas 41000-41238 EUR

 17:00 Latin America 42000-42316 EUR

Thursday, December 3 9:00 Indian Princely States 50000-50675 GBP

 15:00 All World Collections 60000-60375 EUR

 19:00 Rarities of the World (in partnership with MSF) 70000-70130 EUR

Friday, December 4 10:00 Great Britain & British Empire 80000-81144 GBP

Phone line during the auction / Ligne téléphonique pendant la vente / Telefonleitung während der Auktion 

Tel. +41 22 727 07 77
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• Persia – Including the Khosrow 
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• All World & Collections 

• Great Britain & British Empire
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Auction Bidding Agents
Commissionnaires / Kommissionäre

David Feldman SA is pleased to handle your bids, representing you as if you were present in the auction room.

However, if you would like to be represented by a professional bidding agent, we list below a number of persons who 
regularly bid at our sales on behalf of clients. 

Germany
Jochen Heddergott Tel. +49 (0)89 272 1683
 Fax +49 (0)89 272 1685 
 Mobile +49 (0)151 4040 9090 
 E-mail jh@philagent.com

Lorenz Kirchheim Tel. +49 (0)40 645 32 545
 Fax +49 (0)40 645 32 241 
 E-mail Lorenz.Kirchheim@t-online.de

Great Britain
Lancaster Tel. +44 (0)192 326 9775 
Auction Agency E-mail michael.read2@hotmail.co.uk
 www.lancasterauctionagency.com

Trevor Chinery Tel. +44 (0)120 533 0026
 Fax +44 (0)193 362 2808 
 E-mail trevortrilogy@aol.com
 www.philatelic-auction-agent.co.uk

Nick Martin Tel. +44 (0)120 546 0968 
 Mobile +44 (0)770 376 6477
 E-mail nick@loveauctions.co.uk
 www.loveauctions.co.uk

Italy
Giacomo Bottacchi Tel. +39 02 718 023
 Mobile +39 (0)339 730 9312 
 E-mail gbstamps@iol.it

USA
Charles E. Cwiakala Tel. +1 847 823 8747 
 E-mail cecwiakala@aol.com

Purser & Associates Tel. +1 857 928 5140 
 E-mail info@pursers.com

Frank Mandel Tel. +1 212 675 0819 
 Mobile +1 718 873 5702

David Feldman SA prend soin de vos offres lui parvenant 
directement et vous représente au mieux de vos intérêts 
comme si vous étiez dans la salle des ventes.

Dans le cas où vous préféreriez néanmoins passer par un 
commissionnaire, nous listons ci-après certaines personnes prenant 
régulièrement part à nos ventes en représentant des acheteurs.

David Feldman SA übernimmt jederzeit gerne Ihre Gebote und 
vertritt Sie streng interessewahrend – so wie wenn Sie sich im 
Auktionssaal befinden würden.

Sollten Sie jedoch dennoch lieber von einem Bietagenten 
(Kommissionär, Sensal) vertreten sein wollen, hier eine Liste von 
Kommissionären die regelmässig unsere Auktionen besuchen.

David Feldman SA 
59, Route de Chancy, Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland 
Tel. +41 (0)22 727 07 77 Fax +41 (0)22 727 07 78 
info@davidfeldman.com

www.davidfeldman.com
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Swift / BIC CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

US Dollars (USD)
Account 0316-398878-82
Iban CH65 0483 5039 8878 8200 0
Swift / BIC CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

Pounds Sterling (GBP)
Account 0316-398878-82-4
Iban CH54 0483 5039 8878 8200 4
Swift / BIC CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

Euros (EUR)
Account 91-285892-6
Iban CH04 0900 0000 9128 5892 6
Swift / BIC POFICHBEXXX 
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

Swiss Francs (CHF)
Account 12-4880-0
Iban CH27 0900 0000 1200 4880 0
Swift / BIC POFICHBEXXX
Beneficiary David Feldman SA
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Viewing in Geneva

Viewing
Geneva

By appointment only
(please contact us at least 5 days before 
you wish to come to Geneva)
59, Route de Chancy, Building D, 3rd floor 
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland 
Contact Tel.: +41 (0)22 727 07 77
Email: info@davidfeldman.com
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Find the bid form for this auction on pages 435 (EUR) and 437 (CHF)

There are several ways to bid in our auctions (if you 
cannot attend in person). Bids can be made by e-mail, 
fax, telephone, and through our web site.

Written Bid Form
You are invited to bid before the auction, using the bid 
forms enclosed with the catalogue.

 u Write down the lot numbers of interest to you and your 
bids on them

 u Complete your personal information
 u Sign the form and send it either: 

by fax: +41 22 727 07 78 
by post: David Feldman S.A. 
59 route de Chancy, Builiding D, 3rd floor 
CH-1213 Petit Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland
by email: accounts@davidfeldman.com

Please note that written bids close one day before the 
auction takes place. Early bids made by telephone are 
subject to written confirmation by post or fax.

Phone Bids During the Auction
Telephone bidders should confirm in writing 48 hours 
before the auction indicating the lot numbers you wish to 
bid on and phone number(s) where you can be reached 
during the auction. Due to the availability of multiple 
other bidding options, telephone bidding is accepted at 
the discretion of David Feldman SA and may be subject 
to additional charges.One of our philatelists will call you a 
few lots in advance of your first lot of interest, and bid for 
you directly during the auction.

Online Bidding on www.davidfeldman.com
Participate in any David Feldman auction (including internet-
only auctions) from the comfort of your home or office.

On www.davidfeldman.com, select “My Account” and 
register with your e-mail address and create your own 
personal password. Once your details have been confirmed, 
you will then be able to participate in the auction. (You must 
be registered before you can enter any bid or offer on our 
website and/or bid live the day of the auction). 

You may also register your bids in advance of the auction 
via our web site.

 u Log-in to your account
 u Browse the auction lots to find those items that 

interest you
 u Enter the maximum amount you want to bid for any lot
 u Click the “Bid” button
 u Repeat for each desired lot
 u Please note that the pre-sale bid facility closes one 

day before the auction.

Live Internet Bidding, World-wide
You may bid live in any of our auctions via the Internet. 
Follow your targeted lots on screen and enter your bids 
with the confidence that you will be bidding as if you were 
in the auction room itself.

 u Click on the “Live Auction” button on the home page
 u Log-in to the auction using your e-mail log-in ID 

and password
 u Follow the auction and click the “Bid” button to 

register your bid with the auction
 u Defend your bid(s) as needed
 u Click on the “Live Auction” button on the homepage 

and follow the auction after entering your log-in details

Prices Realised and Post-Auction Offers
The prices realized are available on our website at the 
end of each day of an auction.

Browse possible unsold lots, and make offers on lots you 
may have missed during the auction.

 u Log-in to your account
 u Browse the unsold auction lots to find those items 

which interest you
 u Enter the amount you wish to offer for the lot
 u  We will review your offers and, if necessary, contact 

the vendor for further confirmation.
 u You will receive an e-mail indicating which offers 

have been accepted or rejected, and those which 
may need to be raised.



Dear Collector and client,

We are holding our traditional Autumn/Winter auction series, from November 30 to December 4, 
2020, which comprises six different catalogues. I am often reminded that without the trust and 
continued appetite of our passionate and active collector-clients, this sale would not be possible, 
so I would firstly like to thank all our sellers and future buyers for your continued support. 

Please note the sale and this catalogue is divided into two currency groups: Euros (EUR) for the 
Europe, Overseas and Latin America sections, and Swiss francs (CHF) for the Switzerland section.

This catalogue highlights important sections of Europe with Belgium, Greece with a wonderful 
selection of Large Hermes Head rarities, Italian States and Italy showing over 170 lots, Overseas 
showing Egypt, Tibet with a Mount Everest postal history collection. Latin America presents a fine 
array of lots from a wide variety of countries including Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Panama, 
Uruguay and Venezuela. The Switzerland part of the sale presents 262 lots showing a little bit of 
everything, from classics through semi-modern and collections. Plus over 370 lots in a special and 
separate section of one country and all world collections and lots.

It will be our pleasure to welcome you to Geneva. However, please contact in advance of your visit 
so we can help you to meet all the necessary Covid-19 requirements. The viewing of both small and 
large lots will take place by appointment only. If you are planning to visit us, please inform us of 
your travel plans, and do not hesitate to ask should you need some assistance in the form of hotel 
reservations or other information. Should you not be able to view the lots at our offices, please 
consider that most of them, including numerous collections, are also scanned and available for 
viewing via our website www.davidfeldman.com. Bidding in our auctions can be made in writing via 
the enclosed bid form, live via the Internet or by telephone in the comfort of your home or office, 
or through an independent auction agent. Should you have any questions concerning the material 
presented, our conditions of sale or indeed any other matter, please do not hesitate to contact us 
– we are at your service. We wish you success with your bids and satisfaction with your purchases.

Geneva, October 2020

Marcus Orsi
SENIOR PHILATELIST
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Lot N°                         Symbol(s) / Photo Page         Cat. N°  Estimate (€)

All Worl & Collections – Overseas

Afghanistan
41000 F / 218                   

Second Anglo-Afghan War: 1878 (Jun 12) Incoming envelope to the Peshawer Valley Field Force, sent 
from Abergele, Wales, with three 1858-76 2d blue pl.15 (one with corner perf. fault) tied by “181” 
duplexes, reverse with Sea Post Office and Landi Kotal arrival cds, usual peripheral wear, fine incoming 
cover to the Second Anglo-Afghan War

150 - 200

China (see also MSF- Rarities of the World catalogue)

41001 F / 218                   

1838 (12.2) Entire letter from Canton, China to Mr. S. Wetmore, Care of M/s. Morrison, Cryder & Co. 
London, sent via private ship, “Edinburgh” with a cryptic note: “In the event of Mr. Wetmore having 
left for China (From London) this letter to be returned to Samuel Wetmore in Canton, letter advocates 
establishing our House in London, Liverpool, and Paris, suggests vast prospects for business not only 
from US but fine show from India ... , the letter is written as the Wetmore firm was rapidly expanding 
with focus on tea and silk trade as the British and Indian traders had the monopoly on more lucrative 
trade...Hence Wetmore wanted to establish a House in London to pursue opium trade and House in 
Paris to pursue Chinese silk trade, Back has clear dark red wax seal of “W&Co.”, fascinating letter for 
of interesting content

1’000 - 1’500

41002 F / 218                   

1839 (3.1) Three-page legible letter from American trader Cryder in London to his partner Wm 
Wetmore by private ship Marmion, to Canton, China, letter contains information on politics in USA, 
Canada, GB and France etc. contemporary interesting account, Cryder mentions remorse from death 
of his wife, tea trade dull, political unrest in Harrisburg Pa (Capital of Pennsylvania), an attractive and 
historical political item

1’000 - 1’500

Municipal Posts of Treaty Ports

Shanghai

41003 41004

41003 DCE                           LS15

1865 16ca dull scarlet, Antique numerals, “CANDAREEN.”, wove paper, unused with close margins or 
just touched, fine

80 - 100

Amoy

41004 C                           LAD12

1896 (June) 1c Vermilion postage due with seriffed opt type D6, from fourth setting, mint og, very fine

150 - 200

Overseas
December 2, 2020, at 15:00 CET
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Lot N°                         Symbol(s) / Photo Page         Cat. N°  Estimate (€)

Chinese Empire (1878-1949)

1878-83 Large Dragon

         
41005 H                          7-9

1878-83 Large Dragon thick paper, clean cut perfs, 1ca, 2ca and 5ca used, the 1ca and 5a with partial blue 
Peking seal, 3ca with indistinct black oval, the 1ca with a couple of tone spots otherwise fine to very fine

700 - 800

41006 41007

41006 H                          8

1878-83 Large Dragon thicker paper, rough perf, 2 1/2mm spacing, 3ca brown-red with large part 
“Amoy Customs Mail Matter” oval in red, a scarce use as this mark was intended for use on stampless 
official mail only

300 - 360

41007 H                           10-12

1878-83 Large Dragons, thicker paper, 2 1/2mm spacing, rough perf., 1ca green, 3a  vermilion and 
5ca chrome-yellow, each used by part to large Peking seal  in blue, small thin on 5ca, otherwise fine 
to very fine trio

600 - 700

1894 Dowager

41008 41009 41010

41008 C                           22S

1897 Dowager Empress, unissued second printing, 1ca salmon-red mint large part og, unusually large 
margins, very fine

180 - 240

41009 C                           27S

1897 Dowager Empress, unissued second printing, 6ca red-brown mint og, pencil signature on reverse, 
fine, cert. Experts & Consultants Ltd (2003)

300 - 360

41010 C                           27S

1897 Dowager Empress, unissued second printing, 6ca red-brown mint part og with large slightly 
heavy hinge remnant, scarce

260 - 300
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All Worl & Collections – Overseas

1897 Customs Small Dragon Surcharged Issues

41011 41012 41015 41016

41011 C                           34

1897 Small Dragon, large figure narrow spacing surcharge, 1c on 1ca dull green mint with large part 
og. fine and fresh

150 - 200

1897 (Mar) Dowager Large Wide Surcharges

41012 C                           48

1897 Empress Dowager, first printing, large figure, wide spacing surcharge, 1c on 1ca reddish orange 
mint large part og, very fine

120 - 150

41013 41014

41013 H                           56c

1897 Empress Dowager, second printing, large figure, wide spacing surcharge, 1/2c on 3ca yellow 
vertical pair showing error imperforate horizontally with part Shanghai Customs cds in brown, faint 
bend at lower right, fine and scarce (SG 57a)

400 - 500

41014 CC J                           62

1897 Dowager, second printing, large figure wide spacing surcharge, 10c on 9ca yellow-green in mint 
nh block of 4, a few minor tone spots, very fine and very scarce multiple

800 - 1’000

1897 Red Revenues

41015 H                           87a

1897 Red Revenues 1c on 3c deep red showing “Large Box of central character” variety, used by part 
cds, very fine (SG 88a)

120 - 150

41016 C                           89

1897 Red Revenue large figures 4c on 3c deep red, mint og, very fine and fresh

400 - 500
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Lot N°                         Symbol(s) / Photo Page         Cat. N°  Estimate (€)

1897-1911 Imperial Post

    

     
41017 C                           105d, 106f, 109c, 111d

1898 C.I.P. (watermarked) group of four mint horizontal pairs imperf. between incl. 1c ochre (thin), 2c 
(some heavy gum toning), 10c (fine) and 30c (some toning), a scarce group of vareties

1’000 - 1’500

                 
41018 C DCE S                           126-128

1900-06 C.I.P. $1 to $5, each stamp with punch hole (from the Waterlow file sheets), as well as $1 & 
$2 handstamped “Specimen.” in violet with punch hole, the latter $2 with gum and the rest no gum, 
one with a slight thin, unusual group

400 - 500

Chinese Republic

 
41019 C                           151

1912 Republic of China Provision of Neutrality overprint on $5 myrtle & salmon, mint large part og, tiny 
thin at top otherwise very fine and very rare with only 52 issued, cert. Experts & Consultants Ltd (2012)

3’000 - 4’000

The currency for this auction is the Euro
La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro €
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Lot N°                         Symbol(s) / Photo Page         Cat. N°  Estimate (€)

41020 41024 41025

41020 C                           246

1914-19 First Peking printing $5 black & scarlet, mint hr, very fine

180 - 240

41021 F / 218                   

1922 Envelope from Shanghai to Copenhagen, franked Junk 1c and 3c (x3) tied “SHANGHAI” cds with 
“T” and Danish Postage Due 25o tied “COPENHAGEN” cds all alongside, unusual and a scarce usage

150 - 200

1945-48 Post War Inflation Period

41022 F                           

1940-48, Group of four covers incl. 1948 “Headquarters of the Generalissimo” (Chiang Kai-shek) 
printed cover sent registered from Nanking with $79’000 franking on reverse, 1947 “United Nations 
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration” printed cover, 1940 “Committee for the Assistance of 
European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai” printed cover and cover from the American Board Mission in 
Chngtu, Szechuen, interesting group

50 - 100

 
41023 CC J                           A59

1948 Airmail $50’000 on $1 yellow-green, surcharged in error on  the perf. 14 1932 Peking printing, 
mint nh block of 4, very fine and scarce multiple (SG 1021)

240 - 300

1948-49 Gold and Silver Yuan Issues

41024 DCE                           GN1

1949 $5000 on $100 olive Dah Tung printing, prepared for use but not issued, ungummed, very fine

150 - 200

41025 DCE                           G39

1948 Shanghai Union Press Surcharge 10c on $1 olive-green, Paicheng printing, unused, an  
uncommon stamp which was produced in error as this surcharge was  intended for the $1 Central 
Trust printing, very fine

50 - 70

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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All Worl & Collections – Overseas

41026ex 41027ex

41026 DCE                           S22-S30

1949 Dr. Sun Silver Yuan issue, Chungking Hwa Nan printing, 1c to 500c scarlet set of 9, unused as 
issued, 100c with natural paper flaw by head, very fine

300 - 360

41027 DCE                           S101-S106

1949 (May) Shensi Province “Unit” set of 6 to $7000 red-brown, unused, very fine and fresh

90 - 100

41028 C                           SA1-SA2, SA4-SA7

1949 (July) Szechwan Province Airmail Unit mint set of 6 to $50’000 on $1 apple-green (which also 
shows an offset of the black overprint), very fine

60 - 70

China Provincial Issues

Sinkiang

41029 CC C / 218                   PS134a

1933-38 Shanghai overprint on Martyrs (Peking printing) 40c orange mint og block of nine with centre 
stamp with “DOUBLE SUN” RE-ENTRY, some minor gum toning, most stamps incl. variety mint nh, very 
fine and rare variety, estimated that less than 5 similar blocks exist, unpriced in Chan, ex Beckemans

300 - 400

Communist China

East China

41030 41031

41030 DCE                           EC92

Shandong 1947-48 Mao $100 reddish orange unused, corner perf.added at lower left otherwise fine

120 - 150

North-East China

41031 DCE                           NE63-NE64

North East China-Port Arthur and Dairen: 1949 (3 Sep) Fourth Anniversary of Victory of Japan and 
Opening of Dalian Industrial Fair $10 red, blue and light blue, with $10 red, blue and grey-green for 
comparison, unused without gum as issued, fine

80 - 100

Find the BID FORM at the end of this catalogue on page 435
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Lot N°                         Symbol(s) / Photo Page         Cat. N°  Estimate (€)

         
41032 DCE                           NEP5-NEP7

Parcel Post: 1951 Railway Trains $300’000, $500’000 and $1’000’000 imperforate unused, each with 
large margins, the $500’000 with light horizontal creases in the top margin, a very fine and rare set

5’000 - 7’000

People’s Republic of China

China PRC Regular Issues

41035ex41033ex

41033 CC                           1010-1014, 1018

1968 Revolutionary Literature and Art, six values showing sheet margins, mint nh, very fresh and very 
fine (6) (SG 2387-2392, £950; Mi. 1010-1014, 1018, €1’100)

200 - 300

          
41034 CC H                           1010-1018

1968 Revolution in Literature & Art set of 9, one stamp CTO and the rest mint nh, fine to very fine

700 - 900

41035 CC                           1015-1017

1968 Revolutionary Literature and Art complete set of three mint nh, very fresh and very fine (SG 
2393-95, £1’400; Mi. €800)

300 - 400

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence
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All Worl & Collections – Overseas

41036 41037ex 41039

41036 CC                           1019

1968 Mao’s Anti-American Declaration 8f red-brown, gold and red, mint nh left marginal single, very 
fresh and very fine, a scarce stamp (SG 2396, £400; Mi. €400)

80 - 100

41037 CC                           1070-1073

1971 Century of Paris Commune complete set of four values, mint nh, very fresh and fine, a rare set (4) 
(SG 2442-2445, £475; Mi. €450)

100 - 150

41038 CC                           1079-1081

1971 Workers & Industry 8f se-tenant strip of three, mint nh, very fresh and fine, a rare strip (SG 
2452a, £500; Mi. €2810)

100 - 150

41039 CC                           1594

1980, Year of the Monkey 8f. (T46), unmounted mint and very fresh, signed JF Brun

700 - 900

Foreign Post Offices

Japanese Post Offices

41040 F / 218                   

1902, Ppc with Sochow creek view franked 5-colour Japan. P.O. 1S+1 1/2S+2S+3S+4S bearing 
SHANGHAI I.J.P.O. 30.4.02 cds via Victoria Hong Kong to France, v.fine

80 - 120

Russian Post Offices

41041 F / 224                   

URGA: 1912 Envelope sent registered to Sweden, franked on reverse with Russia Arms 3k rose (3) and 
7k green (3), tied by Urga 27.2.12 cds, with a Russian reg’n label on front, very fine and a rare usage

1’000 - 1’500

41042 DFE / 224                   

URGA: 1912 Envelope front sent registered to Sweden, franked with Russia Arms 14k, 10K (4) and 3k 
(2), tied by Urga 3.8.12 cds, with a Russian reg’n label alongside, some heavy creasnig, a rare usage

1’000 - 1’500

Collections

41043 C H F                           

1910-1970, Group of 10 covers and a small group of used stamps from PRC period, useful group

200 - 400

Egypt (see also MSF - Rarities of the World catalogue)

41044 218                   

Group of 4 oil paintings, incl. large one with the Shepheard’s Hotel and the Posta Europea, an other 
same sized paintings with a sea view landscape with train and boats, both signed N. David, 2 small 
paintings complete this group with portrays from Ferdinand de Lesseps and Pargalı Ibrahim Pasha

300 - 500
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Early Letters

41045 F / 224                   

1710 Folded entire from Alexandria to Venice, a scarce early letter

150 - 200

41046 F / 224                   

1724 Entire lettersheet headed ‘Cairo’ and sent to Venice dated 17 June 1724, short letter, central 
vertical filing crease, fine and scarce

150 - 200

41047 F / 224                   

1735 Eentire lettersheet headed ‘Cairo’ and sent to Venice dated 25 March 1735, red wax seal, very 
fine and scarce

150 - 200

LETTER SIGNED BY NAPOLEON

41048 F                           

1799 (9.6) (21 Prairal An 7) Complete letter signed by “Napoleon Bonaparte” being the “Géneral en 
Chef” at the Headquaters in Cairo to the Minister of Finance, extremely fine and a superb exhibition 
showpiece and an extremely rare historical document in a very good state of preservation

Apparently only eight letters from Egypt recorded with Bonaparte’s signature

(Note: Napoleon made his triumphal re-entry into Cairo on June 14, 1799 and defeated the Turks at 
Abou Kir on July 25 the same year)

4’000 - 6’000

41049 F / 224                   

1830 Folded entire from Cairo to Alexandria, bearing manuscript “Col Reis Aliy el Bassinni” being the 
name of the boatmaster, unusual and scarce river mail item

150 - 200
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41050 F                           

1839-1891 Early letters: Attractive group of 18 items, mostly stampless covers, showing some Posta 
Europea, cachet of the Smyrne Navigation Company, 1846 entire from Kena to Cairo etc., mixed to very 
fine, a scarce lot (18)

600 - 900

Consular Mail

41051 F / 224                   

1826 Consular Mail: Folded entire sent privately from the Sardinian Consulate in Rodi, Greece to the 
Sardinian Consulate in Alexandria bearing attractive strike of the Consulate on Rodi in black on reverse, 
unusual and scarce example of consular mail service, ex. Biolato

200 - 300

41052 F / 224                   

1833 Consular Mail: Folded entire sent privately within Cairo, from “Le Conseil de Santé Militaire” to 
the Consulate of Tuscany in Cairo, showing stunning cachet of the Militaire department on reverse 
depicting a snake wrapper around the star and crescent, unusual and scarce example of consular mail 
service, ex. Biolato

200 - 300

41053 F / 226                   

1834 Consular Mail: Folded entire sent privately from Damiata to Cairo bearing attractive strike of 
the “VICE CONSOLATO TOSCANO IN DAMIATA” in black on reverse, unusual and scarce example of 
consular mail service, ex. Biolato

200 - 300

41054 F / 226                   

1859 Consular Mail: Envelope sent via the Posta Europea from the Sardinian Consulate in Cairo to 
Alexandria, bearing illustrated Arms “DELIGAZIONE CONSULARE DI SARDEGNA AL CAIRO” cachet in 
black on reverse, with oval “AGENZIA DELLA POSTA EUROPEA/CAIRO” in black on front, a wonderful 
example of the consular mail service in combination with Posta Europea, ex. Biolato

200 - 300

41055 F / 226                   

c1860 Consular Mail: Envelope sent privately from Florence in Italy to Cairo bearing attractive strike of 
the “CONSULADO DE LA REPUBLICA ORIENTAL DEL URUGUAY/EN FLORENCIA” in green on reverse, 
unusual and scarce example of consular mail service, ex. Biolato

200 - 300

41056 F / 226                   

1860 Consular Mail: Envelope sent privately within Cairo bearing “CONSULAT DE S M HELLENIQUE/AU 
CAIRE” in blue on front and oval consular cachet on reverse in Greek, unusual and scarce, ex. Biolato

150 - 200

41057 F / 226                   

1863 Consular Mail: Envelope sent via the Posta Europea from the Portuguese Consulate ib Alexandria 
to Cairo, bearing illustrated Arms “CONSULADO GRAL DE PORTUGAL EN ALEXANDRIA NO EGYPTO” 
cachet in green on reverse, with “POSTA EUROPEA/ALESSANDRIA/22.APLE.63” in blue on front, a 
wonderful example of the consular mail service in combination with Posta Europea, ex. Biolato

200 - 300

41058 F / 226                   

1867 Consular Mail: Folded entire sent privately within Cairo bearing attractive strike of the “AGENCE 
CONSULAIRE DU BRESIL/AU CAIRE” in blue on reverse, unusual and scarce example of consular mail 
service, ex. Biolato

200 - 300

41059 F / 226                   

1918 Consular Mail: Envelope from the Consulate of Italy in Cairo, via diplomatic bag to Rome where 
it was registered and sent to a Troop on the front, being redirected many items as it never arrived 
and it’s destination and was returned, bearing and attractive array of transit bs, plus “CONSOLATO 
D’ITALIA/SERVIZIO/CAIRO” cachet on the front and another consular cachet on reverse, interesting 
and full of character

150 - 200
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41060 F / 226                   

1939 Consular Mail: Envelope from the Consulate of Japan in Cairo, to Paris, France, franked 60m franking 
tied by Gizira cds, showing attractive blue cachet of the “LEGATION DU JAPON/LE CAIRE” on reverse with 
two Consular vignettes sealing the envelope plus Japanese wax seals, interesting and full of character

100 - 150

Private Carriers and Forwarding Agents

  
41061 F                           

British Hotel Post

1851 Envelope to Bombay, with black “FORWARDED BY / BRITISH HOTEL / CAIRO / S.SHEPARD” oval 
cachet, ms “1/-” with blue Suez double ring datestamp below, scarce

Provenance: Jeidel

1’800 - 2’200

British Post Offices

41062 F / 228                   

1869 (18.1) Envelope to New York, franked GB 2d blue, 3d rose and 6d lilac, cancelled partly clear 
“BO1” of Cairo, with CAIRO/JA.18.69 cds and red London transit alongside, somewhat tatty and back 
flap missing, colourful

150 - 200

41063 F / 228                   

1871 Stampless cover from Cairo via Suez to Bombay, bearing CAIRO/A cds alongside SUEZ/A cds with 
Bombay arrival bs, fine

80 - 100

Alexandria

41064 F / 228                   

1871 & 1873, Two covers with one from the British Post Office in Alexandria and one incoming to 
BPO in Alexandria; 1871 envelope from Great Britain with 1867-80 1s green pl.4 tied by London “97” 
duplex, Alexandria arrival below, sellotape at foot keeping both sides together; and 1873 envelope from 
Alexandria to the USA with GB 1872-73 6d buff pl.11 and4d vermilion pl.12 tied by “B01” barred ovals 
with despatch cds and London transits adjacent, portion of reverse missing and some minor soiling

200 - 300

Cairo

41065 H / 228                   

1861 Stampless envelope sent to the UK with Cairo despatch cds in blue-black and ms “9” rate, 
reverse with London arrival, opened at the sides, fine

80 - 100
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French Post Offices

41066 F                           

1844-49, Two stampless covers; 1844 Entire to Malta with Alexandria French PO cds and “PURIFIE AU 
LAZARET / MALTE” circular cachet; 1849 Cover to Paris with Alexandria French PO cds, reverse with 
“PURIFIE LAZARET / MARSEILLE” s/l hs, some light creasing, fine

70 - 90

41067 H G F COLLECTION                           

1854-1913 Cancellations: Lot of 16 items, showing PC and GC postmarks, and an array other 
Alexandria and Port Said mkgs, mixed (7 covers, 2 postcards and 7 stamps)

200 - 260

Alexandria

41068 F / 228                   

1857 (Sep 23) Wrapper from Alexandria to the UK with two pairs of 1853 40c orange (one stamp just 
touched, colour slightly oxidised) tied by small number lozenge, with despatch, Marseille transit and 
London arrival adjacent, two further French transits on reverse, fine

100 - 150

41069 F                           

1866 (Feb 26) Entire from Alexandria to Switzerland with 1862 40c orange and 20c blue tied by 
“5080” large number lozenge, despatch cds below, reverse with French and Swiss transits and St. 
Gallen arrival, very fine

70 - 100

Cairo

41070 F / 228                   

1872 (29.4) Folded cover to Marseille, franked Empire Lauré 80c tied black GC5119, with Le Caire cds 
alongside and Marseille bs, fine and scarce, signed Calves, ex Antonini

200 - 260

Port Said

41071 F / 228                   

1870 (6.2) Folded cover to Marseille, franked Empire Lauré 40c tied blue black GC5129, with clear 
crisp PORT-SAID cds alongside and Marseille bs, cover flaps missing, fine and very scarce, signed Miro

240 - 300

Greek Post Office

 
41072 H                           

Large Hermes Head 40L lilac on blue, neatly cancelled by superb ‘97’ lozenge of Alexandria, very 
fine & scarce

60 - 80

Alexandria

41073 H                           

Two album pages with Greek stamps used in Alexandria, the first page with Large Hermes Heads 5l, 20l 
pair, 40l (4), 80l (3) and postage due 40l all with “97” lozenge of dots, and second page with 5l (2), 10l 
strip of three, 20l and 40l with Alexandria cds, slightly mixed condition but some attractive examples

150 - 200

41074 F / 228                   

1871 Folded cover to Syra, franked Large Hermes Head 40L lemon-bistre, neatly tied by superb ‘97’ 
lozenge with clear Alexandria cds alongside, cover crease and repairs, scarce usage

240 - 300
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Italian Post Offices

41075 F / 228                   

1866 (28.1) Folded entire to Florence, franked 60c lilac, tied by ALESSANDRIA D’EGITTO / POSTE 
ITALIANE cds, with similar alongside with boxed PIROSCAFI POSTALI ITALIANI, arrival bs, very fine, 
signed Diena, Raybaudi and Sorani, ex Antonini

200 - 260

41076 F / 228                   

1875 Folded cover to Palermo, franked Estero 40c rose tied dotted numeral “234” with Alessandria 
cds alongside, very fine

80 - 100

Russian Post Offices

Alexandria

     
41077 H                           

1866 Ropit 2pi pair used with blue “785” diamond of dots cancels, very fine, plus 1k with the same 
cancel in black (faults)

120 - 150

Egyptian Post Offices Abroad

 
41078 DCE                           

1867 Poste Vice Reali Egiziane Gedda interpostal seal in slate blue, showing GFDDA for GEDDA, fine 
& a rare variety

500

Consular Offices

41079 F / 232                   D24l

1878 (Jan 9) Envelope from Constantinople to Cairo with 1874-75 10pa perf.13.5x12.5 pair and 1pi 
scarlet tied by clear cds with further strike adjacent, reverse with Cairo and Alexandria cds, small 
portion of backflap missing, fine, ex Byam

150 - 200

41080 F / 232                   D25k, D26

1876 (Aug 23) Envelope from Constantinople to Cairo with 1874-75 20pa  perf.13.5x12.5 and 1pi 
scarlet tied by clear cds with further  strike adjacent, reverse with Cairo and Alexandria cds, backflap 
missing, fine, ex Byam

200 - 300
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4108241081 41083

41081 H                           

DARDANELLI: 1874 1pi red, three examples each showing part of a blue cds, overlapped to form one 
nearly complete impression of the DARDANELLI double circle ds, plus 1867 1pi red with similar cds 
in black, a fine lot

100 - 150

Territorial Offices

41082 H                           

BARBER (Sudan): 1872 20pa horizontal pair showing centrally struck BERBER cds, cancellation has 
been enhanced with some ink, fine and scarce

150 - 200

41083 H                           D24

1874-75 Third Issue 10pa grey vertical pair with MASSAWA cds, minor faults, a reasonably clear strike 
of this scarce cancellation

150 - 200

1864-1906 Essays

 
41084 A                           E143

1906 Bradbury & Wilkinson 10m essay affixed to card showing camels and Bedouins in red, blue and 
black, “SPECIMEN” perfin that has caused a small piece to become separated and reattached at lower 
right, a scarce essay

200 - 300

1866 First Issue

41085 C DCE                           

1866 First Issue imperforate set on watermarked paper, unused, some with original gum, the 1pi in a 
pair without wmk as issued, fine and scarce, ex Byam

700 - 1’000

41086 F / 232                   D2

1867 (May 28) Wrapper sent locally in Cairo with 1866 10pa perf.12 1/2 tied by blue Cairo cds with 
further strike adjacent, stamps has been excised and reaffixed, a very rare single franking apparently 
one of five recorded printed matter usages

900 - 1’200
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4108841087

41087 DCE                           D6gg

1866 5pi Rose with error overprinted 10pi, unused, minor imperfections, scarce

300 - 400

41088 DCE                           D6ii

1866 5pi Rose imperf. with error overprinted 10pi, unused, thin, just cut into, scarce

150 - 200

1867-69 Penasson

 
41089 G                           D9g

1867-69 10pa Lilac bisected and used on fragment of La Trobetta newspaper, tied by Alexandria cds, 
fine and scarce, cert. Diena (SG £750)

200 - 260

1872-75 Penasson

41090 H DCE                           D14

1872 Third Issue 5pa study on an album page, with 8 examples showing various printing flaws and 
varieties showing white spots and plate damage, plus no watermark and imperf. on one side variety, fine

150 - 200

41091 C J / 232                   D15n

1872 10pa mauve perf.13 1/3 mint top left corner sheet marginal block of four, fresh & very fine

Note: The left hand vertical perforation is shorter than the rest because the sheet had to be turned 
around due to the narrowness of the margin, and was therefore perforated in the other direction

200 - 300

41092 F                           D17

1873 (Jan 29) Envelope from Cairo to Samanud with 1872 1pi rose-red 12.5x13.5 tied by Cairo cds 
(showing variety year date above month), arrival bs, fine, ex Byam

70 - 100

41093 F                           D17

1872 (Jan 26) Envelope from Cairo to Samanud with 1872 1pi rose-red  12.5x13.5 tied by Cairo cds,  
arrival bs, reverse torn, fine usage in the first month of issue, ex Byam

70 - 100
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41094 F / 232                   D17l

1873 (Jul 10) Envelope sent registered from Alexandria to Cairo with three 1pi perf.13 1/3 (one faulty), 
with “RACCOMANDATE” hs above, arrival bs, minor cover faults, attractive franking

100 - 150

41095 F / 232                   D21

1872 (Sep 29) Folded entire from Suez to Cairo with 1872 20pa blue litho pair tied by Suez cds with 
further strike adjacent, posted at Suez railway station hence struck with scarce “DALLA STAZIONE” hs 
(6mm high), very fine, attractive & scarce

300 - 400

1874 Bulaq

     
41096 CC C J                           D23-D29

1874-75 Third Issue 5pa to 5pi set of 7 in mint blocks of four, the 5pa with a tête-bêche, some minor 
tone spots, fine to very fine and still housed in original mounts of the period, ex Byam

600 - 800

41097 F / 232                   D26

1877 (May 22) Envelope from Alexandria to cairo with 1874-75 1pi perf.12 1/2 tied by Alexandria 
cds, underpaid with “AFFRANCATURA / INSUFFICENTE” and clear crisp and rare “3” tax hs adjacent, 
roughly opened at top with missing backflap, scarce instructional and postage due hs, ex Byam

300 - 400

41098 CC J / 232                   D27g

1874-75 Third Issue 2pi yellow in mint nh block of 20 perf.13 1/3 x 12 1/2, some perf. separation, very 
fine an important showpiece, ex Byam

400 - 600

41099 CC C J                           D28e, D28f, D28l

1874-75 Third  Issue 2 1/2pi perf. 12 1/2 mint right marginal block of 20 with inverted watermark, one 
of the central stamps showing varieties “white hole above E of POSTE” (pos.69) and “weak 2 1/2 and 
distorted frame” (pos.78), light horizontal gum bend along top row, fine and fresh multiple, ex Byam

200 - 300

41100 F / 238                   D29k, D27n, D25

1877 Envelope to Italy with 1874-75 20pa perf.12 1/2, 2pi perf.12 1/2 x 13 1/3 and 5pi PERF. 12 1/2 
x 13 1/3, all tied by Cairo cds, paying five time the letter rate, reverse with Alexandria, Porto Civitanova, 
Civitanova, Ferrovia Railway and Montecospro arrival cds, minor cover faults, an extremely rare high 
franking second printing with the perf. 12 1/2 x 13 1/3 5pi, cert. APS (1997)

1’500 - 2’000

1879 Surcharges

41101 CC C H J                           

1879 Small study on pages of the Provisional overprints showing varieties, double perforation, inverted 
wmk, blocks, forgery, etc.

100 - 200
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1879 De La Rue

41102ex 41104ex

41102 P                           D32/D39

5pa to 5pi part set of six, imperforate proofs with inverted wmk, some thins, a scarce lot, some 
signed Holcombe

200 - 300

1884 Changed Colours

41103 F / 238                   D43

1900 (Sep 8) Postcard sent from Stuttgart (Wurtemburg) to St. Ingbert (Bavaria) the sent locally in 
St. Ingbert then on to Philippople in Bulgaria, the German PO in Constantinople, then to Cairo and 
forwarded with an 1884 De La Rue 1pi to the Austrian Offices in Beirut, then back to Germany where 
it was sent from Meisenheim on March 25th, with a stamp for each leg of the journey, minor soiling, a 
well travelled and attractive mixed franking

200 - 300

1888-1906 New Currency

41104 H J                           

1888-1906 Fourth Issue group with 1m, 2m, 3m, 5m, 1pi, 5pi and 10pi in blocks of four cancelled-to-
order by Ghesireh Palace Hotel PO cds, fine and attractive group

100 - 150

1914-53 Pictorial, Farouk and Fuad Essays

 
41105 A                           E218-E219

1922 Harrison & Son Essays in black on Harrison & Sons watermarked paper in reconstructed 
pair, the first showing smooth background and the second showing “engine-turned” pattern in the 
background behind the King’s head, diagonal crease affecting the second otherwise fine, very rare 
and an important showpiece

800 - 1’200
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1914-1922 Pictorials

41106 41109

41106 H                           D86Ic

1922 Crown Ovpts: 20m olive green, type I, used single showing double overprint with central 
Alexandria cds, few short perfs and two small surface abrasions, scarce

100 - 150

Commemoratives 1914-1953

41107 F / 232                   C42-C46

1933 (Dec 20) First day cover with the International Aviation Congress set of 5, sent registered from 
Alexandria to Great Britain, with Bangor and Anglesey arrival ds, very fine

50 - 80

41108 CC C J                           

1943 Princess Ferial Birthday block of eight incl. rare “1493” variety overprint, mint nh (hinge in 
margins), very fine, very rare in such a block

220 - 280

41109 C                           C103c

1946 Middle East International Air Navigation Congress 30m deep green, mint right marginal single 
showing DOUBLE OVPT variety, very fine and scarce (NP $400)

120 - 150

We accept the following credit cards: 
VISA, Mastercard and American Express

If you wish to pay with American Express, please contact us in advance

Payment by Credit Card
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4111141110

41110 CC                           RPC102a

1946 Withdrawal of British Troops from the Cairo Citadel 10m Royal printing in brown (missing flag) in 
mint nh lower right corner marginal imperforate vertical pair from the unique sheet of 9, pre-printing paper 
crease across corner, very fine, ex Royal Collection of King Farouk, Abdullah Mishsick and Joe Chalhoub

2’400 - 3’000

41111 CC                           RPC102b

1946 Withdrawal of British Troops from the Cairo Citadel 10m Royal printing in green (flag only) in mint 
nh lower right corner marginal imperforate vertical pair from the unique sheet of 9, very fine, ex Royal 
Collection of King Farouk, Abdullah Mishsick and Joe Chalhoub

2’400 - 3’000

4111341112

41112 CC                           RPC102b

1947 Withdrawal of British Troops from the Nile Delta 10m Royal printing in green (flag only) in mint 
nh lower right corner marginal imperforate vertical pair from the unique sheet of 9, very fine, ex Royal 
Collection of King Farouk, Abdullah Mishsick and Joe Chalhoub

2’400 - 3’000
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41113 CC / 237                           RPC102b

1947 Withdrawal of British Troops from the Nile Delta 10m Royal printing in brown (flag missing) in 
mint nh lower right corner marginal imperforate vertical pair from the unique sheet of 9, very fine, ex 
Royal Collection of King Farouk, Abdullah Mishsick and Joe Chalhoub

2’400 - 3’000

Arab Republic

     
41114 CC C                           C164a, C164b

1956 Afro-Asian Festival 10m brown and green, mint, selection of four singles with various degrees of 
the misplaced “olive branch” varieties, plus two normals, very fine & a scarce group

80 - 100

Officials

 
41115 F                           O30

1924 Envelope from the Ministry of Public Instruction with 1922-23 O.H.E.M.S. 15m indigo tied by 
Cairo cds, reverse with French arrival, very fine and very rare with only 2-3 covers known according to 
the vendor

1’500 - 2’000

41116 F / 232                   O64

1893 (-) Chestnut, single tied by GHEZIREH/CAIRO/9.FE.05 cds, on large Ministry of the Interior 
official envelope to Assouan and redirected to Luxor, fine

60 - 80
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41117 H                           O80b

1913 5m Rose, two used singles showing O.H.H.S. ovpts inverted, very fine & scarce

60 - 80

Ethiopia
41118 P / 238                   

1896 Proofs by E. Mouchon of the 1/4g green in a sheetlet of 8 stamps on yellowish wove paper with 
SPÉCIMEN ovpt, which were for a planned issue of new stamps and postal stationery dies and used for 
postal stationery, unrecorded in literature and possibly unique, photocopy of cert. Sismondo (2012) 
from a group

200 - 300

41119 P / 238                   

1896 Proofs by E. Mouchon of the 1/2g salmon in a sheetlet of 8 stamps on yellowish wove paper 
with SPÉCIMEN ovpt, which were for a planned issue of new stamps and postal stationery dies and 
used for postal stationery, unrecorded in literature and possibly unique, photocopy of cert. Sismondo 
(2012) from a group

200 - 300

41120 P / 238                   

1896 Proofs by E. Mouchon of the 1g blue in a sheetlet of 8 stamps on yellowish wove paper with 
SPÉCIMEN ovpt, which were for a planned issue of new stamps and postal stationery dies and used 
for postal stationery, a little foxing, unrecorded in literature and possibly unique, photocopy of cert. 
Sismondo (2012) from a group

200 - 300

41121 P / 238                   

1896 Proofs by E. Mouchon of the 2g brown in a sheetlet of 8 stamps on yellowish wove paper with 
SPÉCIMEN ovpt, which were for a planned issue of new stamps and postal stationery dies, unrecorded 
in literature and possibly unique, photocopy of cert. Sismondo (2012) from a group

200 - 300

41122 P / 238                   

1896 Proofs by E. Mouchon of the 4g red-brown in a sheetlet of 8 stamps on yellowish wove paper with 
SPÉCIMEN ovpt, which were for a planned issue of new stamps and postal stationery dies, unrecorded 
in literature and possibly unique, photocopy of cert. Sismondo (2012) from a group

200 - 300

41123 P / 238                   

1896 Proofs by E. Mouchon of the 8g mauve in a sheetlet of 8 stamps on yellowish wove paper with 
SPÉCIMEN ovpt, which were for a planned issue of new stamps and postal stationery dies, unrecorded 
in literature and possibly unique, cert. Sismondo (2012) when in a group

200 - 300

41124 CC J                           

1931 Two mint nh imperf. blocks of four with margins, Yv. 200 et 202, very fine

100 - 140

Additional images from larger lots and certificates
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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Iraq

 
41125 F                           

1919 Flight from Bassorah to Delhi: On Active Service envelope to Aligara, bearing on reverse the 
very rare boxed cachet “POSTAL SERVICE M.E.F. AERIAL POST-BASRAH-DELHI PER HANDLEY-PAGE 
AEROPLANE”, with BASE OFFICE/11.1.19 ds and arrival alongside, cvr crease, a very rare flight with 
only 24 carried according to Muller

800 - 1’100

41126 F / 242                   

1923 (30.8) First Overland Mail cover registered  to Haifa, franked with 9 annas of the Pictorial issue, all 
tied by BAGDAD/30.8.23 cds, being the first day of use of the Overland Mail route, initiated by the Nairn 
Brothers, very fine and extremely rare, apparently one of only four known covers use on the first day

400 - 500

41127 F / 242                   

1923 Persia Controle ovpts 1ch pair, 6ch and 12ch, from TAURIS to Boston, Mass with “OVERLAND 
MAIL BAGHDAD HAIFA” hand stamp on front, scarce

80 - 120

41128 F                           

1927-39, Group of four covers incl. 1927 commercial cover with 7 1/2a franking on reverse and 
BAGDAD-CAIRO AIRMAIL / REGISTERED hs on front; 1933 Airmail cover from Ripley “Garden of 
Eden” Iraq from Basra with 35f franking; 1938 (16.6) First Flight Bagdad to Larnaca, Cyprus (only 12 
flown); and 1939 mourning cover from The Royal Palace in Bagdad to Fez, franked 15f  tied Bagdad/15.
MAY.39 cds, with instructional markings  alongside and cover returned to sender due to incomplete 
address, a useful group

150 - 200

Israel
Israel - Forerunners - Turkish Offices

41129 F                           

1897 Envelope with Turkey 1892 20pa claret pair tied by bilingual Jaffa cds (C&W fig.138), reverse 
with “Howard’s Hotel / Jerusalem” cachet and arrival cds, very fine

80 - 120
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Israel 1948 “Doar Ivri” Postage Dues Basic Issue

 
41130 CC J                           

1948 Doar Ivri postage dues set of five in mint nh corner marginal tab blocks of six (two from the left side 
and three from the right side of the sheet), extremely fine and fresh, very rare multiples (Bale $9’600+)

1’500 - 2’000

Israel General Issues, 1948 to date

     
41131 A                           

1958 25th Anniversary Meccabiah Games handpainted sketch of the stamp & tab in the issued colours 
on card, ex Hesky; and 1953 4th Maccabiah Games, pencil artwork for the Ministry of Posts “Collect 
Stamps” advertisement featuring a drawing of the issued stamp,  some minor creasing and fox spots

150 - 200

Additional images from larger lots and certificates
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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Japan (see also MSF– Rarities of the World catalogue)

41132 DCE / 242                   

The famous “Dai Nihon Teikoku Yubin Kitte Enkakushi” Japanese presentation book of 1894

This official history of the Japanese posts included examples of all stamps issued to date; as there were 
none of the 1 sen or 2 sen perforated Dragons on hand (or the original plates), these were reproduced 
using new steel plates. Of 300 “Enkakushi” issued, perhaps only a few dozen have survived.

The present example is complete with all stamps and postal stationery as issued, and with original silk 
binding. It was presented by members of the Japanese delegation to the U.P.U. Congress at Budapest 
in July 1896 to other delegates. This example has, on a white cover page, a vibrant inscription  “Warm 
remembrance from Mr. Berard Yokohama, 25th February 1900; on board of the Sydney”. We know of 
only two other example of this rarity having changed hands during the last decade.

5’000 - 8’000

41133 F                           

1910 Envelope to Switzerland with 1899-1902 Arms 1/2s (2), 1s, 1 1/2s (2), 2s (2), 3s and 4s tied by 
Kobe cds, Basel arrival bs, fine

80 - 120

41134 F / 244                   

1917, Registered money letter from Tokyo ‘service des prisonniers de guerre’ to prisoner of war camp 
AONOGAHARA, the addresseè was a member of the Austrian SMS Kaiserin Elizabeth ship and imprisoned 
from 1915-1919 in camp Aonogahara, at front 5 sealing vignettes of Japanese Post, very decorative

120 - 160

     
41135 C                           

1919 Airmail 1 1/2s & 3s, mint, very fine, signed A.Brun, plus set on two special illustrated art nouveau 
postcards, a very fine lot

200 - 300

Japanese Occupation Hong Kong

41136 F / 244                   

1945 (May 5) Red Cross envelope from Hong Kong to Switzerland franked with 1945 Surcharged 
Japanese 3y on 2s scarlet vert. strip of three, minor opening faults, fine

200 - 300

Korea
North Korea

41137 F                           

1959-1960, Group of 7 airmail covers from Praha (Czechoslovakia) to Phyongyang sent under 
diplomatic pouch to a Czech border observer, all are showing on dispatch a red date line cachet : Doslo 
na MZV dne................  or date only (MZV was the abbreviation for the ministry of foreign affairs under 
Communist Czechoslovakia), all but one are with original contents still, scarce group

120 - 150

Lebanon
Postal History

41138 F / 242                   

1486 Letter from Beyrouth to Tripoli, very fine, extremely rare and key introductory item for an 
exhibition collection of this area

150 - 200
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Austrian Levant Post Offices

41139 F / 242                   V17

<b>Scio-Cesme.</b> 1865 (Aug 14), entire letter to Syros franked by 1865 10s blue perf 9 1/2, tied by 
bluish black ‘SCIO CESME’ cds, charged on arrival with Greece 1863 20L blue tied by Syros cds, letter 
with closed partial tear on front; cert. Bottacchi (2016).

200 - 300

Mongolia
41140 F / 244                   

1928 (Oct 22) Picture postcard of a sleigh being pulled by horses (not posted) franked on the picture 
side with 1926-29 1m & 5m tied by ALTAN BULAK double circle ds, very fine

200 - 300

41141 F / 244                   

1928 Registered cover from Ulanbator to Tientsin, China, franked 10 Mung strip of three and pair tied 
“ULANBATOR MONGOLIA/22.IX.28” cds, with China Junk 1c strip of three and Postage Due 4c vert. 
strip of four applied on reverse as postage dues, fine, attractive and a scarce usage

800 - 1’200

Palestine and Holy Land
Turkish Post Offices

41142 F / 248                   

1884 1pi Blue and grey tied by NASRIE 9 AOUT 1889 cds on folded cover to Beirut, central cover 
crease away from stamps, very fine, cert. Sorani

80 - 100

Saudi Arabia

4114441143

41143 CC CC                           D96B

1924 Postage Due 2pi Claret, nh TL corner marginal block of 8, variety blue OVERPRINT INVERTED, 
minor tone spots, v.fine, ex Kaczmarczyk

100 - 120

41144 DCE                           89

1925 1/4pi Green with blue overprint INVERTED, roulette 20, unused, very fine, signed Graham (SG £1’900)

80 - 100
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41145 F / 244                   

1934 Registered printed envelope to Belgium, franked 1/2gr red and 3 1/2gr blue pair, both tied 
“MECQUE/3” cds, very fine and scarce

200 - 300

Syria
41146 F / 244                   

1484 Early Venentian mail: Entire letter from Aleppo to Tripoli sent by local merchant, departing on the 
24th of November and arriving on the 29th of November, some worm holes, very scarce

200 - 300

Syria French Levant Post Offices

 
41147 F                           

1916, ILE ROUAD HANDSTAMPED on 5C, 10C & 25C of French Levant on blank military card, pmk ILE 
ROUAD 18.4.16, sign. B. Szekula - Luzern, no. 1-3, Cat. value € 840

120 - 160

Thailand
41148 F / 248                   

1902 1a Postal stationery card uprated with 1900 3a tied by Chulalongkorn cds, sent to Switzerland 
with Bern arrival cds adjacent, very fine

240 - 260

41149 F / 244                   

1906 (3.11) Registered envelope from Bangkok to Gothenburg, Sweden, franked 24att  tied clear 
“BANGKOK/3.11.1906” cds. in blue with boxed registered mkg alongside, fine and scarce destination

200 - 300

41150 F                           

1909 Entier du Siam avec cachet commémoratif de Prapatom. Très beau.

300 - 400

41151 F                           

1913 Envelope sent registered from Bangkok to Switzerland with 1910 14s and 28s tied by large cds 
with registered label adjacent, Zurich arrival, fine

180 - 220

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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Tibet (see also MSF– Rarities of the World catalogue)

41152 244                   

1921-22 Everest Expeditions: Group of 7 press photos, five from the 1921 Expedition (one duplicate) 
and two from the 1922 Expedition, charting the progress of the teams, all but one with paper note on 
reverse explaining the picture, rare early press photos, a great visual addition to a philatelic collection 
of Everest expeditions

240 - 300

  
41153 F                           

1922 Everest Expedition: 1922 (Jul 20) Envelope sent by team member Arthur Wakefield in Pharajong to 
a relative in England, with India KGV 1a pair tied by Pharijong cds, plus 1922 (Jul 19) incoming cover to 
Arthur Wakefield addressed to “Everest Expedition / Darjeeling”, which didn’t arrive until August 8th at 
which point the team had already left so it was returned to the UK and again redirected to the Alpine Club 
(opened for display), a very rare pair, with only one other cover known sent from this expedition

800 - 1’200

41154 F / 248                   

1922 Everest Expedition: Group of eight publicity postcards for the showing of “Climbing Mount 
Everest”, with six showing view of Everest from Base Camp and two with illustration of Captain 
Noel using a Kinematograph camera, each with adverts for different theatres such as Winter 
Gardens Bournemouth (both images), Guildhall Cambridge, Royal County Theatre Shrewsbury, 
Philharmonic Hall London (used, faults), City Hall Glasgow (used), City Hall Cardiff and Town Hall 
Cheltenham, very fine

200 - 300

     
41155 C J                           

1924 Everest Expedition: Expedition labels, two mint top right corner marginal blocks of four, one in 
lighter shade and one in darker shade (matt gum), plus extra block of four in darker shade with some 
perf. separation, fine to very fine, plus a fake single

100 - 150
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41156 F                           

1924 Everest Expedition - Mail from the Tractor Party: 1924 (Jun 5) Envelope sent to Srinagar with 
a very good strike of the scarce “EVEREST EXPEDITION / TIBET / 1924 / TRACTOR PARTY” cachet 
on reverse, with Expedition imprint on backflap, Srinagar arrivals, the obverse with uncancelled 
Expedition label and franked with KGV 1a tied by Yatung Tibet cds, fine and rare, possibly the earliest 
outgoing mail, plus card signed by Victor A Haddick who led the Tractor Party

1’500 - 2’000

41157 F / 248                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Jun 15) Envelope from Francis Helps, official artist for the expedition, sent 
to England with Expedition label tied by “MT. EVEREST EXPEDITION / TIBET / 1924” black cachet (further 
strike on reverse) and franked with 1a pair tied by Yatung cds, minor foxing, slightly roughly opened. fine

300 - 400

41158 F / 248                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Jun 21) Envelope sent to Gyantse with Expedition label unusually not 
cancelled, franked with 1a tied by Yatung cds, arrival bs, fine

340 - 400

41159 F / 248                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Jun 22) Envelope from Francis Helps, official artist for the expedition, sent 
to England with Expedition label tied by “MT. EVEREST EXPEDITION / TIBET / 1924” black cachet (further 
strike on reverse) and franked with 1a pair tied by Yatung cds, minor foxing, slightly roughly opened, fine

300 - 400

41160 F / 248                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Jun 23) Envelope sent to Major Bailey in Pharijong with Expedition 
label tied by “MT. EVEREST EXPEDITION / TIBET / 1924” black cachet and franked with 1a tied by 
Yatung cds, arrival bs, very fine and clean cover

300 - 400

41161 F / 250                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Jun 28) Postcard sent to India with Expedition label tied by “MT. 
EVEREST EXPEDITION / TIBET / 1924” black cachet on reverse (further strike on obverse) and franked 
with 1a tied by Pharijong cds, Camac Street Calcutta arrival cds, very fine

300 - 400

41162 F / 250                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Jun 28) Envelope to England with Expedition label tied by “MT. EVEREST 
EXPEDITION / TIBET / 1924” black cachet and franked with 1a pair tied by Pharijong cds, fine

200 - 300

41163 F / 248                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Jun 28) 1/4a postal stationery card with Expedition label tied by “MT. 
EVEREST EXPEDITION / TIBET / 1924” cachet in black on reverse, with further strike on the obverse, 
cancelled by Pharijon cds with Simla and Bombay transit, creases and toned otherwise fine

200 - 300
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41164 F / 250                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Jun 28) Envelope sent to India with Expedition label tied by “MT. 
EVEREST EXPEDITION / TIBET / 1924” black cachet (further strike on reverse) and franked with 1a 
tied by Pharijong cds, minor foxing, Dagshai arrival bs, fine

200 - 300

41165 F / 250                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Jun 28) Envelope with Expedition label tied by “MT. EVEREST 
EXPEDITION / TIBET / 1924” cachet in black with 1a tied by Pharijong cds, reverse with Kanchrapara 
arrival cds, toned otherwise fine

200 - 260

   
41166 F                           

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Jun 29) 1/2a Postal stationery envelope sent to Major Bailey in 
Gyantse with a BLOCK OF SIX of the Expedition label on reverse cancelled by the black “MT. EVEREST 
EXPEDITION / TIBET / 1924” cachets (Waterfall Type IIb), uprated with India KGV 1/4a on 1/2a 
and 3p tied by PHARIJONG 29 JUN 24, opened for display, one of the largest known multiples of the 
Expedition stamp on cover and rare sent from Tibet, a showpiece item, ex 1955 Robson Lowe ‘Bailey’ 
sale lot 175 and Olsson

3’000 - 4’000

 
41167 F                           

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Jul 9) Expedition postcard from to Yatung Siliguri Base in Tibet to 
TRANSVAAL, South Africa, bearing Expedition label tied by “MT.EVEREST  EXPEDITION / RONGBUK 
GLACIER BASE CAMP / 1924” in black (Waterfall Type  IIc) and “RONGBUK GLACIER MAIN BASE 
CAMP 17,000ft” cachet below,  franked with India 1a and 1/2a, sent by runner to the British P.O. in 
Pharijong, minor creasing, an extremely rare Tibet item to a most unusual destination

1’500 - 2’000
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41168 F                           

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 1/2a Postal stationery card with Expedition label on reverse tied by 
“RONGBUK GLACIER MAIN BASE CAMP 17,000ft” cachet, obverse with “MT. EVEREST EXPEDITION / 
TIBET / 1924” cachet, unsent, creased, very scarce example of the “17,000ft” cachet

500 - 700

41169 F / 250                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Aug 1) Postcard sent to NETHERLANDS INDIES with Expedition label tied 
by “MT. EVEREST EXPEDITION / TIBET / 1924” black cachet on reverse (further strike on obverse) and 
franked with 1a pair tied by Yatung cds, Soerabaja arrival cds adjacent, very fine and unusual destination

300 - 400

41170 F / 250                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Oct 24) Expedition postcard bearing Expedition label tied by “MT.
EVEREST  EXPEDITION / RONGBUK GLACIER BASE CAMP / 1924” cachet in black, with India 1 1/2a 
tied by Calcutta British Empire Exhibition slogan machine cancel, minor foxing, scarce example of this 
cachet in black

300 - 400

41171 F / 250                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Oct) Expedition postcard bearing Expedition label tied by “MT.
EVEREST  EXPEDITION / RONGBUK GLACIER BASE CAMP / 1924” cachet in red, with India 1 1/2a 
tied by Calcutta cds with British Empire Exhibition slogan machine cancel alongside, sent to UK with 
“INSUFFICIENTLY ADDRESSED” hs  on arrival and returned to India with “D.L.O / CALCUTTA” Dead  
Letter Office ds, heavily foxing but full of character

200 - 260

41172 F / 254                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Oct 24) Expedition postcard to AUSTRALIA with Expedition label 
tied by  “MT.EVEREST  EXPEDITION / RONGBUK GLACIER BASE CAMP / 1924” cachet in red, franked 
with 1 1/2a, not tied by the Calcutta British Empire Exhibition slogan cancel but tied on arrival by 
Elsternwick (Victoria) cds, peripheral toning, fine and unusual destination

100 - 150

41173 F / 254                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Oct 24) Expedition postcard sent to JAMAICA with Expedition label 
tied by  “MT.EVEREST  EXPEDITION / RONGBUK GLACIER BASE CAMP / 1924” cachet in red, franked 
1 1/2a tied by Calcutta British Empire Exhibition slogan cancel, reverse with Kingston arrival, fine and 
exotic destination for such a card

100 - 150

41174 F / 254                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 (Oct 30) Expedition postcard to SOUTH AFRICA with Expedition label 
tied by  “MT.EVEREST  EXPEDITION / RONGBUK GLACIER BASE CAMP / 1924” cachet in red, franked 
with 1 1/2a tied by the Calcutta British Empire Exhibition slogan cancel, redirected twice in SA with 
Pretoria and King Williams Town cds, minor toning, fine and unusual destination

100 - 150
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41175 F                           

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 Group of 12 Expedition postcards to various uncommon/unusual 
destinations with Expedition labels tied by  “MT.EVEREST  EXPEDITION / RONGBUK GLACIER BASE 
CAMP / 1924” cachets in red, incl. HAWAII (address overwritten in pencil), USA (2), Switzerland (2), 
South Africa (3), Australia, Canada (2) and Ireland, plus a ppc with forgery of the cachet, two unused 
Expedition cards and a small newspaper clipping about the cachet, some with faults, a rare group for 
the specialist

700 - 1’000

 
41176 F                           

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 Group of 10 Expedition postcards with Expedition labels tied by  “MT.
EVEREST  EXPEDITION / RONGBUK GLACIER BASE CAMP / 1924” cachets in red, all sent to the 
UK from Darjeeling or Calcutta between August 18th and October 24th, one going to the Shetland 
Island, one with an annotated envelope written by the collector who sent off for the card, plus small 
newspaper clipping about the cachet, fine to very fine

400 - 500

41177 F / 254                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 Group of 5 Expedition postcards to various uncommon/unusual 
destinations with Expedition labels tied by  “MT.EVEREST  EXPEDITION / RONGBUK GLACIER BASE 
CAMP / 1924” cachets in red, incl. Ireland, Belgium, Switzerland, Canada and Australia, fine to very 
fine, a rare group for the specialist

300 - 400

41178 F / 254                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 Expedition postcard with Expedition label tied by  “MT.EVEREST  
EXPEDITION / RONGBUK GLACIER BASE CAMP / 1924” cachet in black, not posted, fine and scarce 
example of the cachet in black

200 - 300
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41179 F / 254                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1924 Envelope with Expedition label tied by “MT.EVEREST  EXPEDITION / 
RONGBUK GLACIER BASE CAMP / 1924” cachet in black, philatelic as there is no India franking, a very 
fine and scarce example of the cachet in black

100 - 150

41180 F / 254                   

1924 Everest Expedition: 1925 Envelope from the French Geographical Society with Expedition label 
tied by Paris cds with 10c Semeuse franking above, arrival bs, unusual usage of the label to publicise a 
society lecture about the Expedition

100 - 150

 
41181 F                           

1936 Everest Expedition: 1936 (Apr 22) Envelope sent by climber Edmund Wigram to Scotland with 
“EVEREST, 1936” violet despatch cachet (not annotated) and initialled by him at top right, franked with 
1a3p pair tied by Gangtok cds, sent before the problem with the Postmaster of Gangtok (see following 
three lots), fine and very scarce

800 - 1’000

     
41182 F                           

1936 Everest Expedition: Envelope sent by climber Frank Smythe to England with “EVEREST, 1936” 
violet despatch cachet annotated “Shekar Dzong / Tibet” and initialled by him, reverse with Sikkim 
Legation official cachet and label reading “Suffered detention in Gangtok post office owing to the 
Postmaster’s failure to affix postage stamps and to forward them in time. The postmaster has been 
sent to jail for his offence”, forwarded by Sikkim officials and reposted in the UK with KEVIII 1 1/2d, 
fine and very scarce

Note: The Expedition team gave money to the Postmaster to send batches of mail home. However, he 
kept the money and did not send most of the mail onwards. He was later let freed on appeal.

700 - 900
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41183 F                           

1936 Everest Expedition: 1936 (May 23) Envelope sent by climber Peter Oliver to Scotland with 
“EVEREST, 1936” violet despatch cachet annotated “Camp No.I”, dated and initialled by him, reverse 
with Sikim official cachet and label reading “Suffered detention in Gangtok post office owing to the 
Postmaster’s failure to affix postage stamps and to forward them in time. The postmaster has been 
sent to jail for his offence”, sent unfranked, with “I.S.” inspector’s hs, incl. note from an acquantaince 
of the recipient explaining the story of the cover, fine and very scarce

Note: The Expedition team gave money to the Postmaster to send batches of mail home. However, he 
kept the money and did not send most of the mail onwards. He was later let freed on appeal.

700 - 900

 
41184 F                           

1936 Everest Expedition: 1936 (Jun 1) Envelope sent by John Morris (transport organiser) to England 
with “EVEREST, 1936” violet despatch cachet annotated “Camp No.I”, dated and initialled by him, 
reverse with Sikim official cachet and label reading “Suffered detention in Gangtok post office owing to 
the Postmaster’s failure to affix postage stamps and to forward them in time. The postmaster has been 
sent to jail for his offence”, sent unfranked, fine and very scarce

Note: The Expedition team gave money to the Postmaster to send batches of mail home. However, he 
kept the money and did not send most of the mail onwards. He was later let freed on appeal.

700 - 900

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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41185 F                           

1953 Everest Expedition: Group of 7 related to the Expedition incl.

• Envelope with “BRITISH MOUNT EVEREST / EXPEDITION. 1953 / CAMP” cachet in red and signed 
below by Hunt and dated 24.4.53, sent from the Indian Embassy in Nepal

• Envelope with ms “Brit. Mt. Everest Expedn 4/53 as from: Camp VI (23500ft) and signed by Hunt, 
sent from the Indian Embassy in Nepal

• Incoming envelope from Bareilly, India, addressed to “Col. Hunt / Leader of Everest Expedition / Kathmandu”
• Envelope to Australia with typed “Sender: / Mount Everest Expedition / Nepal” on backflap, sent from 

the Indian Embassy in Nepal. The addressee accompanied members of the team on the ship to India
• Envelope sent by photographer Alfred Gregory to family in England from the Indian Embassy in Nepal
• Envelope with 1924 Expedition label in combination with India franking sent from the Indian 

Embassy in Nepal, endorsed at top left “British Expedition”
• Envelope endorsed “From British Everest Expedition / C/O British Embassy / Kathmandu / Nepal”, 

sent from the Indian Embassy in Nepal
• 1954 Commemorative picture postcard of Everest with Hillary and Tenzing with Tibet franking and 

India “Conquest of Everest” 2a stamp tied by Gyantse cds

An amazing and very rare group of items from the most famous expedition which saw Hillary and 
Tenzing reach the summit of Everest for the first time

3’000 - 5’000
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41186 F                           

1953 Everest Expedition: Tenzing Norgay group incl. signed compliments slip depicting him, minor 
faults, plus 7 photos/postcards depicting him

150 - 200

41187 F / 254                   

1954 Daily Mail Himalayan “Abominable Snowman” Expedition: Three covers with the Expedition cachet, 
one sent from leader J. A. Jackson with Nepal/India mixed franking, one endorsed “Dzong Ha Camp, 
17,500ft” with Nepal/India mixed franking , and airmail from the Indian Embassy in Nepal, fine group

400 - 600

41188 F / 260                   

1954 California Himalayan Expedition: Group of five covers showing the three different coloured 
Expedition labels depicting Mt. Makalu, with green (the scarcest), red (2) and blue (2, one with stamps 
missing),each  tied by “CARRIED BY RUNNER” cachet in red or/& black and “BARUN GLACIER BASE 
CAMP” cachet below, with Nepal/India mixed frankings, fine

400 - 600

41189 F / 260                   

1955 Kangchenjunga Expedition First Ascent: Envelope with “KANGCHENJUNGA / EXPEDITION 
1955 / CAMP ... FT” cachet with ms “BASE / 18,200”, signed by four members of the team (incl. three 
summiters), sent from Darjeeling to India, fine

500 - 600

41190 F / 260                   

1955 Kangchenjunga Expedition First Ascent: 2a Postal stationery envelope with “KANGCHENJUNGA 
/ EXPEDITION 1955 / CAMP ... FT” cachet with ms “BASE / 16,200”, sent by J. A. Jackson to a member 
of family, sent from Darjeeling 14 May 1955 to Calcutta, fine

500 - 600

41191 F / 260                   

1955 Kangchenjunga Expedition First Ascent: Envelope with “KANGCHENJUNGA / EXPEDITION 1955 
/ CAMP ... FT” cachet struck on front and back, sent by summiter Joe Brown to England with brown 
“Found open or damaged” seal along bottom, plus GB envelope with Royal Geographical Society 
imprint for the Expedition and ticket stub for the lecture at the Royal Festival Hall

340 - 400

41192 F / 260                   

1965 Jagdula Expedition: Picture postcard of the all-female team, signed on reverse by each and sent 
from Bankey, Nepal, , creases, plus a card also signed by five of the women

Note: The expedition took them to the unexplored Kanjiroba Himal in N.W. Nepal. The whole team 
made first ascents of six unclimbed peaks of 17,000 to 19500 ft and on May 13th 1962 Barbara and Jo 
with two Sherpas made the first ascent of Lhashamma, the peak of 21,037 ft (6412 m.) at the head of 
the Garpung Khola valley and the expedition’s main goal.

200 - 260
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41193 F / 260                   

1970 British Annapurna South Face Expedition: Group of three signed commemorative cards signed by 
team members with special cachet adjacent, sent from Nepal, the earliest with Ian Clough’s signature 
applied as a handstamp as he was yet to arrive, the second signed by him and the third with his 
signature missing as he died on the expedition, a useful trio telling the tragic story

400 - 600

41194 F / 260                   

1971 International Himalayan Expedition: Three postcards incl. commemorative card signed by 16 
members of the team with “EVEREST 71 / SOUTH FACE / WEST RIDGE / BASE CAMP” hs adjacent, plus 
two handwritten postcards by climber Jimmy Roberts, very fine

100 - 150

41195 F / 262                   

1975 British Everest Expedition: Commemorative postcard signed by 17 members of the team as well 
as signed by Edmund Hillary, some creasing, fine and very scarce

1’000 - 1’500

41196 F / 262                   

1982 British Everest Expedition: Commemorative postcard signed by the team incl. Joe Tasker and 
Peter Boardman (who disappeared while making a final attempt to climb the Three Pinnacles at over 
8’000m), as well as Chris Bonington, Dick Renshaw, Adrian Gordon and Charles Clarke, with Base 
Camp 5’200m cachet, sent from Lhasa with China franking dated 26.3.82, fine and very scarce

1’000 - 1’500

41197 F COLLECTION                           

Group of items relating to famous climbers, incl. 1956 cover signed by Italian Lino Lacadelli, three items signed 
individually by Junko Tabei, UIAA Anniversary cover signed by Junko Tabei, John Hunt and Reinhold Messner 
(amongst International Delegation Heads), ppc’s of Guido Magnone and of Edmund Hillary, etc. (12 items)

300 - 400

41198 F COLLECTION / 262                   

1953-82 Nanga Parbat Expeditions collection in an album, the majority regarding with the 1953 First 
Ascent with covers & cards (incl. rare official expedition postcards) from members of the team incl. 
correspondence (both ways) between deputy leader Albert Bitterling on Expedition letter paper with a 
family member in Germany to the expedition, items of note incl. a weather station day book from July 
1953, signed photocard of leader Karl Herrligkoffer, photocard of camp on Nanga Parbat, a few press 
photos of their return, Christmas card signed by Herrligkoffer, publicity incl. ephemera for the film with a 
ticket stub for the showing in UK, magazine and booklets about the expedition, then 1954 expedition with 
correspondence on official headed paper from Herrligkoffer, correspondence between Rudolf Marek from 
1954 & 1961/62, then documentation and letters from the German Institute for International Research 
regarding the earlier as well as later expeditions to Nanga Parbat, a unique collection and ideal for the 
student for further research by reading the numerous letters (which have not all been read by the vendor)

2’400 - 3’000

41199 F COLLECTION                           

1961-87, Collection of over ca.120 covers & cards British Expeditions in the Himalayas, mostly signed 
cards/covers by team members, incl. 1961 Derbyshire Exped., 1965 & 1974 RAF exped. to Dhaulagriri 
IV, 1961 Nuptse, 1966 Manchester Hundu Kush, 1970 Nampa, 1974 Brisith Nepalese, 1980 British 
Army, 1981 Amadablam, 1982 Makalu, 1983 Manaslu, 1985 Kishtwar, etc, just to mention some, incl. 
some ephemera, a great lot, ideal for further study and mounting into an exhibit collection

1’000 - 1’500

41200 F COLLECTION / 262                   

1962-2003, Non-Himalayan expeditions, incl. Hindukusch (Afghanistan-Pakistan border) with signed 
team postcards from 1962 Austrian, 1963 Swiss, 1965 Austrian, 1965 Czech, 1969 Austrian (3, one 
printed), 1965 German (2, one printed), 1965 Italian, 1968 Austrian, 1968 Kapfenburger (2), 1970 
Biomedical, 1970 Austrian, 1970 South-West German, 1972 Berchtesgadener, 1973 German, 1973 
Jubilee, 1973 Nosaq, 1973 Hamburg, 1974 Italian (2) and 1975 Yugoslavian, then 1968 Kasbek 
expedition, Pamir expeditions (Tajikistan) from 1974 (3), 1975, 1977, 1981 and 1984, then 1980 Kongur 
card unused and 1981 Kongur card written by Chris Bonington, 1982 Xixabangma expedition (3 + rare 
flyer selling posters of the expedition), 2001 Karjian expedition (China/Bhutan) and 2003 Tien Shan 
expedition, an interesting mix and useful starter for an exhibit colleciton (42 items)

300 - 500
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41201 F COLLECTION / 264                   

1963-72 Himalayan expeditions collection, most with signed team postcards incl. 1963 Dhaulagiri (6), 
1964 South Australian printed envelope (no signatures), 1965 Vagmarken Expedition (no signatures) 
1969 Austrian (3), 1972 Savoyade, 1973 German, 1974 ppc of Swagarohini, 1975 Khumbu-Himal-Everest 
(2), 1975 German-Austrian Kangchendzonga (4), 1979 Swiss-German Makalu, 1979 Intermountain 
Expedition (2), 1982 Lhotse-Shar and 1982 New Zealand, a great lot for the enthusiast (25)

300 - 500

41202 F COLLECTION / 264                   

1972-96, REINHARD MESSNER Himalayan Expeditions, with signed cards incl. 1972 Trioler-Himalaya 
expedition, 1974 Austria exped. to Makalu, 1975 Club Alpino Italiano to Lhotse (2), 1977 Dhaulagiri (4 
different, one printed), 1978 Everest (6 + brochure + publicity card), 1979 Karakorum (2), 1980 Solo 
Everest (3 different), 1981 8000er Bücher (2), 1982/83 Cho-Oyu, 1982 K2, 1982 Everest (2 different), 
1984 Gasherbrum, 1984 Dhaulagiri, 1985 Swiss Dhaulagiri, 1985 Annapurna, 1986 Makalu, 1989 
Lhotse and 1996 K2, a fantastic lot for the connoisseur of Mountaineering philately (35 items)

1’000 - 1’500

United States

 
41203 F                           

New York: 1845-46 5c black, pair with close to good margins, tied by red NEW YORK, on 1846 folded 
entire to Pitsburg, Pa., fine and scarce

300 - 400

 
41204 F                           

5c dark brown, two single with close to good margins, both tied by “10” numeral cancels in blue, on 
1850 folded entire from Baltimore to Brooke Co., Va., with BALTIMORE/13.FEB cds alongside, unusual 
and an attractive usage of the numeral cancels, signed Jakubek

300 - 400
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41205 F / 264                   63b

1861 1c dark blue, horizontal strip of three tied by blue Phila, PA cps to cover to Huntington, PA, very 
fine, cert. PF

150 - 180

 
41206 CC J                           305

1901 10c Pan American Exposition mint nh marginal imprint plate block of six with “Buereau, Engraving 
& Printing” and “1151”, weak perfs vertically and probably expertly re-attached, still a very attractive 
and scarce positional multiple

700 - 1’000

41207 F / 264                   

1930, Registered cover franked 5c Roosevelt + 2c Washington bearing 2 different figure cancel, at back 
Santa Claus 25.12.30 departure & Bridgeport arrival mkg, scarce

120 - 160

41208 F / 264                   

1933, Cover franked 1c Chicago Century of Progress blk of 4 with figure cancel Good Hope, Ohio, 
25.12.33, nice Santa Claus figure cancel, scarce

80 - 120

41209 CC                           1563a

1975 10c Battle of Lexington mint nh vertical pair  showing variety imperf horizontally, yellowish gum, 
very fine and scarce as only 60-80 pairs issued

40 - 60

Carrier Issues

41210 F / 264                   

Baltimore Md.: 1857 1c Red (1LB9b), position 2 showing “Short Rays”, close to touched margins, tied 
by pencross on 3c red entire (U9), fine and scarce

100 - 150

41211 F / 264                   

Baltimore, Md : 1856 1c blue (1LB6), single cancelled by pencross on cover with 3c red, fine

100 - 150

41212 F / 264                   

Honour’s City Express : 1851-58 2c black on blue, single cancelled by pencross on cover with 
3c red, fine

100 - 150

Confederate States – Postmasters’ Provisionals

41213 F / 264                   

Athens, GA : 5c purple, single with touched to large margins, tied on small envelope, with s/l PAID and 
cds alongside, cvr flap missingvery scarce, signed Holcombe

400 - 500
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41214 F / 264                   

New Orleans, LA : 5c brown, two horizontal pairs, tied on yellow envelope, somewhat tatty, scarce, ex. Knapp

150 - 200

 
41215 F                           11X2

Baton Rouge, LA : 5c green and carmine (Maltese cross border), single with clear margins tied to envelope 
by Baton Rouge cds, sent to Vernon, Madison County, missing backflap, fine and very rare with apparently 
only 11 recorded covers of which only two have a stamp with four margins, signed Calves

1’000 - 1’500

41216 F / 266                   

Memphis, TENN : 5c red, single with touched to clear margins, tied on envelope, cvr faults, very scarce

200 - 300

 
41217 G                           

Mobile, ALA : 5c blue, pair with touched to good margins, tied on small fragment, fine

80 - 120

41218 F / 266                   

Mobile, ALA : 5c blue, single with touched to good margins, tied on envelope, fine and scarce

200 - 300

41219 F / 266                   

Nashville, TENN : 5c brick red, single with touched to large margins, tied on small envelope, with s/l 
PAID alongside, very scarce

300 - 400

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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41220 F COLLECTION                           

Macon, GA : 5c black on light blue green (53X1), good to very large margins, tied MACON/GA cds on 
cover, envelope cleaned and repaired tears upper left and addressed enhanced, a very rare usage, cert. 
Confederate Stampalliance (2005)

800 - 1’200

Confederate States – General Issues

41221 CC J / 266                   12

1863-64 Jefferson Davis 10c blue die B in mint sheet of 100 with printer’s imprint at foot “No.3 
Archer Bank Note Engravers, Richmond, Va.” (showing “& Davy” removed), top row trimmed at top 
and some toning

300 - 400

Local Stamps 

41222 F / 266                   

American Letter Mail Co : 1844 5c black, single cancelled by pencross on cover with American Letter 
Company cachet in red alongside, very fine

100 - 150

41223 F / 266                   

American Letter Mail Co : 1844 5c black, single tied on cover by red “BOSTON/MAY.4/Ms.” cds, fine

100 - 150

41224 F / 266                   

Westtown, Pa : 1853-67 2c gold, single uncancelled on part cover, plus single uncancelled on cover 
with 3c red, a fine pair

80 - 120

41225 F / 268                   

Bayonne City Dispatch NJ : 1883 1c black, single tied on cover by purple circles with dated hs 
alongside, very fine

100 - 150

41226 F / 268                   

Boyd’s City Express NY : 1844-55 2c Black on green, six untied singles on five separate covers and one 
front, mixed (6)

100 - 150

41227 F / 268                   

Boyd’s City Express NY : 1844-55 1c Black on lilac, two singles on two separate covers, one tied and 
one cancelled with 3c red, mixed (2)

100 - 150

41228 F / 268                   

Boyd’s Dispatch NY : 1878 Black on pink or salamon (shades), three untied singles on three sepearte 
cover, one with being an illustrated corner card, a scarce trio

100 - 150
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41229 DFE / 268                   

Swarts’ NY : 1849-53 (2c) red, single cancelled on cover front with 3c red, part of address panel 
showing through, fine)

100 - 150

41230 F / 268                   

Westervelt’s Post NY : 1864 Indian Chief 1c Red (144L9), four clear margins, cancelled by pencross on 
cover with 3c red tied fancy cancel, fine and very scarce

200 - 300

41231 F / 268                   

Union Square NY : 1852 1c black in dark green (141L1), not tied on cover, plus 1c light apple green 
(141L2), not tied on cover with 3c red, a scarce pair

200 - 300

USA Possessions

Guam

41232 F / 270                   

1926 US NAVY IN PACIFIC-GUAM/MARIANNAS ISLANDS/PHILIPPINES/ JAPAN: A group of 7 official 
US Navy covers including 1946 US Navy Port director Kobe-Osaka-Wakayama/Honshu to Guam; 
COMMANDER MARIANNAS to NAVY 1926 with “INTER-ISLAND” marking; SHIPPING CONTROL 
OFFICE MARIANAS OFFICER MESSANGER to FPO GUAM (with fancy receiving cancel) and similar with 
URGENT handstamp, COM PHIL SEA FRONTIER, Certified Official US N mail signed from Manila to 
Guam (Both receiving cancels on back), Navy Port Director 1176 INTER-ISLAND MAIL to FLEET POST 
OFFICA MARIANNS ISLAND C/o FPO San Francisco,  a scarce and unusual postal history Group

100 - 150

Hawaii

41233 F / 270                   

1897 Hawaii SC UX9- Jul. 17, 1897 Honolulu to Hombrechtikon, Switzerland receiving cancel. VF 
and attractive with message refers to meeting The Earl of Governor General Uchter Knox, 5th Earl of 
Ranfurly Wellington, New Zealand, usual and scarce

70 - 100

Vietnam
41234 F / 270                   N14, N15, N28, N30

1955 (Oct 3) Picture postcard sent to Czechoslovakia with 1954 “20” on 200d, 10d Relief of Hanoi 
and 50d + 100d Month of Friendship (early impression) tied by Hanoi cds, very fine and extremely rare 
usage of the “20” on 200d, signed Scheller and cert. RPS (2017)

400 - 500

Yemen
41235 F / 270                   

1934 (13.2) Envelope from Sanaa to Belgium, with an attractive multiple and mixed value franking, all 
tied “SANAA/13.2.34”, very fine and scarce

280 - 320

41236 CC                           

1939 Complete imperforate set of six values in blocks of four, Yvert 18-23, nh, very fine

50 - 80

41237 CC                           

1963 Consular official 10B with red handstamp ovpt YEMEN, MNH, (Mi 57a, € 1000)

100 - 150

41238 J P / 270                   

1979-82 Ueberreuter Cromalin proofs, attractive assembly of 27 printer’s presentation folders, 
showing between two and eight prrofs per folder, some also include miniature sheets, a wonderful 
array of items of thematic interest, generally very fine, a scarce group

150 - 300





Latin America

INDEX 

Argentina   42000-42032
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Argentina
Postal History

42000 F / 274                   

1802 (June 18). Entire letter from Buenos Aires to Valencia, Spain, bearing red “BUENOS./AYRES.” 
two-line hs, charged with ‘6R.’ in red and with crowned “VA” arrival postmark, a rare transatlantic 
dated entire during the colonial period.

300 - 400

42001 F / 274                   

1821-50. Two entire letters to France, both bearing diff types of red “BUENOS/AYRES.” two-line hs 
originating from the Colonial period, the earlier also hs by “FRANCA” straight line in red and black 
“Colonies/Par Bordeaux”.

200 - 300

42002 F                           

1825 (Sept 9). Entire letter from Buenos Aires to London, with “BUENOS/AYRES.” two-line hs in red, 
charged “3/6” (2/7 packet + 11d inland) on arrival, contents concerning the readiness of four estates 
suitable for immediate occupation by “as many families as may come to establish themselves”, an 
interesting entire concerning early European immigration.

150 - 200

42003 F / 274                   

1828 (Nov 26). Entire letter endorsed “Pr Francis Freeling Captn Cunningham”, which arrived to 
Falmouth on Feb. 15, with “17/6” charge explained by the “1 1/4” add in ms to the “Oz at 14s/-per 
Oz” postmark at top; according to How: “some of the letters from Buenos Aires brought by “Freeling” 
packet were eaten by mice”, which may explain the old repair in one corner, a scarce and early usage.

150 - 200

42004 F / 274                   

British P.O. 1831 (May 3). Entire letter from Buenos Aires to Manchester, endorsed “Single with 
pattern”, including a cloth enclosed in this letter, with green “BUENOS AYRES/O” undated circular hs 
on reverse, conveyed by the “Calypso”, a very are usage.

200 - 300

42005 F / 274                   

1847 (Sept 21). Cover from Buenos Aires to Havre, forwarded via an agent in Montevideo with 
manuscript notation on reverse “Montevideo 7bre 21/47 Acheminée par Frenal & Carriera”, large 
Montevideo cds, “COVE/SHIP LETTER” two-line hs in blue and Art. 13 accountancy marking in red, 
Calais and Havre cds’s, a scarce usage.

150 - 200

42006 F / 274                   

1856 (Aug 29). Entire letter carried privately via Liverpool to Sweden, with ms forwarding agent 
notation on back for onward transmission on Oct 11 on back, together with GB-Sweden route via 
Hamburg with K.S.P.A. and elusive K.D.O.P.A. (Danish postal agency) cds’s, on front charged “7” on 
arrival and in transit with “3 1/2” retained at Hamburg, a rare destination.

200 - 300

42007 F / 274                   

British P.O. 1871 (Jan 11), small envelope conveyed by the British “La Plata” and sent to Edolo being 
redirected inland to Iseo, Italy, postmarked with scarce red “Buenos AYRES/PAID” cds, “1/4” crayon 
charge, London transit, taxed on arrival with Italian postage dues 1869 10c pair in mixed franking with 
1870-74 60c (2), a very rare combination through the Br. P.O. on mail to Italy.

200 - 300

42008 F / 274                   

1866 (Oct). Envelope to St. Gallen, Switzerland, without Argentine postmarks showing French 
“BUENOS-AYRES/PAQ. FR. K N°1” cds, rare French “F./29” triangular marking, “200” red crayon 
recipient’s charge, carried by the “Carmel” and the “Guienne”.

150 - 200

Latin America
December 2, 2020, at 17:00 CET
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42009 F                           

Transatlantic Mail balance collection comprising 46 covers, with French, British and Italian carriages, 
incl. Ship Letter markings, franked mail combined with Italian postage dues, better accountancy 
matter incl printed matter rate, rare mail to Sweden, one ABN 5c cover to Ireland (scarce dest), “Da 
Buenos Aires/coi Postali italiani”, French P.O. frankings, etc, viewing essential.

1’000 - 1’500

Buenos Aires

42010 C                           

1857, Unissued “Gauchitos” type 6r, 8r and 10r, mint hinged, as usual some faults, scarce

70 - 100

42011 F / 278                   

1856-63, choice group of six covers bearing single frankings, incl. Corrientes 1856 1r, 1860-80 (3c) 
black on blue, “Cabecitas” 1r blue, “Confederación” 5c used at Córdoba and Salta, and “Escuditos” 5c 
tied by oval of Salta, very fine.

400 - 600

        
42012 H DCE                           1, 2, 7

1858, “Barquitos” 2(dos)p blue, 1(in)p light brown and 1(in)p blue, three choice examples with good 
margins for these stamps, the first two used with “ponchito” hs in blue (unusually struck complete) and 
black, the other unused without gum (signed Kneitschel), a very fine and desirable trio.

300 - 400

42013 F / 278                   10a, 10c

1862 (March 11). Entire letter addressed within the province from Buenos Aires to Lobería, franked by 
1862 1p dark blue, worn impression, and 1p light blue, semi-worn impression, featuring an infrequent 
combination of same denominations in contrasting shades, tied by “Franco” oval with matching 
“MENSAGERIAS DEL COMERCIO/PIEDRAS 81/BUENOS AIRES” framed oval messagery handstamps, 
both struck in a very attractive and uncommon radiant blue, some faults, a very scarce usage.

1’000 - 1’500

General issues

 
42014 F                           7H

1864 (April 13). Envelope from Rosario to Ivrea, Italy, with 1865 5c rose red, cut very slightly into at 
right, otherwise good margins, tied by blue cds on departure, French octagonal “BUENOS-AYRES” ds 
(date rotated) at left, arrival on back, carried by the “Saintongue” and the “Estramadure”, one of 15 
transatlantic covers recorded in the “Escuditos” (this being unlisted in the 2006 Villard census).

800 - 1’200
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42015 H                           8

1864, first printing imperforate 5c red rose, a magnificent largely-margined example with delightful 
pastel shade and clear impression, cancelled by “OM” barred oval in blue.

100 - 150

42016 F / 278                   11d

1865 (Sept). Folded cover from Córdoba to Paris, paying internal postage with 1865 Third Printing 5 c. 
red-brown, tied by “Cordoba/Franca” hs, Buenos Aires transit and “GB/1F60c” accountancy marking 
at right, “Liverpool/Ship” ds and arrival on back, faint horizontal crease impinging the franking, a scarce 
transatlantic mail; ex Alemany.

500 - 700

 
42017 F                           11d

1865 (Sept 26). Envelope to Vermont, United States, franked for the internal postage with 1865 
Third Printing 5 c. red-brown, faintly tied on dispatch by indistinct black circular hs, apparently tied 
additionally on arrival, charged “40” in ms, carried by the “Oneida” to Southampton (which diverted 
from her normal route to pass the Rocas reef, 200 miles off the Brazilian coast, to pick up passengers 
and crew from the wrecked “Duncan Dunbar”), London transit on back, an infrequent and desirable 
destination; ex Alemany.

800 - 1’200

Bidding Steps  All bids in Euros

 50-100  5

 100-200  10

 200-500  20

500-1’000   50

 1’000-2’000  100

 2’000-5’000  200

 5’000-10’000  500

10’000-20’000  1’000

 20’000-50’000 2’000

 50’000-100’000 5’000

100’000-200’000 10’000

200,000+        Auctioneers discretion

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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42018 F                           20

1875 (July 4). Cover from San Pedro to Teramo, Italy, internal postage 1867-68 5c, France 1870-75 
10c pair and 25c (4) paying the transatlantic mail to Marseilles, all tied by “SAN PEDRO” cds’s, “DA 
BUENOS AIRES/COI POSTALI ITALIANI” hs tying French 25c stamps, Italian “9” due marking also 
tying part of the French franking, postage dues 40c and 50c, the latter with portion overlapping the 
edge and missing on back, part of Italian Post paper seal on back, Bs. As. transit and arrival cds’s, 
endorsed “Paquete Francese” although no ships of the S.G.T.M. were available then, being carried by 
the “Lavarello” or the “Italo Platense”; despite faults, a very rare usage with only two covers recorded 
bearing French stamps used from San Pedro; cert. Enzo Diena (1987).

1’200 - 1’600

42019 F / 278                   20, 22, 38

1878 (Dec 22). 8c red stationery cover from Rosario to Vienna, additionally franked by 1867-68 5c 
vermilion, 1873 1c purple and 1877-80 2c green, tied by Rosario cds’s, Ligne J Paq. N°4 cds alongside, 
Bs. As. and Vienna ds on reverse, a rare mixed-issues franking.

200 - 300

     Detail of the reverse

42020 F                           20, 30

1877 (April16). Envelope (opened for display) from Córdoba to Naples, bearing 1867-68 5c vermilion 
and three 1877 1c on 5c vermilion, tied by dispatch cds’s, “14” & “T” through France, with blue Italian 
“8” due marking also tying small part of a surcharged stamp at top, paid with Italian dues 10c (2) and 
60c pair on arrival, Buenos Aires and Torino transits, some minor faults not detracting from this rare 
combination franking; signed Fiecchi.

700 - 1’000
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42021 F / 278                   22, 23

1875 (Dec 5). Envelope from San Pedro to Teramo, Italy, paying internal rate with 1873 1c purple and 4c 
brown tied by dispatch cds’s, alongside showing Bs. As. transit, French octagonal “BUENOS-AYRES/PAQ. 
FR. J N°1” ds and conveyed by the “Niger”, tax “14” collected by Italian dues 40c and 1l on arrival, some 
faults to cover, but a rare transatlantic mail in this issue not originating from Buenos Aires.

500 - 750

42022 F DFE                           32

1877. Cover and cover front bearing single 1877 8c on 10c, the former sent to Krefeld, Germany, 
the latter to Genoa taxed with postage due 1L on arrival and bearing “DA BUENOS-AIRES COI 
POSTALI ITALIANI” hs.

150 - 200

42023 F / 278                   32

1877 (April). Envelope from Buenos Aires to Genoa, franked by 1877 8c on 10c green, tied by cds on 
departure, taxed with “28” & “T” markings on arrival and collected with dues 40c pair and scarce 2L 
(teared before application).

150 - 200

42024 F / 278                   33

1877 (Oct 8). Envelope to St-Fort-sur-Gironde, France, bearing 1876-77 5c tied by oblong ds, blue “E” 
rhomboid hs from a local mobile box, carried by the “Orenoque” to France with French 1876-77 1fr 
tied by octagonal “BUÉNOS-AYRES/PAQ.FR.J N°3” ds, repeated alongside, bs on arrival, some soiling 
but an appealing combination.

200 - 300

42025 F / 278                   35

1881 (June 15). Envelope endorsed “p. Vapor Mondego” from Buenos Aires to Tönsberg, Norway, 
franked by 1878 16c green pair, tied by Bs. As. cds, cover edge faults at top, an unusual destination.

100 - 150

42026 F / 278                   35

1878 (Sept 16). Envelope from Carcarañá to St. Gallen, Switzerland, franked by 1878 16c green, tied 
by “CARCARAÑA” blue cds, red “Repub. Arg./Marseille” cds, transits of Rosario and Buenos Aires plus 
arrival on reverse, a rare mail from this locality.

200 - 300

42027 F / 278                   

1879 (Feb 24). 16c green stationery cover from Buenos Aires carried by the “Gironde” to Bordeaux, tied 
by octagonal “BUENOS-AYRES/PAQ. FR. J N°6” ds, repeated alongside, arrival on back; signed Calves.

150 - 200

42028ex 42029ex

42028 C H P                           86, 105, 246 Proofs, 175

1891-1919, San Martín, group dedicated to the General incl. 1891 1p red die proof, 1910 10c unissued 
design imperf. vertically, 1892-95 5p dark blue imperf. pair without gum, 1910 20p mint with rare 
“00011” sheet marginal number, and 1917 20pdull blue and called imperf. plate proof.

120 - 160

42029 C F                           C20-C34

1930-31, Zeppelin, group of 11 mint stamps incl. 3.60p and the complete set of four overprinted in 
green (50c with faint crease) with the valuable 1.80p and set of five overprinted in red or blue, in 
addition Zeppelin cover bearing the 1930 first set of 5.

200 - 300
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French Post Offices

42030 F / 282                   

1866 (July 12), folded cover to Frankfurt, franked by 1862 40c and 80c, both tied by anchor lozenge, 
with matching “BUENOS-AYRES” octagonal ds at left, receiving cds on back, an infrequent destination.

200 - 300

42031 F / 282                   

1874 (Dec 11), folded cover to Madrid with mixed Empire 80c and Republic 25c, each tied by neat 
anchor lozenge, with “BUENOS-AYRES” octagon, charged in red with “4R” on delivery, Lisbon and 
Madrid bs, very fine.

200 - 300

Airmails

42032 F                           

1930-1935, Specialized Transatlantic Zeppelin Airmail collection neatly mounted and written up on 
38 album pages, showing an extensive range of 44 covers with a wide variety of flights cachets from 
the 2nd South America Flight through to the 16th South America Flight, plus selection of other flights, 
generally fine to very fine.

800 - 1’200

Bolivia

THE EARLIEST COVER KNOWN OF BOLIVIAN PHILATELY

42032A F                   1

1867, 5c yellow-green, original plate, second state, a delightful vertical pair clearly exhibiting the 
characteristic crisp impression and shade of this scarce state, positions 1/13, with mainly uncommonly 
large margins, tied by Scure framed hs (with the “Esterior/Franca” writing erased) on entire letter 
to Cochabamba, a very rare cover bearing this early state, dated July 8, 1967 and representing the 
earliest usage recorded of Bolivian stamps; ex Ortiz-Patiño.

3’000 - 4’000

42033 F / 282                   1

1867-68, 5c green, complete sheet of 72, apparently 4th Re-Engraving, o.g., four vertical folds 
between adhesives, very fine.

300 - 400
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4203542034ex

42034 C H DCE                           1, 2, 4, 5, 7

1866-67, First Issue, group of 31 stamps used/unused incl. shades and papers, the 10c brown 
represented with two appealing examples, fine-very fine.

150 - 200

42035 H                           97

1911, the Villa Bella Provisional 20c on 2c green and black, used, issued by local authorities at Villa 
Bella, a town on the Brazilian border, and with surcharge applied after the stamp had been affixed to 
cover, very fine and rare; cert. A.P.S. (1978); (Scott US$2’500)

400 - 600

     
42036 CC C F P                           J1-J9

1930-38, postage dues, one frame exhibit dedicated to the “Multa” triangular issues (the only postage 
dues issued in Bolivian philately), written up on pages including the only known Perkins Bacon archival 
material (10): die progressive and final proofs, complete sheets and multiples,  specimens issued 
for UPU countries, postal history items with two of only five covers recorded in the first issue, and 
non-philatelic usages in the second issue, a very interesting and unique collection enriched by a good 
research, viewing suggested.

600 - 1’000

Brazil (see also MSF– Rarities of the World catalogue)

Postal History

42037 F / 282                   

1819 (June 16). Entire letter from San Salvador de Bahia to a Captain at Toulon, France, and redirected 
inland to Uzès, contents describing the voyage from Malaga (Spain) to Brazil including the ceremony 
of crossing the Ecuador, charged “12”, red “COLONIES/PAR LE HAVRE” two-line hs and reverse 
with “DÉB. 78/TOULON/SUR-MER”, to our knowledge the only transatlantic mail from Brazil with a 
Deboursé postmark.

400 - 600
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42038 F / 282                   

1827 (Nov 29). Entire letter from Montevideo to Coldstream, redirected to Edinburgh, sent by a naval 
officer on board HMS “Cadmus” in Uruguay during the Portuguese-Brazilian occupation, carried via 
Rio de Janeiro to Falmouth by the HMS “Osborne”, with “BRAZIL/FE 24 1828/F” ds unusually applied 
in green and infrequently struck so clearly, originally charged “3/9” (2/7 packet plus 1/3 less 1d 
inland) uprated to ‘4/5’ for 8d from Coldstream to Edinburgh. Interesting contents concerning a naval 
engagement in the River Plate: “A vessel unexpectedly fired a shot close to us, and by the time we got 
all sail in, and guns ready, two others. We accordingly gave her a dozen from one side, when she tried to 
escape, but we made sail after her, and when Captaincies Thompson hailed her, she fired two volleys of 
musketry. (...) Finding she could not escape, she fired a gun and surrendered. I went on board and found 
her to be a privateer called General Dorrego”.

300 - 400

42039 F                           

1839 (Jan 26). Entire letter from Pernambuco to Schiedam, Holland, endorsed “Lord Cochrane/
Liverpool”, “LIVERPOOL/SHIP LETTER” with 8d ship letter charge, London transit and “England/
over Rotterdam” two-line entry hs on back, front with 2s 4d charge mark suggesting that the “Lord 
Cochrane” was diverted , “1.90” charge to the recipient.

150 - 200

42040 F / 282                   

1854 (Oct)-1855 (Nov). Two entire letters to Port showing “COMPANHIA DE PAQUETES A VAPOR/
LUSO BRASILEIRA” oval hs in blue from Rio de Janeiro and Bahia, both carried by “D. Maria 2a”, 80 and 
160 reis charges, a scarce and very fine duo.

200 - 300

42041 F                           

1856 (Apr 19). Entire letter from Rio Grande do Sul to Lisbon, redirected to Cadiz, Spain, conveyed 
by the “Tamar”, “RIO JANEIRO” double-arc cds, Portuguese entry, Spanish transit and arrival cds’s, 
charged “180” reis and “1 R” overstruck with “4” (reales) in blue, few tone spots.

100 - 150

42042 F                           

1856 (Oct 28). Entire letter from Rio de Janeiro to Porto, placed on board the French “Barcelone” on its 
first and unique voyage to Brazil, with faint strike of “COMPAGNIE FRANCO-AMERICAINE/AGENCE DE 
BAHIA” double circle in blue, charged with “120” reis, bs on receipt, less than ten letters are recorded 
with this navigation-company hs.

100 - 200

42043 F / 282                   

1870 (Aug 30). Entire letter from Ceará to Paris, on the private ship “Maranhense” to Liverpool, 
“LIVERPOOL/SHIP” and London Ship Letter ds’s on back, charged with ms 2d on back and “10” due 
mark in Calais on front; as the Siege of Paris had begun on Sept. 19, the letter was redressed to London, 
the “10” was consequently deleted and replaced by “BRITISH/FOREIGN” indicating “2” & “10” in ms 
and delivered on Oct. 20, a very scarce usage.

200 - 300

42044 F                           

Stampless Maritime Mail balance collection. 1813-81, mounted on exhibition pages and comprising 
over 100 covers mainly sent to France, Great Britain and Portugal, good ranges of usages including 
British P.O. postmarks, the sole voyage of the “Lady Eglinton”, “Ship Letter” markings, consular mail, 
private-ship carriages, a very interesting 1817 early usage with “Maranhao” oval hs, three covers 
with unusual “Cor° Maritimo” straight-line applied in Portugal on arrival on mail without postmarks 
delivered by hand, etc, in addition one franked cover with G.B. 3d strip of four from the British P.O. at 
Rio; fine-very fine, viewing essential.

1’000 - 1’500

British Post Offices

42045 F / 282                   

Rio de Janeiro. 1851 (Feb 10). Cover from Rio de Janeiro to Lisbon, ‘Paquete a vapor “Teviot”’ on 
the inaugural voyage of the RMSP service, at quadruple rate with ms “4/-”, superb “PAID/AT/RIO DE 
JANIERO” crowned circle and double-arc ds on back, high “1980” Portuguese postage in blue and 
‘Ley de 20-4 50’ oval for additional postage, closed tear on front, to our knowledge the earliest known 
usage of this crowned circle.

200 - 300
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42046 H                           Z39

Pernambuco. 1867-74, 5s rose, pl 1, aesthetically cancelled by two neat strikes of “C82” barred oval 
and complete “REGISTERED” sl in red, one short perf at base, probably unique (Parmenter notes that 
the registration postmark was not recorded in use).

200 - 300

42047 F / 286                   Z45, Z58

Rio de Janeiro. 1872 (April 23). Envelope endorsed “p Boyne” to Harburg, Germany, franked by 
4d vermilion pl 12, and 2s blue pl 1, tied by “C83” barred oval, the 2s additionally tied by “RIO DE 
JANEIRO/PAID” red cds, London transit alongside and German indistinct cds on back, some slight 
toning, scarce; cert. R.P.S.L. (2000).

300 - 400

1843 Bull’s Eyes

4205042048

42048 H                           1

1843, 30r black, fine impression, position 1 from 2nd composite plate, state D, with spectacular 
corner-sheet margins, used at Rio de Janeiro, various faults incl. small insect holes at base, still though 
a very scarce positional item.

150 - 300

         
42049 H                           1, 2b, 3a

1843, 30r, 60r and 90r black, complete set including well margined fine-impression 30r cancelled by 
scarce ‘VICTORIA’ straight line, worn impression 60r with complete margins showing very rare ‘PONTE 
MAYA’ hs, and intermediate impression 90r (repaired nick in margin and partial hor. crease), clearly 
margined, with indistinct postmark in brown, a difficult first-issue set with unusual cancellations.

500 - 750

42050 H                           2a

1843, 60r black, intermediate impression, large balanced margins all around, showing complete strike 
of framed ‘INUTILIZ’ hs, very small thin spot, scarce and attractive.

750 - 1’000
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1844-46 Slanting Figures

42051 H G                           8, 23, 26-28, 38, 39

1844-61, selection of 13 items used incl. “Inclinados” 60r type I in two pairs, one on piece with ms 
cancel and framed Grampará hs, “Verticais” 30r block of four, 600r (4), “Coloridos” 280r (2), etc.

200 - 300

1850-66 Upright Figures

42052 H                           21-40

1850-61, selection of 68 stamps used, incl. “Verticais” and “Coloridos” complete sets with duplicate 
of the 280r & 430r values, “Verticais” with large duplication of 30r & 60r incl. also multiples.

200 - 300

42053 F / 286                   23

1862 (March 1). Folded cover from Rio Grande do Sul to Ormskirk, England, franked on reverse by largely 
margined 1850 30r marginal block of four, cancelled by Rio Grande cds and tied by “INSUFFICIENTE” oval 
hs of Rio (insufficiently franked), Anglo-French “FR/2F96C” exchange mark for a partially or not prepaid 
letter, carried by the “Navarre” with corresponding “BRESIL/NAVARRE” octagonal ds, charged on arrival 
with 9d in ms, London and Ormskirk cds’s, slit affecting one adhesive, a very fine and rare usage.

400 - 600

42054 F / 286                   23, 24, 25

1855-66, Verticais, group of four covers, two bearing 60r single franking, one from Rio Grande, the 
other with scarce blue ‘A.DO C.DA/SERRARIA’ oval (Ayres 1501), the other two from Rio and Rio 
Grande featuring 30r strip of four and 30r+90r, two covers signed by Fiecchi and Goebel, fine-very fine

200 - 300

42055 F / 286                   23, 25

1866 (Jan). Envelope to Kreuznach, Prussia, bearing on reverse 1850 30r pair, cut into at top right, 
and well margined 90r, tied by indistinct cancel, insufficiently franked according to the 1860 French 
Convention and red ‘INSUFFICIENTE’ oval, blue Aachen transit and black receiving cds alongside, 
displaying on front transit from Rio and Calais entry cds, ‘2’ and ‘15’ ms charges, French ‘F./48’ 
exchange marking for the 1866 Prussian Convention, cover tears on opening not affecting the franking, 
interesting and rare.

500 - 750

42056 F                           24

1865-70. Three transatlantic covers bearing 1850 60r, of which two to Portugal being marginal, the 
third cover (toned) addressed to France and with interesting contents of relatives who were following 
the Prussian War in France and incl. two further missives in Hebrew in the same letterset.

200 - 300

42057 F / 286                   24

1864 (Nov 28). Entire letter from Rio Grande do Sul to Porto, well margined 1850 60r pair on back, tied 
by cds on dispatch and Rio transit cds adjacent, purple receiving cds on arrival, 150 reis due marking 
on front, light horizontal fold on back which has not virtually affected the pair and is not mentioned in 
the certificate; cert. Friedl (1984).

200 - 300

42058 F / 286                   37, 58

1868 (Feb 25). Folded cover form Paraibuna to Laurito, Italy, franked at single 430 reis rate by 1854 
10r blue, pair and single, the latter with part overlapping the edge and missing, and 1866 100r two 
singles and pair, cancelled “Paraibuna” and date adjacent in ms, reverse with Rio, Naples and receiving 
cds’s, despite imperfections, a very rare usage.

200 - 300

42059 F / 286                   40

1868 (March 23). Small envelope  (part of upper back flap missing) from Rio de Janeiro to Casaletto 
Spartano, Italy, at double rate with 1861 430r. yellow, large balanced margins, tied by cork cancel 
and dispatch cds, framed “P.D.” in red adjacent, Italian transits on reverse, possibly carried by the 
“Estremadure”, a very fresh and unusual franking (Cat. Enciclopédico US$1,500).

300 - 400
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1866-83 Dom Pedro

42060 F / 288                   24, 53

1873 (Jan 22). Folded cover from Campinas to Sao Paulo, franked by 1850 60r black in irregular block 
of three, and two examples of 1866 10r vermilion, of which one overlapping the block, all tied by blue 
over inked cork cancels with Campinas departure cds in same color at right, backstamped on arrival, 
minor imperfections mainly to cover, a scarce franking; ex Santos and Alemany.

300 - 400

42061 F / 286                   46, 65

1877 (Oct 29). Folded cover from Rio de Janeiro to Foucarmont, franked at single UPU rate with 
1866 perf. 60r in combination with 1876-77 100r pair, tied by cork cancels  with dispatch cds at 
right, arrival on reverse, diagonal creasse passing through the lower right corner of the 60r value, 
still though a very scarce franking.

150 - 200

42062 F / 288                   53

1869-75. Two items, “Revista Comercial da Praça da Bahia” and complete “prices current” from Bahia 
to Portugal, each bearing 1866 10r vermilion, each cancelled by diff. cork types, charged with 20 reis 
on arrival, carried by the “Neva” and the “Seine” - “Danube”, scarce (Cat. Enciclopédico US$2,600).

300 - 400

42063 F / 288                   53, 58, 59

1877 (Aug 13). Envelope from Sao Paulo to Montecosaro, Italy, with 1876-77 10r (2), 100r single and 
pair, and 200r, tied by cork cancels on dispatch, transit and receiving cds’s on reverse, a very fine and 
unusual franking.

150 - 200

42064 F                           54, 58, 66

1876-79. Two entire letters from Rio to Buenos Aires, carried by the “Senegal” and the “Niger”, one 
bearing 1866 20r and 100r (2, one creased), the other with 1876-77 200r, both with arrival on reverse.

200 - 300

     
42065 H DCE                           56 var

1866, 50r blue, the famous CRACKED PLATE variety in upper left corner, unsued example without gum 
(tiny thin spot) and horizontal pair featuring the variety at left, used by purple pen stroke, very rare; 
RHM 25DIII (2013, R$10,000).

300 - 400

42066 F / 288                   57, 59

1868 (May)-1869 (June). Two covers from Rio de Janeiro and Campinas to Paris, bearing 1866 80r and 
200r to pay the single rate to France (1860 Convention), tied by cork devices (one in blue), carried by 
the “Shannon” via the British P.O. at Rio with corresponding cds on front, and the “Estremadure”, both 
difficult to find in this delightful condition.

200 - 300

42067 F / 288                   59, 54, 58

1872 (May 18). Envelope (part of the back missing) to Paris, franked by 1866 20r and 100r tied by 
dotted square cancel, as well as 200r tied by ‘Maranhão’ cds on departure, exceeding the single 320 
reis rate to France and consequently struck with red ‘INSUFFICIENTE’ oval in red after having crossed 
out the framed ‘PD’, charged accordingly with 16 décimes in blue when entering France at Bordeaux, 
a rare usage; ex Chusyd.

300 - 400

42068 DFE / 288                   62

1877 (Feb). Band of German printed matter/newspaper to Havre, France, franked at a printed matter rate 
few months after Brazil entered the UPU, with 1876-77 20r red lilac, three examples, each tied by ‘1’ 
cork cancels (Ayres PA 1866) with framed ‘P.D.’ and arrival cds in red at top, an exceedingly rare usage.

400 - 600
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42069 F                           67, 71, 85, 90

1886 (March 3). Boris Frères cover to Paris carried via Liverpool by the “Maranhense”, Dom Pedro 
1876-77 500r single and strip of three, 1878-79 80r, in combination with Small Heads (two stamps 
with faults) 200r type II two singles and one pair and 1884-85 100r, type I, all tied by Fortaleza cds’s 
on dispatch, “Liverpool/Ship” red cds at top after having been conveyed by the”Augustine” of the 
Booth Line, a very rare combination franking including four different issues.

1’200 - 1’600

42070 P                           

1878, Dom Pedro “White Beard”, ‘Impero Do Brazil’ unadopted design in four 1,000r bistre, violet, 
green and red die proofs on sunk cards.

150 - 200

42071 F / 288                   68, 71, 72

1880 (Oct 31). Entire letter from Rio de Janeiro to Barrra do Piraí, franked by 1878-79 10c vermilion (2), 
80r lake and 100r green, tied by barred cork cancel with dispatch cds at right, illustrated on page 104 in the 
“Catálogo Enciclopédico” by Peter Meyer, an exceedingly scarce franking to pay the double internal rate .

400 - 500

 
42072 P                           70 Proof

1878, 50r blue, A.B.N.Co imperforate plate proof on thin white India paper, block of four, very fine and 
scarce; (Cat. Enc. 40PC US$3,000); ex Chusyd.

400 - 600
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42073 F / 294                   72

1881 (Feb 6). Cover from Rio Grande do Sul to Altenburg, Germany, 1878-79 100r strip of four tied by 
cork device, bs on arrival, carried at single rate as per 1873 Brazil-Germany Convention, minor toning 
spots along rouletted perforations, rare.

200 - 300

42074 F / 288                   72

1889 (July 11). Registered 300r red stationery envelope from Rio de Janeiro to Buenos Aires, upfranked 
with 1878-79 100r (200r for registration fee), tied by cork cancels, “REGISTRADO” oval and dispatch 
cds in red alongside, carried by the “Sakkarah” on her sole voyage as RSMC packet (during this trip, she 
made the last collection of Falkland Islands mail within the “Branch Line” scheme for Falklands mail), 
a very fine and rare mixed issue usage.

200 - 300

42075 F / 288                   73

1882 (Nov 28). Commercial envelope from Corumbá to Varese, Italy, franked by single UPU rate with 1878-
79 200r, tied by neat ‘CORUMBA’ cds in blue, a very rare transatlantic mail from Matto Grosso, Amazonia.

300 - 400

42076 F / 288                   74

1879 (Feb 14). Envelope endorsed ‘pr “Neva”’ from Pernambuco to New York, bearing 1878-79 
260r, tied by cork cancel with Pernambuco cds at left and red London transit alongside, receiving bs, 
remarkably fine.

200 - 300

42077 42078 42079

42077 H J                           75

1878-79, 300r bistre, block of four, very fresh and quite well centered for this stamp, very lightly 
cancelled by indistinct purple handstamp, pressed out vertical and diagonal crease very hardly 
apparent, scarce; ex Bopp.

240 - 300

42078 P                           75 Proof

1878, 300r bistre, A.B.N.Co imperforate plate proof on thin white India paper, block of four, minor tone 
spots and pressed out diagonal crease, scarce; (Cat. Enc. 44PC US$3,000); ex Chusyd.

300 - 400

42079 P                           77 Proof

1878, 1,000r grey, A.B.N.Co imperforate plate proof on thin white India paper, block of four, very fine 
and rare; (Cat. Enc. 46PC US$3,000); ex Chusyd.

400 - 600

42080 F / 294                   77, 71

1886 (Oct). Boris Frères cover to Paris carried via Liverpool by the “Maranhense”, franked by 1878-79 80r 
and 1,000r strip of three (couple of usual tone spots at top), most infrequently tied in transit by barred oval 
postmarks at Liverpool, Calais entry cds alongside and “Liverpool/Ship” cds on reverse, a rare usage.

750 - 1’000
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42081 F / 294                   

Dom Pedro. Group of 13 covers including one insufficiently paid example to France with 1866 10r, 20r, 
50r & 100r (2), mail to Portugal with scarce 1866 10r single on printed matter, 1866 strip of five, three 
single rate covers to France with 1866 200r (2), also 1866 10r, 20r and 200r (2) on mail to Italy, etc, 
mostly fine-very fine.

400 - 600

 
42082 P                           

Principality of Trinidad Local Post: 1894 5c die proof in blue on white coated paper, with inscription 
“Principality of Trinidad” in English  instead of “Principauté de Trinidad” in French, minor stain at top 
right, very fine and scarce.

500 - 750

Chile

 
42083 F                           

P.S.N.C. 1852 (June 14), entire letter from Valparaiso to Cobija (Bolivia), bearing fine strike of the “5” 
barred oval struck on maritime Pacific mail, this number being presumably used in Valparaiso or Callao 
(other sources also suggest that it was probably applied on board the P.S.N.C. steamships), one of only 
four or five covers recorded (these with dates between March and June 1872, this example being the 
latest known), a very desirable rarity.

1’000 - 1’500
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42084 F / 298                   

1854. Entire letter from Valdivia, Chile, to Württemberg, Germany, endorsed “p Vapor via Panama”, 
with “VALDIVIA” s/l hs from the Colonial period, “PANAMA / TRANSIT” hs, reverse with British PO 
Valparaiso cds, London cds, Calais cds and arrival, very high manuscript postage due rate of 4 Gulden 
55 kreuzer, with the contents mentioning the high postage rate, minor cover faults, probably the 
earliest recorded cover to the state of Württemberg.

400 - 500

42085 G F                           10, 10a

1856-60, “Estancos” 10c blue bisect usages, two covers bearing single half with red straight-line of 
Linares, and six fragments incl. two pairs with one half, four single halves with handstamps of Chañarcillo, 
Ligua and Chillán (this rarely tying the franking), an attractive group with unusual pre-adhesive postmarks.

100 - 150

42086                            15

1867, 5c orange, four examples on fiscal document of the Italian Legation used with three diff. 
cancellations in combination with Italian revenue 5L used at Rome with cachet of the foreign office, an 
exceptional mixed franking.

100 - 150

 
42087 H                           

P.S.N.C. 1865-67, Great Britain 4d vermilion showing oval framed “PACIFIC STEAM NAVIGATION 
COMPANY/S. S./PATAGONIA” hs, rare and not listed.

100 - 150

David Feldman Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman SA (DFSA) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the 
buyer may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an 
extended period of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 
1% are debited to the buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the Special Extended Facility has been 
granted, the buyer understands that every claim regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days 
of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DFSA awaiting full settlement of the account. 
Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DFSA.

We accept the following credit cards: 
VISA, Mastercard and American Express

If you wish to pay with American Express, please contact us in advance

Payment by Credit Card
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Colombia

42088 42089 42090

42088 J DCE                           2+2a

1859, 5c blue, stone B, TÊTE-BÊCHE contained in block of four, featuring inverted cliché at lower right, 
positions 29-30/41-42, surrounded by ample even margins, unused without gum and remarkably 
fresh, superb; ex Londoño and Goeggel.

2’400 - 3’000

42089 DCE                           8

1859, 1p light rose on bluish, clear to large margins, unused without gum, only very few are believed to 
exist and probably not more than one sheet of 100 stamps was printed, a very difficult stamp which is 
completely undervalued in catalogues.

400 - 500

42090 C J                           18

1860, 5c gray lilac, stone B, block of four, positions 19-20/30-31, large balanced margins all around, 
mint o.g., slight hor. crease at base, a very fine and rare multiple; ex Caspary.

850 - 1’000

42091 F                           54, 69

1874-75, three inland covers bearing single frankings with 1868 10c lilac tied by “Medell” in ms, two 1874 
10c violet with red oval of Medellín (faint crease) and blue oval of Bogota, a very appealing and clean trio.

200 - 300

42092 DCE / 294                   57

1868, 1p vermilion, type II, complete sheet of 100 unused without gum, hor. crease between 
stamps and colour slightly topicalized in places, a very fine and rare complete sheet for the highest 
denomination in the first post-classic issue.

300 - 400

      
42093 C H                           421-436

1935, Barranquilla Olympic Games, complete set of 16 mint and used, some stamps affected by some 
faint toning, but not affecting the 5p and 10p mint, the 5p and 10p used with very slight crease, the 
latter signed Temprano.

240 - 300

42094 F                           

1932, (April 1). Incoming “Sonntag” mail from Brazil to Cali, with Brazil 500r, 700r & 3,000r, in 
combination with Colombia 2c and Espresso “Tobón” 6c red, tied by corresponding Tobón oval ds from 
Cali, with via Condor-Zeppelin illustrated hs alongside.

100 - 150
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42095 F COLLECTION / 294                   

1886-1925, 12 covers/cards including Scadta cover in combination with USSR stamps, 1894 stationery 
card sent to South Central Africa, 1892 large registered envelope with scarce franking to Austria, etc., 
very fine.

300 - 400

42096 F COLLECTION / 298                   

1895-1920, an interesting group of 20 covers/cards sent abroad, incl. registered mail and better 
destinations such as Philippines, very fine.

240 - 340

Airmails

42097 F / 298                   C1

1919, 2c carmine rose, position 9, used on First Experimental Flight cover from Barranquilla to Puerto 
Colombia, tied by departure and arrival cds’s, very fine; signed Champion.

400 - 600

42098 F / 294                   C1

1919, 2c carmine rose, position 9, used on First Experimental Flight cover from Barranquilla to Puerto 
Colombia, tied by dispatch cds with Puerto Colombia receiving cds adjacent, cover reduced at top and 
some staining removed, nevertheless rare; cert. Holcombe (1995); ex Goeggel.

300 - 400

42099 42100

42099 DCE                           C2

1920, 10c “Woman and Boy Watching Plane”, showing misplaced text imprint which exceptionally 
appears slanted and over the upper margin, being a most unusual variety, unused without gum with only 
27 examples recorded (regardless of the variety), highly desirable; cert. Friedl (1957), signed Temprano.

500 - 600

42100 DCE                           C2

1920, 10c “Woman and Boy Watching Plane”, showing fingerprint of the printer’s clerk when the 
text imprint was applied (according to Leo temprano), unused without gum with only 27 examples 
recorded, barely noticeable traces of toning, fine and appealing; cert. Temprano (1986), signed Bloch.

400 - 500

 
42101 G                           C2

1920, 10c “Woman and Boy Watching Plane”, used on small piece of postcard with National Post 3c 
tied on the return flight by “CORREOS AEREOS/MAR 4 1920/BARRANQUILLA” oval ds and dispatch 
cds, only 20 used examples off cover are recorded; ex Peinado and Johnson.

400 - 600
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42102 42103

42102 DCE                           C6

1920, 10c “Lighthouse”, unused without gum, couple of faint tone spots hardly visible, 50 examples 
recorded; cert. Friedl (1957), signed Temprano.

300 - 400

42103 DCE                           C9

1920, 10c “Plane on Airfield”, unused without gum, with a total of 51 examples recorded, very fine; 
cert. Friedl (1957).

400 - 500

 
42104 G                           C19 var

1923, “Vaolr 10 Centavos” on 50c. pale green, INVERTED SURCHARGE, tied to piece (together with 
National Post 3c) by “SOCIEDAD COLOMBO-ALEMANA/DE/TRANSPORTES AEREOS” & “NAVEGACION 
AEREA/NEIVA” hand stamps, a very scarce variety; (Cruz-Bortfeldt 4 var).

200 - 300

42105 F                           C80, C81, CF2

1930 (Dec 17), registered cover to Guayaquil, Ecuador, bearing Bolívar 10c on 80c, 20c on 3p, 
registration 1929 20c, plus National Post franking, tied by Buenaventura SCADTA cds’s, with “Scadta/
Agencia de Buenaventura” and registration marking alongside, scarce.

150 - 200

42106 F / 302                   

1923, German Consular Mail, group of four large envelopes from Germany to Bogotá bearing Scadta 
combination frankings with Germany, incl. machine overprinted values up to 2 p. (on two items), 
fine-very fine.

300 - 400

42107 G / 298                   CLEU35, CLEU48, CLEU58, CLEU61

1923, two large pieces with Consular Mail “EU” overprints, one incl. machine 30c pair, 1p block of four, 
5p pair outstandingly combined with same denomination but with hand overprint 5p pair, the other 
with machine 1p block of four and violet hand overprint 5p, both pieces in combination with National 
Post frankings, a rare duo.

200 - 300
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42108 CC C H G COLLECTION                           

Interesting airmail collection, mainly featuring Consular overprints, starting with Valiente 10c green 
and red values in multiples, Third Scadta set in n.h. pairs, Consular overprints with very fine complete 
sets including Denmark, Peru, Germany, Bolivia, Spain, USA, Hungary, and a specialized group of 
France with also multiples with marginal imprints, some used with better Scadta cds’s; a rare assembly, 
viewing required.

750 - 1’000

42109 CC C H COLLECTION                           

1920-40, over 100 stamps used/unused, with better sets, Scadta 30c large stationery envelope 
unused and issued to contain correspondence from Germany, better Scadta usages incl. El Banco, 
Santa Marta, Puerto Berrío, and Barranca Bermeja.

200 - 300

States - Antioquia

42110 42111

42110 G                           28

1885, 10c grey-violet on pelure paper, type 8, diagonal half used to pay a single letter rate, tied to piece 
by “Zea” in ms, one of only two bisects recorded, this precious item being as close as one can come to 
an example of this very rare stamp to a postal document; cert. Bortfeldt (2009); ex Santa María.

300 - 400

42111 C                           58+58a

1886, 10c se-tenant 50c red cliché error, pos. 14-15, two well margined pairs in diff. shades.g., slight 
hor. crease in both pairs, which is a usual fault for this scarce variety, of which only 120 were printed; 
ex Scott.

100 - 150

States - Bolívar

 
42112 H                           1

1863-66, 10c green, type 1, wide to mainly large margins, very fresh used with ms cancel of Cartagena, tiny 
hole caused by the ink, as usually found and not visible on front, scarce; cert. Bortfeldt (2009); ex Scott.

100 - 150

States - Boyacá

42113 F / 298                   1

1899, 5c green on wove paper, on June 1899 envelope from Boyacá, tied by Boyacá departmental belt 
illustrated cancel, with Túquerres national post ds on front and reverse, one of only about ten covers 
recorded bearing the first issue.

300 - 400

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence
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States - Cauca

 
42114 H DCE                           

1883, 5c violet, second issue, four examples including 5c printed denomination in angles being 
an exceedingly scarce example used in ms, the other three without indication of the denomination 
including one with red frame line, other with ruled pencil lines, and the third apparently without lines, 
in three diff. shades of violet, a scarce group.

150 - 200

42115 DFE / 298                   

1890, 5c red, a well margined example tied to cover front to Riosucio by two strikes of large “REPUBLICA 
DE COLOMBIA./DEPARTAMENTO DEL CAUCA/ADMON. PROVINCIAL DE HACIENDA/DE ATRATO.” oval 
hs in violet, one of only about five covers recorded bearing this stamp

300 - 400

42116 F / 298                   

Tumaco. 1901, an exceptional group of nine covers travelled to Ecuador, France, Germany, Panama 
and USA, bearing four diff. frankings incl. rare vertical perf. 2 1/2c strip of four, very rarely offered.

400 - 600

States - Río Hacha

42117 H F                           

1901, 5c on yellowish and 10c on greyish blue, type I, each in full sheet of 16 with the stamps signed 
by “Julio R. Pichón” for validation, showing the common setting, and cancelled by “AGENCIA POSTAL 
NACIONAL/RIO HACHA” handstamps, as well as four covers with single frankings incl. 10c in diff. 
shades and with validation signature, and 5c on yellowish without signature.

200 - 300

Costa Rica
42118 F / 298                   1

1863, 1/2r blue, on Feb. 14 1874 entire letter to San José, tied by Punta Arenas oval hs, a bit indistinct 
as usually found, with corresponding cds at right, fine.

300 - 400

Ecuador (see also MSF– Rarities of the World catalogue)

42119 G F DFE / 302                   2, 2c, 4, 4c, 5

1865-72, First Issue group of five judicial wrappers or wrapper fronts, used at Ambato, Cuenca and 
Riobamba, including single frankings with 1r green and 1/2r, 1r yellow block of six+1/2r, 1r on bluish 
strip of four (very scarce multiple on this paper)+1/2r, also two pieces bearing 1r yellow diagonal half 
(each with Moorhouse certs.); in addition two third issue wrappers bearing single 5c and 10c.

400 - 500

42120 F / 298                   2, 3a

1865, 1r orange Buff, rich shade from an early impression, block of three together with 1/2r blue, all 
tied to 1867, April 29 judicial wrapper to Guaranda by well-struck Ambato cds, ms “6 1/2oz” weight at 
right matching the franking, very fine.

150 - 200

42121 F / 298                   4a

1869-73, 1r yellow-buff pair on watermarked paper, clear to very large margins, tied by red Guayaquil 
Franca cds (26 March 73), on complete folded letter to Lima, bs on April 1st, an attractive and unusual 
combination with the red cds and a remarkable late use.

300 - 400
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42122 H                           5

1865, 1r green, mostly clear to good margins, chowing very fine ‘GUAYAQUIL/13 ENE 65’ cds, couple 
of thins and small tear at left plus ragged corner at lower left, clearly dated on 13 January 1865, being 
the earliest recorded usage of this stamp issued on Jan. 1st, and which was much less frequently used 
than the 1r yellow value; cert. Moorhouse (2015).

1’200 - 1’600

42123 F / 302                   9

1872, 1/2r blue, on 1876 March 12 entire letter from Pujilí to Quito, neatly tied by “PUJILI/FRANCA” 
cds in red, this single franking being scarcer than in the first issue and used with an elusive cancellation, 
superb and highly desirable.

300 - 400

42124 P / 302                   12-17 Proofs

1881, Third Issue, six ABN sunken die proofs on cards of large format (151x226mm), complete set of 
six in the issued colours with pencil docket number at base, very fine and rare.

500 - 750

 
42125 P                           12-17 Proofs

1881, Third Issue, complete set of six ABN stamp-size cut die proofs in black affixed to cards with 
margin below showing the corresponding imprint with die number, very rare.

300 - 400

     
42126 P                           19-20 Proofs

1883, Coat of Arms, complete set of four ABN stamp-size cut die proofs in black affixed to cards with 
margin below showing ABN imprint with die number, very rare.

300 - 400
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42128ex42127ex

42127 P                           23-25 Proofs

1892, President Flores, Seebeck-HBN die proofs with blank denomination tablets, engraved on thin 
paper in black, red and blue, with “566” die number below, and composite die proof in red featuring 
1c, 2c & 5c with “567” die number below Bolivarian Games, a very rare group.

300 - 400

42128 P                           

1893, Unadopted “Arms” design, group of five 1 sucre die proofs on thin paper including three in red, 
black and blue, with die number “582” at base, the other two showing the same design, in black and 
green, stamp-size cut and affixed to yellow card, a rare group.

240 - 300

42130ex42129

42129 P                           41 Proof

1895, Rocafuerte, 5c blue Seebeck-HBN die proof on thin paper, scarce.

100 - 150

42130 P                           56, 57, 60, 61 Proofs

1896, Coat of Arms, Seebeck-HBN composite die proofs including one with file number “1004” at base 
featuring the 2c and 5c values in red, the other with the 50c and 1s values in brown, showing reversed 
“9” in “1896” at right, both on thin paper, very rare duo.

300 - 400
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42131 P / 302                   160, 162-165 Proofs

1904, Capt. Calderón, five ABN sunken die proofs on cards of large format (151x226mm), complete 
set excluding the 2c, in the issued colours with ms numbers at base, very fine and rare.

300 - 400

42133ex42132ex

42132 P                           160-165 Proofs

1904, Capt. Calderón, complete set of six ABN stamp-size cut die proofs of the frames only, engraved 
in black and affixed to cards with margin below showing die number crossed out and replaced by  larger 
five-figures numbers, as well as a master die proof for the vignette of Capt. Calderón, exceedingly rare.

300 - 400

42133 P                           181-189 Proofs

1909, National Exposition, complete set of nine ABN stamp-size cut die proofs in black affixed to 
cards with margin below showing ABN imprint and die number, and die proof of the frame used for 
the vertical designs marked “Original” at top; in addition the same set of proofs but displaying the die 
number crossed out  in margin and replaced by  larger five-figure numbers, 20 items in total, very rare.

500 - 750

42135ex42134ex

42134 P                           198, 201, 204, 206, 210, 214, 220-22 Proofs

1911-28, Presidents and Colonel Váldez, complete sets of six and three duos of black ABN proofs 
for the 1911-28 and 1915-17 issues, on thin white paper affixed to individual cards, with each 
denomination of these issues being represented by a complete proof of the design or alternatively a 
proof of the frame only with margin showing file number amended with a larger five-figure die number, 
each associated to a proof of the vignette only with marginal imprint incl. “ECUADOR STAMP SPECIAL”, 
the name of the President/Colonel and altered die number, 18 proofs, very scarce.

300 - 400

42135 P                           198, 201, 205-06, 214, 215 Proofs

1911-13, Presidents, group of five 1c, 2c, 3c & 5c, five ABN stamp-size cut die proofs in black affixed 
to cards with margin above exhibiting die numbers, one on card together with 1s similar proof of the 
frame, very rare.

300 - 400
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42136 P                           220-222 Proofs

1915-17, Presidents, complete set of three ABN stamp-size cut die proofs of the frames in black 
affixed to cards with margin exhibiting die numbers, the 4c showing a different size of the marginal 
number and without ABN imprint, very rare.

100 - 150

42138ex42137ex

42137 P                           223-242 Proofs

1920, Centenary of the Independence of Guayaquil, complete set of 20 ABN black proofs on thin white 
paper affixed to individual cards, with margins showing ABN imprint and amended die number after 
having crossed out the previous one, very scarce.

300 - 400

42138 P                           377-381 Proofs

1939, Bolivarian Games, complete set of nine ABN stamp-size cut die proofs in the issued colours, 
affixed to cards with margins showing die numbers, a very interesting thematic set of delightful sport 
designs, very rare.

400 - 600

42139 P                           438, C128-C130 Proofs

1944, Government Palace, Columbian Bank Note Co. imperf. engraved proofs in green on medium 
paper, including 10c and airmail 3c, 5c & 10c, rare.

100 - 150

42140 CC                           C6

1929, 50c on 50c green, n.h. and very fine; cert. Rendon (1996, for a block of four, this stamp being 
located in the lower left corner).

200 - 300

Additional images from larger lots and certificates
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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Guatemala
42141 F DFE / 306                   

1768-1871, the magnificent “Guatemala Postal Markings” stampless mail collection, written up with 
depth research on 48 exhibition pages, commencing with the Colonial Period incl. some unique usages, 
featuring an official mail from the Captain General with his very rare “El Presidente” with crown hs, the 
first postmark used in Guatemala, high rates on rare transatlantic mail during this Spanish period, 
scarce printed matter rate, one of the rare examples of mail between the Principal Mail Admon. and the 
Postmaster of a subaltern office, patriotic “Viva F. VII” postmarks from Totonicapán and Guatemala City 
(also on transatlantic mail), rare colonial usages from Comazagua, Zacapa, Mazatenango, Yzabal (2 or 3 
recorded), Cuyotenango, Retaluleu, Salamá; the Republic period exhibiting diff. Tobacco hs, a rare 1825 
disinfected entire to France, attractive official hs, postmarks from Amatitlán, Chimaltenango, Sololá, 
Huehuetenango, Jutiapa, Yzabal, Peté, Escuintla, Gualán, Totonicapán, Mazatenango, Quezaltenango, 
Salamá, Zacapa, Chiquimula, a wide range of rates, incoming mail, Puerto de San José, Jutiapa and San 
Marcos postmarks used on stationery card and two early stamps, two rare and diff. hs from Diligencias 
de S. Robles, the two dated town markings from Santo Tomás and Yzabal during the pre-stamp period, 
mail carried the “via Belize” route to Europe, transatlantic mail with Panama postmarks (one with Van 
Der Linden cert.); an excellent collection with great potential for further expansion, generally in very 
fine condition and including many remarkable pieces, with many items originating from the James 
Mazepa collection; viewing highly recommended.

10 - 12’000

42142 F DFE / 302                   

1820-45c., collection of 17 stampless items displaying postmarks from Quezaltenango, Totonicapán, 
Petén, Mazatenango, Huehuetenango and Guatemala City, also incl. official mail.

300 - 400

42143 F                           

1862 (June 13). Envelope to Brussels rated at “4” reales, with red Guatemala cds, Panama three-line 
ds in transit, and two ms rates.

100 - 150

42144 G / 306                   10

1875, 2r dull red, pair used  on large piece of cover probably sent to Bordeaux, cancelled by 
“GUATEMALA/22 MAYO 78” cds, tied in transit by “12” décimes due marking on arrival, with red 
“CORREOS/GUATEMALA” cds, red French entry and part of black Bordeaux cds alongside; Goodman 
only recorded 23 covers or fronts in this issue; about ten items known bearing this value; ex Ricoy.

200 - 300

42145 CC C DFE                           11-14

1878, Indian Woman Issue, assembly comprising over 400 stamps incl. large multiples and some 
imperforates, viewing suggested.

200 - 400

42146 F / 306                   21

1881, 1c black and green, tied by barred obliterator on local cover travelled in Guatemala City, with 
“POSTA LOCAL/JUN 29 1892 12 A.M.”GUATEMALA.” octagonal ds, with ms signed notation on reverse 
stating that it was found in that state (probably damaged by water and stain -removed- in upper right 
corner) in the letter box n. 15: “Esta carta fue encontrada en este estado de deterioro por el cartero, 
en el buzón n° 15/Manuel de León G.”; single frankings for local usage are very rare, this being further 
enhanced by the exceptional notation of the postal clerk.

200 - 300

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy 

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books 
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic 
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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4214842147

42147 H                           22a

1881, 2c brown and green, CENTRE INVERTED, outstandingly well centered, lightly used with star 
cancel, superb.

150 - 200

42148 H                           23a

1881, 5c red & green, INVERTED CENTRE, lightly cancelled by target device in violet, two faintly toned 
or shorts perfs, a fine and rare variety.

300 - 400

42149 F                           23-25

1881, “Small Quetzal” Issue, part of exhibition collection on leaves including 5c block of 50, 10c 
blocks of 10 & 15, 20c two blocks of 20 (one with marginal ABN imprint), 5c single franking on cover, 
as well as some examples used or small mint multiples, very fine.

300 - 400

     
42150 P                           221 Proofs

1929, Justo Rufino Barrios, De La Rue handpainted unadopted design for a 2p50c value on pelure 
paper, featuring the denomination at top and the country at base, five die proofs of which three being 
progressive, a very attractive and rare group.

400 - 600

 
42151 A                           C7 Proofs

1930, Airplane and Mount Agua, seven Byron Zadic & Co. essays for a proposed 15c value on imperf. 
gummed paper, in vermilion, pale green, blue, red, dark blue, brown and violet.

200 - 300
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42152 CC C H F DFE COLLECTION                           

1868-1929, the extraordinary revenue stamp collection of Guatemala, mounted on 112 pages, 
including rare multiples or part sheet plate proofs, shades, part sheets, rare postal usages, 1874 1/2r 
tête-bêche in irregular block of three, platings, abundant varieties including perforations, impressions, 
papers and surcharges, as well as a small section dedicated to telegraphs; in addition some remarkable 
stampless covers/fronts (12) with high rates on transatlantic mail incl. two incoming items from Spain 
(one with rare “Por el Rey” official mail and the other bearing scarce “ESPANA” hs in red), “VIVA F. VII” 
patriotic postmarks, etc.; an outstanding and very rare collection, viewing recommended.

8’000 - 10’000

Haiti
42153 F / 306                   

1764, letter to Cape with “S MARC” postmark and rated 1 escalin, very fine, scarce.

150 - 200

42154 F                           

1790, letter from Cape Haitian to Paris with French Entry mark “Colonies par Bordeaux”, endorsed by 
the Ship Cmdt on reverse, very fine, scarce.

100 - 150

42155 C J                           2

1881, 2c violet/pale lilac, reconstruction of the pane of 50 stamps, including blocks of 15, 10 and 6 
(2), very fine.

100 - 150

42156 F / 310                   3, 5

1881, 3c bistre and 7c. blue, well margined on Aug. 9, 1882 envelope endorsed “p. Royal Mail” from 
Port-au-Prince to Paris, tied by cds on departure, repeated adjacent, Paris bs, very fine; ex Sabbatini.

400 - 600

42157 C                           4

1881, 5c green, mint group of seven stamps incl. marginal single (pos. 48), and three pairs (pos. 2-3, 
9-10, 33-34), two stamps affected by minor faults.

100 - 200

The currency for this auction is the Euro
La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro €
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42158 H                           6

1881, 20c red-brown, block of four, pos. 21-22/31-32, ample even margins, lightly cancelled by Port-
au-Prince cds’s, two faint creases not detracting, a very rare block, one of the very rare used blocks 
recorded of of the highest denomination; ex Sabbatini.

200 - 300

42159 F / 310                   13, 35

1882, 20c pale brown on yellowish in combination with 1892-95 5c orange pair, tied by Port-au-Prince 
cds’s on registered envelope to Brussels, the 20c additionally tied by red oval ds of London, bs on 
receipt, a scarce franking to a rare destination.

300 - 400

Honduras
42160 CC C F P / 310                   111-130

1903-10, Santos Guardiola and Medina Issues, an eight frame FIP Large Vermeil and U.S. Gold traditional 
exhibit mounted on 128 pages, and a supplemental assembly of covers and proofs, including over 75 
archival items from the American Bank Note and Kiln Bros. archives, printing, perforation and overprint 
varieties, largest known blocks and hand overprints on sheets, surcharged values and locally produced 
litho. issues and their varieties, as well as abundant postal history; highlights being the ABN die proof 
index cards, presentation die proofs, plate proofs mounted on cards, specimen overprints with punch 
holes, Kiln Bros archival items including composite proofs, proof on chalk surface and proof sheets in 
black, imperfs. in blocks,  cover highlights with bisected 6c on newspaper to Argentina, mail to very rare 
destinations, printed matter to Hawai, Revolutionary War “Permítase” hs control marking used during 
the Ampala district revolution (used to show stamps were genuine and not stolen), the largest recorded 
franking, many early and later recorded dates of rates and uses of issues, proofs (75+), covers (125+), 
stamps and multiples (200+); in addition an assembly of 14 Guardiola and 20 Medina covers and two die 
proof sheets, key items being a Held for Postage correctly franked combined with US 2c, princed matter 
cover with bisected Medina 2c, large frankings to Europe, etc; generally in very fine condition, a unique 
and most comprehensive assembly dedicated to these issues; viewing recommended.

7’500 - 12’500

Mexico
Stampless Mail

42161 F                           

1838, Dec 17. Entire letter from Veracruz to London, describing how the French captured the fort at 
San Juan de Ulúa, which provoked the Pastry War (first French invasion of Mexico) for which very few 
letters offer mention, charged 9s 3d, bs London, some toning.

150 - 200

42162 F / 306                   

1844 (Oct 2). Entire letter to London, with superb “FRANCO/EN/COSALA” laureate postmark, paying 
inland rate with ms “Pagó 4 Rs” on reverse, British “VERACRUZ” ds also on back and 2s 3d rate for sea 
and local carriage on front.

150 - 200
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General issues

42163 CC C                           6

1861, 1/2r black on buff, “QUERETARO”, hor. block of 12 incl. two complete rows with sheet margins 
on sides, just one stamp hinged, otherwise n.h., vertical crease left of margin of stamps 4th and 10th, 
very fine and rare; cert. MEPSI (2014).

200 - 300

42164 F / 310                   7

1861, 1r black on green “TAMPICO”, tied by “CORREOS/FRANCO/TAMPICO” double oval on April 28, 
1864 entire letter to Paris, redirected inland, alongside French and British charges, “GB/1F60c” and 
Calis entry cds, double’ arc Tampico ds in red, London, Paris and arrival cds’s on back, scarce.

500 - 750

 
42165 F                           8

1861 (Aug 28). Entire letter to Madrid handed in to the British Consulate at Mexico City (corresponding 
cachet on back), endorsed “Por Extraord°. Paqte Ingles”, with 1861 2r black on pink, very slightly 
cut into at right, tied by Mexico City cds to prepay  postage to Veracruz, with crowned “PAID/AT/
VERACRUZ” circle superbly struck (matching ds on reverse), “1/-” ms charge, “4R” due on receipt, 
backstamped at Havana, London, Irún and Madrid, carried by the “Trent” and transshipped at Havana 
to the  “Tasmanian”, a delightful and very rare cover with about 15 or 20 examples recorded bearing 
this crowned circle hs; signed Bash and Todd.

1’000 - 1’500
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42166 F / 310                   11a

1861, 8r black on red-brown, quarter used as 2r on entire letter from Aguascalientes to Zacatecas, 
tied by mute grid cancel, dated Jan. 1st 1863, four days before the arrival of the shipment of 2r 
denominations which were exhausted from Dec. 1862; cert. Jaretzky.

100 - 150

42167 F / 314                   22

1864, 1r ultramarine, “GUANAJUATO” 1st period, on cover to Guanajuato tied by neat “CORREOS/
YRAPUATO” (Schatzkès 497) negative cancel with inserted ms date “Mayo 20 de 1864”, a lovely 
usage; signed Todd; ex Schatzkès.

100 - 150

42168 F / 314                   43

1867, 1r blue on thin grey blue paper, bottom-sheet margin, cut a bit into at top, single-franking cover 
from Mexico City to Toluca, quite scarce as only about 30 covers with this stamp are known (issued 
Sept. 1867 and exhausted by December), stamp shows marginal frame line at foot, fine.

150 - 200

42169 F / 314                   55

1868-71. Two covers from Mexico City to Spain, bearing single 1868 perf. 50c tied by dispatch cds and 
charged with “4R” in red on arrival, a fine duo.

300 - 400

42170 F / 314                   59

1871 (May 1). Entire letter from Veracruz to Bordeaux, franked by well margined 1868 12c, tied by 
dispatch cds, “1F60c” accountancy marking, “20” charge, and London bs, carriage with involvement 
of the “Corsica” and “Neva”, fine.

150 - 200

42171 F / 314                   59

1871 (Aug 12). Entire letter from Veracruz to Genoa, franked by 1868 12c cut slightly into at left, tied 
by cds on departure , with French “VERA-CRUZ/PAQ. FR. B N°1” denoting carriage by the “St. Nazaire”, 
charged with postage due 1L on arrival, scarce; signed Bash.

300 - 400

4217342172

42172 G                           61

1868, 25c blue on pink, thick figures, imperf. “5-70”, tied to piece by superb “CERRITOS/ADMON. SU-
BALTERNA DE CORREO DE LA VA. DE” hs illustrated with eagle, ribbon and cactus (Schatzkès 1480), a 
rare and fascinating usage; signed A. Diena.

200 - 300

42173 C                           71

1872, 6c black on buff, “LA PAZ” cons. 27-68, horizontal pair mint o.g., very fine; (Scott US$1,300+).

200 - 300

42174 F / 314                   101, 102

1872, 25c red and 50c yellow, “MEXICO” cons. 1-72, both tied by very good strike of “DIRECCION DE 
DILIGENCIAS/GENERALES” stagecoach oval hs illustrated with eagle (Schatzkès 829), on June 23, 
1872 entire letter from Mexico City to Guadalajara, a very scarce and delightful cover.

300 - 400

42175 F / 314                   109

1874, 25c blue, “MEXICO” cons. 1-77, showing part imprint in right margin, tied by “DIRECCION DE 
DILIGENCIAS/GENERALES” oval hs illustrated with eagle (Schatzkès 829), on Feb. 20, 1877 entire 
letter to Guanajuato, very fine; signed Bash.

100 - 150
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42176 F COLLECTION / 314                   

Mexico Maritime Mail balance collection. 1827-67, assembly of 26 covers written up on exhibition 
pages incl. one 1864 French Expedition mail, 1868 25c (2) on envelope to France, French Maritime 
consular ds’s, Packet Letter markings, viewing essential.

500 - 700

 
42177 C G F COLLECTION                           

1856-73, assembly comprising: two used first-issue sets, rare piece showing 1856 1r yellow pair incl. 
one bisect together with 2r hor. bisect, as well as 12 covers including 1856 8r quadrisected example 
tied by pen strokes on letter from Aguscalientes to Guadalajara (signed as “postal fraud” by Todd), a 
scarce group.

300 - 400

Guadalajara

 
42178 F                           3, 5

1867, first printing, 1r on dark blue and 2r on green medium wove paper, touched or cut a bit into, 
lightly tied by wreath hs’s on 1867, Feb. 21 entire letter to León, with oval “CORREOS/GUADALAJARA” 
ds at right, the 1 real being very rare used on cover, with only about five examples recorded.

500 - 750

42179 F / 314                   4

1867, first printing, 1r on white medium wove paper, two examples, complete to wide margins, tied by 
two strikes of wreath fancy cancel on cover to León, with “CORREOS/GUADALAJARA” oval ds dated 
on January 24th alongside -first month of issue-, one of only about five covers recorded bearing this 
stamp, this also represents the second earliest date of usage.

400 - 600

42180 F / 314                   5a

1867, first printing, overprinted “C.-Guzman.”, 2r on green medium wove paper, tied by ‘bow’ fancy 
cancel on undated cover to Guadalajara, hor. crease passing through the Guzmán overprint, only about 
ten covers are known bearing the Ciudad Guzmán overprint; signed Gilbert.

400 - 500
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42181 F / 318                   13

1867, second printing, 2r on green thin quadrille paper, infrequently cut to shape, on June 18, 1867 
entire letter from Sayula to Aguascalientes, tied by fine “FRANCO/SAYULA” double-oval hs, only six or 
seven covers are recorded from this small town (it was a usual practice in some small towns to cut to 
shape the stamps, and those are scarcer thus); cert. R.P.S. (1950).

300 - 400

 
42182 F                           14

1867, second printing, 2r on green thin quadrille paper, serrate perforation, tied by ‘bow’ fancy cancel 
on 1867, June 3 folded cover from Guadalajara to Tapalpa, some cover edge imperfections, a very 
scarce stamp used on cover.

500 - 750

42183 F / 318                   35

1867, third printing, 1r on blue imperforate thin oblong quadrille paper, well margined pair used on 
single rate 1867, Oct. 11 folded cover to Guanajuato, tied by “CORREOS/GUADALAJARA” oval ds, a 
scarce multiple on cover.

300 - 400

 
42184 F                           38

1868, fourth printing, 2r on lilac imperforate wove paper, large margins all around, used on 1868, July 
16 folded cover to Guadalajara, tied by superb negative “CORREOS/TEPIC” circular hs with matching 
“FRANQUEADO/TEPIC.”  oval with inserted date of dispatch in ms, two minor cover repairs of no 
importance, a delightful example of this appealing and very rare cancellation usage on cover.

400 - 500
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42185 F COLLECTION / 318                   

Guadalajara. Group of 18 covers mainly bearing single frankings, the most remarkable items being 
3rd printing 1r green + 2r rose, and 2nd printing 2r green on serrate perf. on laid baton paper (partial 
double serrate perf) + 3rd printing 1r blue, viewing essential.

1’000 - 1’500

42186 H G F COLLECTION / 318                   

Guadalajara. 1867-68 assembly comprising 14 stamps and six covers (two RPS and one MEPSI certs), 
including two serrate perf. values together on piece with PF cert., and 1867 2r on thin blue wove paper 
(Scott unlisted) on cover with 1978 MEPSI cert., mainly very fine; viewing essential.

500 - 1’000

Panama (see also MSF– Rarities of the World catalogue)

 
42187 F                           106

1881-82 (?) (Dec) Single rate cover to Boston franked by 1881 UPU 5c blue, tied by “Barbacoas” in 
manuscript, the city where it was initially posted in Tumaco, Colombia, additionally tied for onward 
transmission in Panama with elusive “PANAMA/DES/COLOMBIA” cds, Boston cds at left and New York 
transit on back, an extremely rare combination.

Note: The year in the date of this cover is not visible in the Panama cds, and it does not appear in the 
American datestamps. Colombia entered the UPU on 1.7.81, and then the foreign rate was 5c until 
31.10, changing to 7c from 1.11 to 31.12, from 1.1.82 being 10c. After a close examination, we have 
no doubts about the genuineness of this cover, and we deduce that it was sent under franked by 5c in 
December 1882, avoiding taxation.

750 - 1’000

42188 F / 318                   119, 120, F8

1886 (May 1). Registered envelope to New York endorsed “Per S.S. ‘Newport’ “, franked by Colombia 
1881 registration 10c, 1883 10c and 20c, tied by Panama duplex ds, blue crayon “45” and arrival 
backstamps, tears to cover at top, ex Helme and Meroni.

300 - 400

42189 F / 318                   119, F8

1885 (Nov 2). Single weight registered cover to La Voulte-sur-Rhône, France, franked by Colombia 
1883 10c tied by Panama duplex, alongside with 1881 registration 10c showing ‘6775’ number in ms, 
Ligne-A  and Paris cds’s, receiving cds on back, scarce.

260 - 300

42190 DFE / 320                   120, F8

1887 (Dec 30) Reduced registered cover front to Paris, franked by Colombia 1881 registration 10c 
(defective) and 1883 20c single and marginal pair, tied by Panama duplex ds, crayon notations and 
Calais TPO cds alongside, fine and scarce, ex Helme and Meroni.

300 - 400
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42191 F / 318                   120, F8

1888 (Jan 13). Registered cover to Paris, franked at up to 30 grams rate with Colombia 1883 20c 
(defective at top right) and 1883 UPU registration 10c (#’79’ hs), each tied by Panama duplex in blue,  
New York registration label on front, transits and arrival on reverse, rare.

300 - 400

42192 F / 320                   131, F8

1887 (April 15). Registered cover to Boston, franked by Colombia 1886 10c tied by Panama duplex, 
and 1881 registration 10c with blue ‘3470’ hs, New York and Boston ds on back, scarce.

400 - 500

42193 F / 320                   131, F8

1887 (Sept 4). Registered cover to Paris bearing Colombia 1886 10c tied by dispatch duplex of Panama 
City, alongside with Colombia 1883 registration 10c with blue ‘8304’ hs and New York registration 
label, Calais, N.Y. and Paris Ds’s on front and reverse, rare.

300 - 400

42194 F                           C4

1929 (Feb 8), First International Flight, 2c stationery envelope unfranked with 25c on 20c, tied by 
duplex on dispatch, with “AGENCIA POSTAL/PRIMER CORREO AREREO INTERNACIONAL/PANAMA, 
R, DE P.” and “PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS INC./PRIMER VUELO” cachet’s alongside.

100 - 150

French Canal Company

42195 F / 320                   

San Pablo French Canal P.O. 1886 (Jan 1) Envelope with “Entrepreneurs” heading of the Canal and 
sent to Cavernilla, showing neat strike of “SAN PABLO/CANAL DE PANAMA” cds, horizontal crease 
clear of the datestamp, a very fine example of only three recorded.

1’000 - 1’500

42196 F / 320                   

Panama French Canal P.O. 1896 (Jan 17) “Compagnie Nouvelle du Canal de Panama” envelope 
to Christophe-Colomb (quarter created by the company for its senior employees), struck in centre 
with “PANAMA/CANAL DE PANAMA” cds, one of the finest of only five items reported with this 
company postmark.

400 - 600

42197 F / 320                   

Culebra French Canal P.O. 1896 (March 30) “Compagnie Universelle du Canal Interocéanique” 
envelope (slightly reduced at right) to Christophe-Colomb (quarter created by the company for its 
senior employees), showing superb “CULEBRA/CANAL DE PANAMA” cds, the finest of only three items 
recorded exhibiting this company postmark.

500 - 750

42198 DFE / 320                   107

1882 (Nov 25). “COMPAGNIE UNIVERSELLE DU CANAL INTEROCEANIQUE/Agence Superieure de 
Panama” - “Service des Etudes” cover front to Paris, bearing Colombia 1881 10c violet, tied by elusive 
“PANAMA/DES/COLOMBIA” cds, some soiling but a very scarce usage.

150 - 200

42199 F / 320                   107

1883 (March). “Compagnie Universelle du Canal Interocéanique./Service des Travaux.” - “Service des 
Etudes” cover to Turin (Italy), franked by Colombia 1881 10c violet, tied by elusive “PANAMA/DES/
COLOMBIA” cds, a very scarce usage and to an infrequent destination.

240 - 300

42200 F / 322                   107

1883 (June). Envelope to Montreal headed “COMPAGNIE UNIVERSELLE DU CANAL INTEROCÉANIQUE/
Agence Supérieure de Panama”, with cachet on reverse “DOMAINE DE PANAMA” of the Canal, franked 
at single rate with Colombia 1881 10c violet, tied by “PANAMA´”oval hs, cachet “DOMAINE” alongside, 
N.Y. transit and receiving ds on back, small vertical tear at top of the cover, very scarce.

200 - 300
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42201 F / 322                   119

1885 (Feb). “COMPAGNIE UNIVERSELLE DU CANAL INTEROCÉANIQUE” envelope to Paris with 1883 
10c tied by neat “3” barred oval, superb blue Paris receiving cds, and “Panama Transit” duplex of N.Y. 
on back, scarce and in delightful condition.

200 - 300

42202 F / 322                   119

1884 (Oct 16). “COMPAGNIE UNIVERSELLE DU CANAL INTEROCÉANIQUE” envelope to Corsica, 
France, bearing 1883 10c tied by Colon duplex, blue transit of Paris in centre, bs on receipt, small 
closed tear to envelope at top, scarce.

170 - 240

42203 F                           119

1884 (Dec 2). “COMPAGNIE UNIVERSELLE DU CANAL INTEROCÉANIQUE” envelope to Marseilles, 
franked by 1883 10c tied by Colon duplex, octagonal “Colombia/Lig. A Pax. Fr. N°1” ds and paris cds 
on front, faults along edges.

150 - 200

42204 F / 322                   131

1886-87. Two covers headed “COMPAGNIE UNIVERSELLE DU CANAL INTEROCÉANIQUE” sent to 
France, each with 1886 10c tied on receipt at Colon and Panama City, showing octagonal “Colombia/
Lig. A Pax. Fr. N°1” ds alongside, some faults to covers.

300 - 400

42205 F / 322                   131

1886 (Dec 1). Rare printed envelope “SOCIÉTÉ DE TRAVAUX PUBLICS & CONSTRUCTIONS/Isthme 
de Panama à COLON” to Carcassone, France, with 1886 10c tied by Panama duplex, Paris transit 
adjacent, N.Y. transit and arrival open back, cover edge faults and few tone spots, rare.

260 - 340

42206 F / 322                   131

1886 (Dec 11). Printed envelope “CANAL INTEROCÉANIQUE-VERSANT DU PACIFIQUE/ENTREPRISE 
BARTOUX, LETELLIER et Cie.” to Lille, with 1886 10c tied by Colon duplex, Paris, New York and Lille 
Ds’s on obverse and reverse, some soiling and other minor faults, but a rare heading.

260 - 340

 
42207 F                           131

San Pablo French Canal P.O. 1887 (June 6) Cover to St. Louis, France, franked by Colombia 1886 
10c tied by Colon duplex ds on dispatch, struck in transit with “SAN PABLO/CANAL DE PANAMA” cds, 
Calais transit cds on front and arrival on reverse, one of only three covers recorded with this company 
postmark, this having the added significance of being sent abroad.

1’000 - 1’500
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42208 F / 322                   131, F8

1886 (Jun 24). Cover headed “COMPAGNIE UNIVERSELLE DU CANAL INTEROCÉANIQUE”, franked 
by Colombia 1886 10c (corner crease) and UPU 10c registration 10c with “4657” blue hs, marked 
“TARDE” and with New York registration label alongside, N.Y. and Munich ds’s on back, rare.

300 - 400

42209 F / 322                   

Incoming mail from France, 1885-89. Two covers, both franked with different values of Type Sage 
25c, one addressed to an entrepreneur of the Canal, the other to the accountant of the French Canal 
Company at the Hospital of Colon, minor faults, two of only seven foreign incoming mails known.

600 - 800

42210 F / 324                   

Incoming mail from G.B., 1888 (Dec 31). 2d registered stationery envelope upfranked with 1887-92 
1/2d, 2 1/2d and 5d, addressed from London to Matachín, with blue “Transito/Colon” and National 
Agency of Panama cds’s on obverse and reverse, one of just seven foreign incoming mails known.

400 - 500

42211 F / 324                   

Incoming mail from Mexico, 1886 (Dec 16). Printed envelope from the Dominican Republic Consulate 
at Acapulco sent to the 5th Division, franked by 1884 1c (2) & 4c (2), some faults, nevertheless one of 
just seven foreign incoming mails known.

400 - 500

42212 F / 324                   

Incoming mail from Norway, 1886 (March 6). Cover from Christiania addressed to an engineer in Bahia 
Soldado, franked by 5o (creased) and 10o strip of three, bs in London, just seven foreign incoming 
mails are recorded.

400 - 500

Peru (see also MSF– Rarities of the World catalogue)

Pre-Adhesive Period

42213 F / 324                   

1809 (Nov 11). Entire letter to Cadiz, Spain, bearing red “PERÙ” straight-line and “12R” charge mark, a 
rare transatlantic dated mail during the colonial period and bearing a higher rate than usual.

300 - 400

42214 F / 324                   

1810ca. Folded cover to Madrid redirected to Seville, with instructional “Buenos Ayres por el Cabo” 
(De Hornos), carried by ship round the southern tip of South America, with “PERU” straight-line hs in 
red, 8 and 12 reales ms charges, very interesting and scarce.

200 - 300

42215 F / 324                   

1834 (March 1). Entire letter to Dublin, Kingsbridge Ship Letter marking and arrival ds on reverse, 
contents with news about the outbreak of the Civil War, stating the result of the election, the 
occupation of the presidential chair by Gen. Orbigoso and his following scape to the fortress of Callao, 
the proclamation of Gen. Bermúdez as Supreme Chief of the State “thus has lighted up a Civil War, the 
end of which at this moment no one can foresee”, also writing about the dictatorial power in Chile and 
its consequences for that country; rare destination and interesting contents.

200 - 300

42216 F / 328                   

1838 (March 14). Entire letter from a sender on board the HMS “Harrier” at Callao addressed to 
Brussels, with contents being mostly maritime gossip incl. a duel between two Americans, so the 
author was presumably a naval officer, with letter’s perambulations around Europe beginning at 
Liverpool, then London, Brussels, Geneva, Nice, Lyon, Milan and Florence, the letter being apparently 
prepaid at Brussels (blue hs) incl. “Franco Frontière” hs, following rate markings of some complexity, 
red “T.F.”  and “W P”, Geneva transit, Italian hs, etc, an extraordinary usage from a military sender.

300 - 400
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42217 F                           

1851 (Nov 8). Entire letter from Lima to London charged “2/-” in ms, reverse showing Callao and 
London ds, as well as “LIMA/VAPOR” hs which was rarely used in this period.

100 - 150

42218 F / 324                   

1878 (June). Folded cover to Cognac, France, showing red French Calais entry and rare “20c” due 
marking applied on printed matter mail, receiving bs, scarce.

150 - 200

42219 F / 324                   

Peru Maritime Mail balance collection. 1825-87 assembly of 22 transatlantic covers on written up 
exhibition pages, including scarce early mail to Belgium, Ship Letters markings, classic issues including 
single frankings of 1858 1d, 1862-63 1d, 1868-72 1d (2) in combination with Italian postage dues, 
British P.O. with four diff. franking with one high rate incl. three 2s, etc, viewing essential.

1’000 - 1’500

General Issues

42220 42221

42220 H                           1

1857, 1r blue, touched on two sides, clear to large margins in other respects, cancelled by “LIMA/ENE 
12/58” cds, being one of 14 recorded by Moll cancelled in Lima; cert. R.P.S. (1945); ex Brahms.

300 - 400

42221 DCE                           

1857, 1r dark carmine and 2r dark blue on laid paper without gum (Oct 1862), prepared but not issued,   
good margins, the 2r with faint toning at top, 160 sets were printed.

200 - 300

 
42222 C                           4

1858, 1p red, mint example with wide even margins all around and o.g., tiny and slight thin spot, 
barely detracting from this difficult stamp in unused condition which is underestimated in catalogues 
according to its rarity; signed A. Diena; (Scott US$1,100); ex Lugón.

200 - 300

We accept the following credit cards: 
VISA, Mastercard and American Express

If you wish to pay with American Express, please contact us in advance

Payment by Credit Card
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THE ONLY THIRD ISSUE COVER RECORDED BEARING A BISECT

 
42223 F                           11

1860, 1p rose-red, diagonal bisect, clear to good margins,used on Feb. 8, 1863 cover from Islay to 
Arequipa, tied by “ISLAY” within dots with matching Islay s/l adjacent, very fine and unique recorded 
bisect usage from this issue, an exhibition showpiece and great rarity of Peru; cert. Scheller (2016) and 
PF (2017); ex Hubbard.

10 - 12’000
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42224 F                           12

1862, 1d pale vermilion, two diagonally bisected examples, used on May 1866 entire letter from Callao 
to Lima with, each tied by Callao cds, with ms “5 Centavos” postage due alongside and boxed “LIMA/
DISTRIBN” hs, arrival bs, the cert. Moorhouse (2015) stating: “The left hand bisect was probably 
applied as the original postage in Callao but the letter was deemed to be underpaid with a manuscript 
“5 Centavos” endorsement whereupon the right hand bisect was then added to collect the additional 
postage”, minor faults not detracting from this very spectacular and unique double bisect usage on cover.

1’000 - 1’500

4222742225

42225 H F                           12, 14

1862-72, 1d red with Arms embossed sideways and 1d green (ex Newbury), both with opinion Holcombe 
and displaying “YAUTAN”” oval (Lamy-Rinck 90), one in red, two additional 1d green singles with rare 
“CELENDIN” double oval (Lamy-Rinck 95) and blue “AYABACA” dotted oval (Lamy-Rinck 80); in addition 
entire from Lima to Cochabamba endorsed “Con impresO” with 1d green pair, some imperfections.

200 - 300

42226 F                           12, 14

1862-72, group of 1868-72 1d green 12 stamps bearing diff. cancellations, one cover with single from 
Catacuos, and 1862-63 1d red on entire from Tacna to Cochabamba, very fine.

100 - 150

42227 H                           14

1868-72, 1d green, well margined exhibiting “IZ/CUCHA/CA”hs, virtually complete and ideally struck 
(Lamy-Rinck 80; Emsing 125), a delightful and rare usage.

120 - 160

42228 F / 328                   14

1869 (Sept 27). Folded cover to Genoa with 1868-72 1d green, clear to wide margins, tied by British 
Callao cds, ms “3” and “42” rates, Anglo-French 1F90c and Franco-Italian F. 58 hs, London and arrival 
bs, conveyed via Panama by the “Tasmanian”.

150 - 200

42229 F / 328                   14

1873 (July 13). Cover from Lima to Panesi, Italy, franked by well margined 1868-72 1d green, tied by 
lima cds, charged “23” on delivery collected by postage dues 30c and 2L, Callao, London and Genoa 
bs, crease affecting the 30c, scarce and attractive.

240 - 300
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42230 H                           14a

1868-72, 1d green, FRAME INVERTED, a well margined example showing part of “MOQUEGUA” hs, 
rare; (Scott US$1,200).

200 - 300

42231 H G                           15, 15a

1868-72, 1p orange, cancellation study on 22 stamps, including framed examples of Chiclayo, Iquique, 
Paiján, Lomas, dotted ovals of Chachapoyas, Huariaca, San Pedro and Tacna (blue), circular examples 
from Pasco, Puno, Piura, Iquique, Trujillo, Lima, Cuzco.

200 - 300

42236ex42232ex

42232 P                           16-18 Proofs

1866-67, “Llamitas”, complete set of three ABN plate proofs in black affixed to cards with margin 
exhibiting crossed-out die number and amended with a new larger one of five figures, the 5c with addtl. 
imprint “LAMAS PERUVIAN ST’P”, very rare and appealing.

300 - 400

42233 F / 328                   17

1875 (March-Oct). Two covers carried at single and double rate to France, bearing “Llamitas” 10c single 
and 10c pair, one tied by elusive “RECEPTORIA/DE CORREOS/DE/PABELLON DE PICA”, the other with 
barred “C38” oval, British Callao bs, the latter with three-line transit of Panama, carried from Colon by 
the “Nile” and the “Washington”, the former signed Lamy and with Holcombe opinion, very fine.

300 - 400

42234 F / 328                   

Triangle Overprints. 1883-85 group of eight transatlantic covers to Italy and France bearing seven diff. 
frankings, a rare and interesting assembly, mainly very fine.

500 - 700

42235 F / 328                   143, 148

1898 (Jan 7). Pizarro 10c postal stationery envelope from Paita to Freiberg, Germany, additionally 
franked by 1896-1900 2c and 10c, tied by “C43” barred oval on departure, dispatch and receiving bs, 
faint wrinkles to cover at right, an unusual usage.

100 - 150

42236 P                           177-185 Proofs

1908, “Próceres”, complete set of nine ABN stamp-size cut die proofs in black affixed to cards, the 1s 
without the central vignette and die number in margin at top, the others showing the whole design and 
with upper margin also displaying “ISSUE OF 1908” imprint, very rare.

200 - 300
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42237 P                           

1897, Telegraphs, three ABN stamp-size cut die proofs in black affixed to cards with upper margin 
showing die numbers and ABN imprint at base, rare.

100 - 150

British Post Offices

42238 F                           Z46

Callao. 1878 (July 12), envelope from Lima to London, with 1876 10c tied by dispatch cds, GB 1874-
80 6d pair pl. 15, tied by “C38” oval, London transit on front, carried via Panama by the “Para”, Callao 
cds on reverse, fine and scarce.

300 - 400

42239 F / 328                   Z46

Callao. 1875 (Feb 6) envelope to Birmingham bearing single and pair of 1873-80 6d pl. 13, cancelled 
by “C38” barred ovals, with matching dispatch cds at left and arrival on reverse, minor cover edge 
imperfections; cert. B.P.A. (2006).

100 - 150

42240 F                           Z55, Z37, Z54

Callao. 1877 (May 12) registered envelope from Callao to Derby, England, bearing Peru 1876 10c (2) 
in combination with GB 1865 4d pl. 14 (defective), 1873 1s pl. 12 and 1867 2s pl. 1, all cancelled by 
“C38” of Callao with cds alongside, together with two strikes of red “REGISTERED” straight line and 
London oval ds, bs on receipt, cover edge imperfections, a rare registered mail; cert. Holcombe (1989).

300 - 400

42241 F / 328                   Z55, Z46

Callao. 1877 (Sept 7) entire letter datelined at Arequipa posted at Callao and sent to London, franked 
by GB 1874 6d pl. 15 marginal pair and 1867 2s marginal single (corner torn before application), tied 
by “C43” barred ovals, Callao and London bs; cert. Holcombe (1989).

200 - 300
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Peru-Chile War 1879-1882

42242 F / 332                   23, 25

1882 (Aug 2). Pacific War, cover from Lima to Paris franked by Chile 1877 bottom-sheet margin 10c 
and 1878-79 1c, tied by “LIMA/PRINCIPAL” cds’s, probably carried by the British “Para” from Colon to 
Plymouth, arrival on back, very fine.

200 - 300

Paraguay
42243 F / 332                   12

1879 (Sept 20). Commercial envelope from Asunción to Paraguarí, franked by 1879-81 5c orange-
brown, tied by small dispatch cds, some cover edge imperfections, a rare stamp on cover.

200 - 300

42244 F                           205-207

1912, registered cover (express & A.R. crossed out) franked by 1911 Anniversary of Independence 10c, 
50c and 75c, tied by dispatch cds to Zavidovici, Bosnia, arrival cds on front and reverse, fine and scarce.

80 - 120

Salvador

42247ex42245ex

42245 P                           146-157 Proofs

1896, Pictorial Issue, set of 12 Seebeck die proofs in black on greyish paper affixed to cards, including 
the 3c and 5c in a composite proof,  the “Steamship” 10c not being represented but with an additional 
20c being included; in addition proof of the “Locomotive” with blank value tablets, a rare group.

300 - 400

 
42246 P                           177-188 Proofs

1898, Central American Union, complete set of 12 die proofs in black on greyish paper affixed to cards, 
incl. three composite proofs, scarce.

150 - 200

42247 P                           402-411 Proofs

1912 Issue, complete set of ten values, each represented set of being all values represented in one 
duo of ABN black proofs on thin white paper affixed to individual cards, incl. a proof of the frame only 
with margin showing amended die number and associated to a diff. proof showing the vignette only 
with marginal imprint incl. the name of the represented design and “SALVADOR STAMP SPECIAL”, also 
with amended die number; 19 proofs, very scarce.

240 - 320
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42248ex 42249ex

42248 P                           431-440 Proofs

1916, National Theater, complete set of 10 die proofs on thin paper affixed to single cards, having 
sheet margin with ABN imprint and amended die number of five figures, plus two proofs of the 
vignette, a rare group.

200 - 300

42249 P                           574-582, C73-C77 Proofs

1938-40, group of 17 ABN die proofs affixed to single brown cards and displaying die number in 
an upper sheet margin, including 938-39 Definitive issue complete set of nine and the 1940 Coffee 
airmail set of five in issued colours, additionally the former with one green proof of the frame and the 
latter with two green and black proofs with blank value tablets.

300 - 400

42250 P                           

1918, “Timbre municipal” fiscal issue, group of 12 ABN die proofs on thin paper affixed to cards, with 
sheet margin showing die number and ABN imprint, scarce.

100 - 150

Uruguay
Postal History

42251 F                           

1839 (Aug 5). Entire letter from Montevideo to Lisbon, carried by the Royal Navy “Spider” and “Spey”, 
Chas. Holland forwarding agent of London ms notation on back, framed “PAID AT/LIVERPOOL”, “5/2” 
ms charge and ‘420’ reis in blue on front, arrival bs.

100 - 150

42252 F / 328                   

1840 (Nov 19). Entire letter from Montevideo to Bordeaux, conveyed by the “Fauvette”,  “9” décimes 
charge, Rennes, Nantes and Bordeaux cds’s on back; strongly worded contents in French about a 
convention which was interrupting trade, the consequences on the commerce after the end of a blockade, 
interesting extract incl. a Commission of the French Navy which went to a port occupied by “our ex-ally” 
Lavalle (circa 6,000 men) to inform him that, according to the Art. 3 of the Convention, it was agreed an 
amnesty for all ranks below sergeant, the sender defining this fact to be equivalent to: “Mackau orders 
to cut the throat of your officers and to pass to the ranks of Rosas (...) you will not want to believe in this 
infamous, cruel truth”. After two years of the French blockade to the River Plate imposed by France on the 
Argentine Confederation under Rosas’ rule, France and Argentina signed the Mackau-Arana Treaty; during 
the war, Generals Rivera and Lavalle were elected by the French to attack the Rosas Government; with the 
signature of the Treaty, Gral. Lavalle lost the French support and was defeated in Argentina. The Rosas’ 
treatment of the French in Buenos Aires led to many of them to migrate to Montevideo.

300 - 400

42253 F / 332                   

1845 (Dec 31). Entire letter from Montevideo to Paris, red “MONTEVo.” red straight line, framed 
“COLONIES/& ART. 12” hs lately used, struck on reverse with “SHIP LETTER/PLYMOUTH” hs incorrectly 
applied as Uruguay had not a postal agreement with Great Britain, then amended with “PACKET LETTER” 
hs according to the Anglo-French Postal Convention, charged “15” on delivery, a very rare usage.

200 - 300
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42254 F                           

1846 (Oct) - 1847 (Oct). Two entire letters from Montevideo to Genoa, both with “VIA/DI MARE/(A)”, 
“10” & “4” charges in manuscript, one with “VILLAFRANCA” straight-line and disinfection slits, a rare 
carriage during the Great War and the subsequent blockade in the River Plate, when most of the mail 
was carried by British and French warships.

200 - 300

42255 F / 332                   

1846 (Aug 27). Cover from Montevideo to Bilbao, Spain, with red “BUENOS./AYRES” two-line hs in 
transit, carried by private vessel since the British packet service from Buenos Aires to Rio did not sail 
during this time-frame, “10R” charge on delivery.

150 - 200

42256 F / 332                   

1855 (Sept 5). Cover (slightly reduced at left and side flaps missing) to Liege, Belgium, superb oval ds 
of Montevideo in green, carried by the “Tay”, British rate 1/4 and Belgian accountancy mark including 
1/4d owed to Great Britain, the “Taxe Reduite” converting this into 16 francs with additional 2 francs 
local delivery charge, London and Belgian cds’s on back, a delightful cover.

150 - 200

42257 F / 332                   

1858 (Jan 5). Entire letter from Montevideo to San Francisco, red oval ds on dispatch,  carried by the 
“Avon”, “1/-” and boxed “Returned for 2/2 1/2 Postage” in red with rate inserted in ms crossed out and 
apparently applied in error, London bs.

150 - 200

42258 F / 332                   

1860 (June 19). Entire letter from Montevideo to Hannover, struck with dispatch oval ds and with 
two rate notations, reverse with London & “Seebrief” cds’s, per England & Aachen, Hannover/Emden 
transits and boxed blue Papenburg ds on receipt, a scarce destination.

100 - 150

42259 F / 336                   

1870 (Sept 29). Letter from the “Commandant en Chef” of the Pacific Fleet of the French Navy, from 
the “La Flore” frigate, written in Montevideo and contained in an envelope to France franked by France 
1868 20c & 10c (2), two stamps with faults, tied by anchor lozenges with “CORR.D.ARM./LIG. J. 
PAQ.F.N°2” cds, carried by the “Gironde”, bs on arrival, a rare French military mail from Uruguay.

300 - 400

42260 F / 332                   

1874 (June 28). Printed circular from Montevideo to Bordeaux, Anglo-French “GB/2F PK” accountancy 
hs, scarce French “20c” instead of 15c due marking, one of less than five covers known emanating 
from Uruguay with this printed matter exchange marking.

200 - 300

42261 F / 332                   

1888 (Oct 26). Envelope from Salto to Lucca, Italy, with blue ‘’AGENZIA CONSOLARE D’ITALIA IN 
SALTO” cachet, repeated on back, black Salto and Montevideo cds’s, framed Uruguayan tax marking, 
charged on arrival with 1870-74 dues 5c and 30c pair, Genoa and Lucca bs.

100 - 150

42262 F COLLECTION / 336                   

Maritime Mail balance collection. 1846-82, group of transatlantic 44 covers mail sent to Spain, Italy, 
Austria and France, correspondence during the Great War, four items with Italian postage dues incl. one 
scarce 3.80 lire franking, three franked covers from the French consular office at Montevideo bearing 
two different rates (one with Díaz Paulos cert.), 14 items franked by perf. or imperf. (1) “Numeral” 10c. 
single frankings, etc; mainly very fine, viewing essential.

750 - 1’000

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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General Issues

 
42263 DCE                           1

1856, “Diligencia” 60c blue, pos. 10, good margins, frame line just touched at left, of outstanding 
freshness, unused without gum, tiny thin at top, fine.

100 - 150

4226542264ex

42264 C DCE                           4-6

1858, 120c blue type 9, 180c green type 23, both o.g., 240c red unused without gum, the complete 
“Block Type” set showing good margins, very fresh and fine.

200 - 300

42265 H                           7, 10

1859, Thin Numerals 60c grey lilac and 120c blue, both with good margins and cancelled by Montevideo 
oval ds in red, used during the first month of issue, very fine and rare.

150 - 200

42266 H F / 336                   7, 13

1861, 60c slate brown, complete transfer reconstruction of the 12 types, being well margined and all 
showing blue oval hs of Paysandú, which may be a unique assembly with this cancellation (ex Hoffmann, 
some examples ex Castillo); very fine 4 June 1863 entire to Montevideo bearing single 60c tied by 
Paysandú oval in blue (ex Lee), additionally eight single used examples including one with Fray Bentos hs.

300 - 400

42267 F / 336                   7, 13, 30, 31

1859-66, group of six covers including Thin Numerals 60c single, Thick Numerals 60c+120c on mail 
to Buenos and 120c single,  1866 Numerals 5c single, and 5c (2, one with “cabeza blanca” variety and 
apparently not belonging)+10c, stampless letter with green framed “Franca” and Montevideo oval ds.

200 - 300

42268ex 42269

42268 F                           7, 7a, 8

1859, Thin Figures 60c two examples, one on piece, and 80c, all well margined and cancelled by 
“scarab” fancy cancel of Salto, rarely applied in blue.

150 - 200

42269 H                           8

1859, Thin Numerals 80c yellow, cancelled by oval hs of Rincón  (Britz ‘RRR’) in greenish blue, very 
fine, less than five examples of this postmark are recorded.

200 - 300
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42270 F / 336                   16

1860, Thick Figures 120c blue used on entire letter from Montevideo to Buenos Aires, tied by dispatch 
oval ds, showing “1p” (peso) charge in ms which was very rarely applied on arrival on franked mail from 
Uruguay in this period.

240 - 300

 
42271 F                           16

1860, 120c. blue, subtype 6A featuring sun without part of lower rays, cut slightly into at right, ample 
to large margins on other sides, on 26 March 1863 folded cover to Chiavenna, Italy, tied by Paysandú 
double oval in blue on dispatch, paying the internal postage to Montevideo, where it was embarked on 
the “Magdalena” to Southampton; stamp additionally tied by “GB/1F60c” Anglo-French accountancy 
marking, with French entry cds and “10” charge mark, struck on reverse with London, Paris and Italian 
transit cds’s. One of only six transatlantic covers in all the “Sun” Issues, this being unique with the 
franking additionally tied by the accountancy marking and showing this prominent and charismatic 
subtype, a fascinating and unique postal-history usage.

2’000 - 3’000

 
42272 A                           

1865, “Cifras” Issue, 20c, 15c, 10c and 5c photographic composite essay, first sample sent to London 
on August 1st, 1865 by the postmaster Alejandro Gutiérrez in Montevideo, with indicated below 
the colours required for each denomination “CARMIN. AMARILLO. VERDE. AZUL.”, one of only two 
examples recorded; ex Lee.

300 - 400

Find the BID FORM at the end of this catalogue on page 435
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42273 A                           

1865, 10c orange, rejected Die Essay on wove paper, background shading removed, small thin spot, 
one of just two examples recorded, being unique with this trial cancellation.

200 - 300

42274 DCE / 344                   29

1866, 1c black, block of 32 (8x4) from lower left corner of the sheet, “RKEY MILL/1865” wmk, unused 
without gum, scarce.

150 - 200

 
42275 F                           30

1866, 5c blue, large margins and tied by numeral barred oval with “MENSAGERIAS ORIENTALES/
AGENCIA CENTRAL/MONTEVIDEO” stagecoach handstamp from a private company contracted to 
operate a postal service along stage coach lines; probably the finest example of less than five items 
recorded in the whole classic period of Uruguayan philately, a fascinating usage which was very rarely 
into force in Uruguay (contrary to the number and range of usages one finds in Argentina), an essential 
item in the advanced collection of Uruguayan postal history.

500 - 750

Venezuela (see also MSF– Rarities of the World catalogue)

42276 F                           

1846-68, four stampless covers to London and France, two with “Post-Cabello” double-arc ds in 
black and red, one bearing Br. “La Guaira” small cds in red, the fourth only showing red Venezuelan 
Páez hs on departure.

100 - 150

Bidding Steps  All bids in Euros

 50-100  5

 100-200  10

 200-500  20

500-1’000   50

 1’000-2’000  100

 2’000-5’000  200

 5’000-10’000  500

10’000-20’000  1’000

 20’000-50’000 2’000

 50’000-100’000 5’000

100’000-200’000 10’000

200,000+        Auctioneers discretion

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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42277 A                           

1859, First Issue, unadopted design produced in Venezuela for the first stamp of this country, 1/2r 
vermilion, plate proof block of 20 in marginal block of 20 (5x4) from the top of the sheet, some 
imperfections; these proofs are very scarce in large multiples.

400 - 600

42278 F / 344                   1a

1859, 1/2r orange, fine impression, horizontal pair in an uncommonly intense colour, complete to wide 
margins, paying the second distance from 25 to 100 miles on June 9, 1859 folded cover from Escuque 
to Maracaibo, tied by crossed pen strokes, vertical crease passing through one stamp, a rare usage to 
pay the 1 real rate; cert. Asofilca (2004).

400 - 600

42279 F / 344                   4a

1859, 1/2r yellow, first coarse printing, tied by La Guaira cds on Oct. 13, 1860 entire letter to Caracas, 
slightly mixed margins showing part of neighbours on two sides, fresh and attractive, fine; cert. Scheller 
(2008), signed Roura.

200 - 300

42280 F / 344                   4a

1861-62, 1/2r orange, second coarse printing, two examples including one with top sheet margin, both 
with good to huge margins, tied by over-inked “0” numeral cancels to undated folded cover to Caracas, 
an uncommon multiple usage exhibiting a spectacular marginal example; opinion Holcombe (1998).

500 - 750

42281 F / 344                   5

1859, 1r blue, coarse impression, fresh and large margined example (parts of three neighbouring 
stamps), cancelled by rare ‘5’ numeral handstand on folded cover of unknown origin to La Guaira, with 
dockets reply at left dated Oct. 29, 1862.

400 - 500

     
42282 DCE                           6 var

1859, 2r red, Coarse Printing, upper left corner-sheet example, embossed coat of arms on reverse, 
complete to very large margins, unused without gum, various faults not detracting from this rarity; only 
ten sheets featuring embossed coat of arms in four corners were printed and supposedly given to the 
Venezuelan Government; an extremely rare example, as very few examples may have survived.

1’200 - 1’800
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42283 F                           13b

1863-65, 1r blue, diagonal half used as 1/2r to pay the internal postage on Dec. 20, 1862 entire 
letter from Puerto Cabello to Bordeaux, tied by ‘2’ numeral handstand, with ‘GB/+F60c’ accountancy 
marking and ‘32’ ms charge alongside, London and Paris transits on reverse, fewer than ten covers are 
recorded bearing this bisect use, further enhanced by the very rare usage on mail sent abroad; certs. 
Pedro Meri (2002) and Asofilca (2011).

1’200 - 1’600

42284 F                           14

1863-65, 2r green, bottom-sheet marginal example, complete to huge margins (only part of frame 
line missing at right), tied by dispatch cds on Nov. 9, 1863 entire letter from La Guaira to Caracas, a 
spectacular cover. There are only six covers so far recorded bearing this stamp complete (not being a 
half bisect or a quarter bisect), which was intended for usage on external mail only; of these six covers, 
this is the only example used on inland mail, which is further enhanced by being the earliest recorded 
usage of this stamp; cert. Asofilca (2011).

750 - 1’000
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42285 F                           14

1863-64, 2r green, cut slightly into at top, touched at right, but with portions of neighbouring stamps 
on two sides, paying the inland rate to St. Thomas for foreign mail on 1863, dec. 6 entire letter from 
Caracas to Gironde, France, tied by dispatch cds, French entry and Anglo-french accountancy marking 
with “8” décimes alongside, the second earliest usage known of this value, which is exceedingly rare 
on cover, with only six examples recorded of this stamp complete (not being a half bisect or a quarter 
bisect); certs. Club Filatélico de Caracas (1984) and Moorhouse (2015); ex Heister. 

3’000 - 4’000

 
42286 F                           14c

1863-64, 2r green, diagonal half, tiny portion of upper right corner missing, complete to huge margins, 
tied by two ms wavy crossed lines and two horizontal lines on May 14, 1876 (this issue was recorded 
used until 1880) single weight folded cover from Escuque to Maracaibo, only about five covers 
recorded, probably unique from this small locality; cert. Pedro Meri (2020).

500 - 700

42287 F / 344                   20a

1866-69, 1r. vermilion, diagonal half touched at top, paying the single rate on 1869, June 29 entire 
letter to La Guaira, tied by “CORREOS/CARACAS” double circle, fine, only about 20 covers are known 
with this franking.

100 - 200
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4228942288

42288 H                           22 var

1871, “Escuelas” 1c yellow, 2nd printing, VERTICAL OVERPRINT, cut a bit into on three sides, cancelled 
in manuscript, fine and very rare; cert. Pedro Meri (2011).

1’300 - 1’600

42289 H                           23e

1874, “Escuelas” 2c orange, 5th printing, FRAME INVERTED, touched at top, complete to ample 
margins on other sides, used with manuscript cancellation, couple of faint wrinkles caused by the 
gum, very fine and rare; cert. Holcombe (1995).

700 - 900

THE “ESCUELAS” ERROR OF COLOUR
ONE OF TWO ERRORS OF COLOUR IN CLASSIC VENEZUELAN PHILATELY

42289A P                   27 var

1871-76, 1r yellow instead of red, error of colour, in a deep rich shade featuring a very neat impression, 
predominantly wide margins, very lightly cancelled by pen cancellation which is barely visible and 
leaves the design very clear, two slight creases and not affected by any remarkable faults like thins or 
tears; the only example recorded of this very important variety which, together with the First-Issue 
error, are the only errors of colour in the whole classic period of Venezuelan philately, being offered for 
the first time at public auction in this sale and not listed in catalogues yet.

Note: This error was discovered by José Roura, a collector, expert and dealer who was the first 
Venezuelan expert to issue certificates (in the 1950’s); he kept this gem in his collection during his 
whole life, and later was acquired by Mr. Lander, a famous local collector of Venezuela and President 
of the Club Filatélico de Caracas (for over 25 years), before gracing the collection of the current owner. 
The errors of colour have been traditionally highly estimated and renowned gems in different South 
American countries, as it is the case of the error of colour of the Block Type issue of Uruguay, the error 
of colour of “Barquitos” or the errors of colour in the first issue of Venezuela.

Expertise: Asofilca (Asociación Filatélica de Caracas, 2012); Dr. Edward Liston AIEP who, as an expert 
on scientific examination of stamps and covers, issued the present certificate after having used an 
“X-Ray fluorescence” procedure to analyse the stamp, arriving to the conclusion that this 1r yellow was 
printed using the same ink used to print yellow stamps at that time.

10 - 20’000

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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THE INVERTED FRAME OF “ESCUELAS”

 
42290 H                           33b

1877, “Escuelas” 15r green, 8th printing, FRAME INVERTED, faded shade, large even margins all 
around, used with manuscript cancellation, fine and very rare; cert. Pedro Meri (2002).

4’000 - 6’000

 
42291 G                           35

1871-76, 30r green, good margins, tied to piece by ms cancellation, superb.

40 - 50

 
42292 F                           40, 41

1873, 1c grey lilac, showing inverted overprint with mostly large margins, together with 2c green, two 
large margined examples, making up a 5c franking to pay the single rate up to 1/2 oz on envelope from 
La Guaira to Caracas, endorsed “pr. B.S. Willard”, tied by “CORREOS/LA GUAIRA” double circle, cover 
somewhat topicalized, a highly appealing cover exhibiting a very unusual combination of colours in the 
classic period, with only three covers recorded bearing this franking; cert. Moorhouse (2015), signed 
Holcombe; ex Heister.

1’200 - 1’600
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42293 42294 42295

42293 H                           46b

1875, 1r vermilion, vertical TÊTE-BÊCHE pair, originating from the lower left corner of the sheet, pos. 
271 and 286, transfer types 16 and 5 in the inverted position instead of the type 21 which would have 
made up a normal transfer block, huge margins for the most part showing portions of four adjoining 
stamps, canceled by pen stroke and indistinct cds, thin spots and faint crease, rare.

800 - 1’200

42294 C H DCE                           52, 55, 56, 57

1879 “Escuelas” Issue, group of nine stamps including 30c mint strip of four, 1v to 5v singles used, 1v 
& 5v unused without gum, some examples with usual faults.

100 - 150

42295 H                           67

1880, 25b rose red, cancelled in manuscript, corner crease and tiny thin spot, a difficult-to-find stamp.

100 - 150

42296 F / 344                   71

1880, 25c yellow, two singles on large cover to Graz, Austria, tied by 2 Dec. 1881 indistinct cds, with 
red ‘VENEZUELA/LIG. A. PAQ. FR. N° 1’ octagonal ds, Paris and Graz cds’s on back, cover edge faults 
also affecting the franking, a rare usage.

240 - 300

42299ex42297ex

42297 P                           79-86 Proofs

1882, Escuelas 4th Issue, complete set of eight ABN proofs in black on thin white paper affixed to cards, 
with sheet margin at base incl. die number and ABN or “ESCUELAS-VENEZUELA” imprints, very rare.

200 - 300

42298 F / 336                   111 var

1893, 50c green, vertically misplaced red overprint, on cover endorsed ‘p vapor inglés’ to Altona, 
Germany, tied by Caracas cds, with arrival on reverse (20 April 1893), scarce.

240 - 300

42299 P                           128-135 Proofs

1893, “Instrucción” Bolívar, complete set of eight ABN proofs in black on thin white paper affixed to 
cards, with sheet margin at base incl. die number and ABN imprint, very rare.

200 - 300
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42300 P                           128-135 Proofs

1893, “Instrucción” Bolívar, complete set of eight ABN proofs in black on thin white paper affixed 
to cards, with sheet margin at base showing the die number crossed out and amended with a larger 
five-figure number; in addition 50c proof with marginal “SOFT LAYDOWN OF C-284” imprint and three 
numbers (one being crossed out), very rare.

200 - 300

42301 F / 344                   139

1896, 25c yellow, tied by San Felipe blue cds on April 4, 1898 cover to Puerto Cabello, scarce.

300 - 400

42302 F / 336                   142

1902 (Dec 16). Envelope (reduced at left) from Ciudad Bolivar to Trinidad, franked by 1899-1901 5c, 
tied by ‘Carrasco’ signature and dispatch cds, with receiving cds on reverse, rare.

350 - 500

42303 F / 344                   142

1903 (March 28). Commercial envelope from Ciudad Bolívar to Trinidad, endorsed ‘Impresos’ and 
therefore with cut in lower right corner following the postal norm for printed matter mail, franked by 
1899-19015c, ‘Sucre’ signature, tied by ‘FISCALIA DE INSTRUCCION PUBLICA/ESTADO GUAYANA’ 
circular hs and dispatch cds, arrival on reverse, rare.

500 - 700

 
42304 C                           160a

1900, 1b slate without overprint, “Bolívar Negro”, very fresh mint with o.g., usual centring, two minute 
perforation tone spots, a fine example of this rare and most charismatic stamp of Venezuelan philately; 
certs. Friedl (1982) and Club Filatélico de Caracas (1984).

4’000 - 6’000

42305 F / 344                   319

1937, 25c on 40c indigo, used on Feb. 7, 1938 commercial envelope from La Guaira to Caracas, tied by 
dispatch cds, rust spots to cover, rare; cert. Club Filatélico de Caracas (1984).

400 - 500
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42306 C                           324 var

1937, 3b red orange, pair imperforate in between, mint o.g. fine; cert. Pedro Meri (2008).

300 - 400

 
42307 P                           325-332 Proof

1938, Post Office of Caracas essay, large design (161x196mm) with handmade corrections and 
additions to the sky in watercolour, parts of the building and road in white and ink with legend affixed 
at foot, printer’s pencil notations in the margins, an extraordinary proof in this large format which is 
exceedingly difficult to find in Venezuelan philately.

800 - 1’200
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Lot N°                         Symbol(s) / Photo Page         Cat. N°  Estimate (€)

All Worl & Collections – Overseas

42311ex42309ex42308ex

42308 P                           AR27-AR34 Proofs

1904, Postal Fiscals, complete set of eight ABN proofs in black on thin white paper affixed to single 
cards, showing ABN imprint and crossed out file number in margin amended with a larger five-figure 
number, very rare.

200 - 300

42309 P                           AR53-61, AR63, AR67 Proofs

1915-22, Postal Fiscals, two complete sets of 1915 nine ABN proofs in black on thin white paper 
affixed to single cards, both showing ABN imprint and file number in margin, with one set showing this 
amended with a larger five-figure die number, also four additional similar proofs for the 20c and 50b of 
the following issue, as well as one proof of the Jose de Sucre vignette with marginal “SUCRE/REP. OF 
VENEZUELA/SPECIAL” imprint with altered die number, 23 items in total, very rare group.

300 - 400

42310 G                           AR9

1900, Postal Fiscal 5c orange, used on piece tied by ‘VLE Bs 1’ straight-line and ‘FISCALIA DE 
INSTRUCCION PUBLICA/ESTADO GUAYANA’ circular hs, very fine.

80 - 100

42311 P                           

1940, “Timbre Fiscal” used for postage, complete set of ten (5c to 50b) ABN proofs in black on thin 
white paper affixed to single cards, with ABN imprint and file number amended with a larger five-figure 
die number in upper margin, very scarce.

150 - 200

Local Issues

4231342312

42312 C                           

Santo Tomás-La Guaira-Puerto Cabello. 1864, 2c black on blue, lines across figure of value, very fresh 
and with mainly very large margins, mint o.g., very fine and scarce.

400 - 600

42313 C DCE                           

Santo Tomás-La Guaira-Puerto Cabello. 1864, 3c black on brownish-orange, lines across figure of 
value, two examples, one unused without gum with three large margins, the other mint showing huge 
margins, a scarce duo in contrasting shades.

700 - 900
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Lot N°                         Symbol(s) / Photo Page         Cat. N°  Estimate (€)

 
42314 DCE                           

Santo Tomás-La Guaira-Puerto Cabello. 1864, 4c black on green, lines across figure of value, mostly 
very large margins, unused without gum as issued, faint horizontal crease, a very rare and desirable 
stamp, being even scarcer than the “Bolívar Negro”.

1’200 - 1’800

 
42315 DCE                           

Coro-La Vela Local Post. 1867, ‘Correo de Coro á la Vela y viceversa’ black on greyish blue, “Hurt & 
Williams” type A, usual margins for this stamp, unused without gum, colour altered by the light as 
encountered in other examples, very rare and not catalogued.

500 - 700

 
42316 DCE                           

Coro-La Vela Local Post. 1867, ‘Correo de Coro á la Vela y viceversa’ black on rose, “Hurt & Williams” 
type A, largely margined, unused without gum, tone spots and diagonal crease, scarce; signed Roura.

240 - 300



Lot No(s) Lot No(s)Country or Subject Country or Subject

Afghanistan 41000
Albania 60101-60102
Antigua & Barbuda 80403
Argentina 42000-42032, 60103-60104
Armenia 40477-40481, 60105-60106
Ascension 80404-80584
Australia 70002, 80585-80688
Austria 40000-40007, 60107,60115
 70003-70005
Austrian Levant 41139, 60116-60117
 70107-70108
Azerbaijan 40482-40492
Batum 40493-40499
Belgian Congo 40023
Belgium 40008-40022, 60118-60123
Bermuda 70006, 80707-80771
Bhutan 60124
Bolivia 42032A-42036, 60125
Bosnia 60126
Brazil 42037-42082, 60127-60129
 70007-70009
British Columbia & Vancouver 80790-80792
British Levant 80772-80774
British Occ. of Italian Colonies 80775-80776E
British Solomon Islands 80777-80778
British Virgin Islands 80779
Bulgaria 40024-40025, 60144-60146
Burma 70010, 80780-80781
Cameroon 80782
Canada 70011-70012, 80783-80793
Cape of Good Hope 81088-81090
Cayman Islands 70013, 80794
Ceylon 60147-60171, 70014-70015
 80795-80800
Chile 42083-42087, 60172
China 41001-41043, 60173-60175
 70016-70019
Collections and Lots All World 60000-60373
Colombia 42088-42117, 60176
Colonies Francaise 20509-20669
 70034-70035
Cook Islands 80801
Costa Rica 42118
Croatia 40026
Cuba 60177
Cyprus 70020-70022, 80802-80809
Czechoslovakia 40027-40029, 60178

Denmark 40030-40031, 60179-60183
Dominica 80810-80811
Ecuador 42119-42140, 70023
Egypt 41044-41117, 60184-60187
 70024-70030
Estonia 40500
Ethiopia 41118-41124, 60188
Falkland Islands 70031, 80812-80813
Fiji 70032
Finland 40034-40035, 60197-60198
Fiume 60199
France 20000-20508, 40036-40037
 60200-60201, 70033-70108
French Post Offices 41066-41071
Gambia 80814-80815
Georgia 40501-40506, 60204-60205
German States 40038-40041, 60207-60218
Germany 40042-40060, 60206-60234
 70036
Gibraltar 70037, 80816-80865
Great Britain 60235-60237, 70038-70079
 80000-80402
GB Used Abroad 41062-41065, 42045-42047
 42238-42241, 80404-80426
Greece 40061-40151, 41072-41074
 60238-60243, 70080-70087
Greenland 40032-40033
Grenada 80866-80886
Guatemala 42141-42152
Haiti 42153-42159
Hawaii 41233
Honduras 42160
Hong Kong 80887-80889
Hungary 40152-40190, 60245-60248
Iceland 40191-40196, 60249-60250
India 60251-60253, 70034
 70088-70090, 80890-80891
Indian States 50000-50675, 60253-60254
 80892-80893
Iraq 41125-41128
Ireland 60256, 80894-80900
Israel 41129-41131
Italian Colonies 40388-40398
Italian States 40197-40358, 60259-60263
 70091
Italy 40359-40387, 41075-41076
 60257-60267, 70092

General Index (by country, region or subject)
Autumn Auction Series
November 30 - December 4, 2020
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Lot No(s) Lot No(s)Country or Subject Country or Subject

Jamaica 70093, 80901-80916
Japan 60268-60270, 70094
Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 80917-80920
Kuwait 80921
Labuan 60277, 70095, 80938
Lebanon 41138-41139, 60273
Leeward Islands 70095A, 80922
Literature 60375, 70001
Lithuania 40507-40511. 60274-60275
Luxembourg 60276
Mafeking 70116, 81091-81101
Malaysia 80923-80924
Mauritius 60278-60287, 80925-80930
Mexico 42161-42186, 60288-60289
Mongolia 41140-41141, 60290-60291
Montenegro 60292
Montserrat 70096-70097, 80931
Morocco 60293
Natal 81102
Nepal 60294
Netherlands 40399-40402, 60295-60297
 70098
Nevis 81058-81059
New Guinea 80689-80706
New Hebrides 80932
New South Wales 80585-80597
New Zealand 60298, 70099, 80933-80936
Newfoundland 80793
North Borneo 70100-70101, 80937
North Korea 41137
Northern Rhodesia 80939-80942
Norway 40403-40409, 60299-60301
Nyasaland 80943
Palestine and Holy Land 41142, 60302-60303
Panama 42187-42212, 70102
Paraguay 42243-42244, 60304
Persia 10000-10609, 60305-60306
Peru 42213-42242, 60307, 70103-70105
Poland 40410-40412, 60308
Polar 60309-60311
Portugal 40413-40416, 60312-60314
Portuguese Colonies 40417-40419
Prince Edward Island 70012
Puerto Rico 60315
Qatar 80944
Rhodesia 60316-60317, 80945-80951
Romania 40420-40423, 60318-60321

 70106-70108A
Russia 40424-40476, 41077
 60322-60333, 70109-70113
St. Helena 80952-81057
St. Kitts-Nevis 81058-81059
St. Lucia 81060
St. Pierre et Miquelon 70035
St. Vincent 70114-70115, 81061-81084
Salvador 42245-42250
Saudi Arabia 41143-41145
Serbia 60335
Seychelles 81085-81086
Singapore 60336, 81087
Somaliland 60143
South Africa 60337, 70116-70117
 81088-81120
South West Africa 81121-81135
Southern Rhodesia 81136-81138
Spain 40515-40522, 60338-60342, 70118
Straits Settlements 80923-80924
Sudan 81139
Swaziland 81140-81141
Sweden 40523-40542, 60343-60348
 70119-70120
Switzerland 30000-30261, 40543, 60347
Syria 41146-41147, 60348
Tasmania 80598-80614
Thailand 41148-41151, 60349
Tibet 41152-41202, 60350, 70121
Tonga 81142
Transcaucasian Federal Republic 40512-40514
Transkei 81120
Transvaal 81103
Turkey 40544-40563, 41142, 60351-60354
Turks & Caicos 70122-70123
Uganda 70124, 81143
United States 41203-41233, 60355-60361
Uruguay 42251-42275, 60362
Vatican 60363
Venezuela 42276-42316, 70125-70129
Victoria 70002, 80615-80616
Vietnam 41234
Vrybrug 81104-81106
Western Australia 80617-80680
Yemen 41235-41238, 60354-60365
Yugoslavia 40564-40565
Zanzibar 70130, 81144
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Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance 
in full of the following conditions as well as any rights and obligations 
arising therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all transactions 
taking place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A., or-
ganiser of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any way 
whatsoever for any default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).

1. The auction lots are offered
1.1 As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or through the 
David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are meticulously described and with 
the greatest care, however without responsibility. Photographs count as 
part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation, center-
ing, postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions of the 
lots mention if the items are signed by recognised experts and/or ac-
companied by expert certificates.

1.2 As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, persons or 
their agents may  examine lots at our offices or at the auction location, 
and must confirm their auction invitation before viewing. Persons or 
their agents attending a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have 
viewed lots before an auction are understood to have examined all lots 
which they purchase and accept them as they are at the moment of the 
knocking-down and not necessarily as described.

2. Auction bids
2.1 The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows: (some auctions 
may be in other currencies than Euros)

€ 50 - 100: € 5 € 2’000 - 5’000: € 200

€ 100 - 200: € 10 € 5’000 - 10’000: € 500

€ 200 - 500: € 20 € 10’000 - 20’000: € 1’000

€ 500 - 1’000: € 50 € 20’000 - 50’000: € 2’000

€ 1’000 - 2’000: € 100 € 50’000 - 100’000: € 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next high-
est bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer until a higher bid has been 
validly accepted.

2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any bidding, to 
divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or more lots and to withdraw 
any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason. DA-
VID  FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where 
reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as 
a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices. 
If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not reached, the auctioneer 
passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.

2.3 Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of DAVID FELD-
MAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. Live Room bidders must 
confirm their invitation prior to obtaining a bidding number.

2.4 Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including via its web-
site before the relative auctions have priority over room bids in the case 
of Live Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. may make alternative offers and/or limit the total of their 
expenditure in advance. Bids marked "BUY" are considered as up to ten 
times the quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids made in other 
currencies than the advertised currency of the auction will be converted 
into that  currency at the market rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELD-

MAN S.A. Bids are standing and hold good for at least 60 days from the 
auction period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to invoice bid-
ders up to the end of the 60 day period, payment being due immediately.

3. The auction
3.1 Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the auction is Eu-
ros. Attendance at the Live Room auction is reserved for invited clients 
and/or their agents.

3.2 Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may 
withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse to knock down any lot. 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to refuse any bid orders and/
or for Live Room auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at 
its discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. cannot 
be held responsible for any physical accident that may occur on the 
premises where auctions take place. In the case a bone fide offer for the 
entire collection presented in this catalog is received at least two weeks 
before the auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the 
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction offer cancelled.

3.3 Bidders' representatives and auction agents: any person bidding for 
the account of a third party is fully liable for any obligation arising from 
such bidding. This responsibility is notably applicable for the verification 
of the condition and for the payment of purchased lots.

3.4 Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to 
the highest bidder who becomes the buyer at one bid step over the next 
highest bid step; this is the knock-down price. A buyer’s premium will 
be added to the knock-down price per lot and is payable by the buyer 
as part of the total purchase price. The buyer’s premium is 22% of the 
knock-down price up to and including €50,000 and 20% on any amount 
in excess of €50,000. Cost of postage will be invoiced separately from 
the buyer’s premium. On the knock of the hammer, liability for the lots 
passes to the bidder whose bids have been accepted. The lots are de-
livered to the buyer when the total sale price (knock-down price plus all 
fees) have been paid in full.

VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions for which the 
lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domiciled abroad are not liable 
for this tax once the goods are duly exported from Switzerland. DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. are pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients 
may make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
with proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any purchases by buy-
ers who wish to keep their purchases in Switzerland will be liable to VAT 
at 7.7% of the purchase price in Swiss Francs at the converted British 
pound value during the auction. It is the buyer’s responsibility to pay any 
relevant duties that may be incurred upon import to other jurisdictions.

3.5 Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and additional costs (if 
any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced against delivery of the 
lots. Payment in other currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange 
of the day as quoted by a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are 
 successful with whom it has been expressly agreed that they pay after 
the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale price, buyer’s 
premium and any other costs according to those terms. In these cases, 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots which are delivered to the 
buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of the purchased lots 
by post, courier or any other means if instructed by the buyer including 
cost of normal transit insurance cover is at the expense of the buyer. Ti-

Conditions of Sale
The currency of the auction is the Euro (€)
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tle or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, remains with the 
auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has been made in full.

3.6 Special extended payment facility: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer 
a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice immediately, 
and the balance over a maximum period of 6 months, paying an equal 
instalment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1% is 
debited to the buyer's account at the end of each month from the auc-
tion date. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, 
the buyer understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be 
made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may 
be held by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full settlement of the account. 
Until delivery, all lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the 
offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A.

3.7 Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer grants to 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all properties held by DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior to, during and/or after any auction. This 
pledge secures the repayment of any amount due in principals, inter-
ests, commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely the pledge assets without 
further formalities and without previous notice if the buyer is in default 
with the  payment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obliga-
tion hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to 
comply with the formalities of the Federal Law dealing with actions for 
debt and bankruptcy proceedings; in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
may choose to institute or go on with the usual proceedings without 
having beforehand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover 
given them up.

4. Guarantee
4.1 Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 below, the au-
thenticity of all philatelic items sold in the auction is guaranteed for a 
period of 30 days from the auction date, with the express exclusion of 
any other fault(s). Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come to 
the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the lots but at the 
latest within 30 days from that date. Before delivery, which may take 
place after the 30 days period, the lots purchased may be  examined at 
the Geneva offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose reclama-
tion is made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights to the 
guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID FELDMAN S.A.. If 
an extension of the  period is required in order to substantiate the claim 
with an expertise, a request for such extension must be made to DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the auction date. No request for exten-
sion will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An extention  will 
expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results of the expertise 
for which an extension was agreed must come to the notice of DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension of the period will 
be considered without the express written agreement of DAVID FELD-
MAN S.A. Only claims,  expertise results or other details which are made 
within the agreed periods will be valid.

4.2 Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot 
be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide an expertise or counter-
expertise from a prominent expert in the field, justifying the claim. If a 
stamp is found by a  recognised expert,  taking financial responsibility for 
errors, to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently, 

the marking "FALSCH" (forged) is not considered an alteration. In the 
case of such reclamation, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to 
request, at its own discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All ex-
pertise and relative charges accrue to the vendor's account in the case 
of a justified claim, or to the buyer's account if the claim is not justified. 
In the case of a justified claim, the lot is taken back and the knock-down 
price plus the commission are refunded to the buyer. In the case of de-
layed payment due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A., interest 
is charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If David Feld-
man S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.

4.3 Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selec-
tions, groups and those containing duplicates cannot be the subject of 
any claim. Claims concerning lots described as a set or groups of sets 
containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under the 
terms of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third of the 
total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined by the buyer or his 
agent, lots described as having defects or faults cannot be subjected to 
a claim regarding defects or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected 
to a claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors 
shown in the illustrations. 

4.4 Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus commission 
due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of the date of the auction, 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel the sale and dispose of 
the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any legal proceedings 
in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for any incurred 
damages and losses and any legal expenses. A charge on overdue pay-
ment of at least 5% for the first month and 2% per month  afterwards 
plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after 
30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default in any way 
whatsoever has no right of claim under any circumstances.

4.5 Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the lowest 
winning bid where it is shown that the exact same buyer has inadvert-
ently increased the price by using more than one medium of bidding on 
the same lot.

5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obliga-
tions arising from them shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law. 
Any legal action or proceeding with respect to the auctions shall be 
submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject 
to appeal to the Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer 
in default at his place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall remain 
applicable and in the case of issues regarding price value, the Euro is 
converted at its Swiss franc value at the time of the auction.

6. All Transactions: 
These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including 
those outside the auctions, with David Feldman SA.

Note: If these Conditions of sale are translated into one or more other 
languages, the English translation shall be the official version and shall 
prevail over all other translations.

(Private Auction-EN-EUR, rev.-Dan-04/2019)
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Beteiligung setzt die vollständige Annahme nachstehender Bedingungen 
sowie der sich daraus ergebenen Rechte und Pflichten voraus. 
Diese Bedingungen gelten auch bei Geschäften, die ausserhalb 
der Versteigerung mit Auktionslosen abgeschlossen werden. Der 
Versteigerer, DAVID FELDMAN S.A., handelt nur als Beauftragter und 
haftet für keinerlei Verzug seitens der Käufer und/oder Einlieferer.

1. Angebot der lose
1.1 Wie im Katalog und/oder im Internet dargestellt: Losbeschreibungen 
werden mit grösster Sorgfalt und nach bestem Wissen und Gewissen 
vorgenommen, jedoch ohne Verbindlichkeit. Fotographien sind 
Bestandteil der Beschreibungen, wobei die Abbildungen für Rand, 
Zähnung, Zentrierung, Stempel und anderer sichtbarer Eigenschaften 
massgebend sind. Prüfzeichen und/oder Atteste anerkannter Prüfer 
sind in der Losbeschreibung erwähnt.

1.2 Wie besichtigt: Alle im Katalog erwähnten Lose können vor 
und während der Versteigerung sowie auf dem Internet besichtigt 
werden. Bei Auktionsteilnehmern und/oder Personen, die Lose vor 
der Versteigerung besichtigten, und/oder vom Bieter bevollmächtigte 
Personen und Agenten, wird die Besichtigung aller gekauften Lose 
vorausgesetzt; die Lose werden in dem Zustand, in dem sie sich beim 
Zuschlag befinden, angenommen und nicht unbedingt wie beschrieben.

2. Kaufgebote
2.1 Folgende Steigerungsstufen haben Gültigkeit (einige Versteige-
rungen können in Fremdwährungen abgehalten werden):

CHF 50 - 100  CHF 5  CHF 2000 - 5000  CHF 200

CHF 100 - 200  CHF 10  CHF 5000 - 10000  CHF 500

CHF 200 - 500  CHF 20  CHF 10000 - 20000  CHF 1000

CHF 500 - 1000  CHF 50  CHF 20000 - 50000  CHF 2000

CHF 1000 - 2000 CHF100 CHF 50000 - 100000  CHF 5000

Gebote, die zwischen diesen Stufen liegen, werden der nächst höheren 
Steigerungsstufe zugeordnet. Bieter sind bis zur Annahme eines 
höheren Gebotes an ihr Gebot gebunden.

2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist ermächtigt, gemäss erfolgten Anweisungen, 
für Kunden zu bieten. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist ebenfalls ermächtigt, 
gegebenenfalls für Einlieferer zu bieten, sofern diese Reservepreise 
festgesetzt haben. Einlieferer werden somit als Käufer betrachtet, und der 
Versteigerer steigert für sie bis zum Betrag der Reservepreise mit. Wird 
der vom Einlieferer festgesetzte Reservepreis nicht erreicht, gehtz der 
Auktionator durch einen einfachen Hammerschlag zum nächsten Los über.

2.3 Vor der Versteigerung bei DFSA oder auf deren Internet Site 
eingegangene schriftlichen Gebote haben absoluten Vorrang vor 
Saalgeboten bei einer „Live“ Auktion. Kunden, die der DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. Kaufaufträge gegeben haben, können Alternativgebote abgeben 
und/oder die Auftragssumme im voraus begrenzen. „Buy“ („Zum Kauf“) 
Gebote werden bis zum Zehnfachen des gedruckten Schätzwertes 
mitgesteigert. Gebote sind in CHF abzugeben. Sollten diese jedoch 
in anderen Währungen erfolgen, so werden die Beträge bei Empfang 
zum Tageskurs in CHF umgerechnet. Gebote haben bis zu mindestens 
60 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum Gültigkeit. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
behält es sich vor, Bietern Lose bis zum Ablauf dieser Frist in Rechnung 
zu stellen, wobei sofortige Zahlung fällig ist. 

3. Die Versteigerung
3.1 Die „Live“ Auktion erfolgt unter der Mitwirkung einer lokalen 
Aufsichtsbehörde. Die Aufsichtsperson kann nicht haltbar gemacht 
werden. Diese Versteigerung erfolg unter Mitwirkung des „huissier 
judiciaire“ (Gerichtsvollstrecker) als gesetzlicher Überwacher von Republik 
und Kanton Genf. Die Währung dieser Auktion ist der Schweizer Franken.

3.2 Vorrechte der David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. hat das 
Recht, Lose zurückzuziehen, umzugruppieren, zu trennen oder den 
Zuschlag zu verweigern. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. behält es sich ebenfalls 
vor, Kaufaufträge abzulehnen und/oder Personen den Zugang zum 
Auktionsraum zu verweigern. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. kann für Unfälle, die 
in den Versteigerungsräumen erfolgen, nicht haftbar gemacht werden.

3.3 Bevollmächtigte und Agenten: Wer für Dritte bietet, haftet für 
alle sich aus dieser Versteigerung ergebenen Verpflichtungen als 
Solidarschuldner. Diese Verbindlichkeit betrifft hauptsächlich die 
Qualitätsprüfung und Bezahlung gekaufter Lose.

3.4 Zuschläge: Jedes Los wird dem Meistbietenden zu Gunsten des 
Einlieferers zur nächst höheren Steigerungsstufe zugeschlagen, zu 
der sogenannten Zuschlagsumme. Zusätzlich zur Zuschlagsumme 
zahlt der Käufer für Lose über CHF 50’000 ein Aufgeld von 20 % 
Kommission und für Lose unter CHF 50’000 ein Aufgeld von 22 % 
Kommission, jeweils ohne weitere Gebühren, zuzüglich Versandkosten. 
Versandkosten werden separat vom Zuschlagpreis berechnet. Beim 
Zuschlag geht das Risiko der ersteigerten Lose auf den Bieter über, 
dessen Gebote angenommen wurden. Die Lose werden ihm jedoch erst 
bei voller Begleichung des Kaufpreises und Aufgelds ausgehändigt.
MWST (Mehrwertsteuer) - Anmerkung zur Orientierung betreffend 
Versteigerungen, deren Lose sich in der Schweiz befinden:Käufer, mit 
Wohnsitz im Ausland sind nicht steuerpflichtig, wenn die Ware ins 
Ausland exportiert wird.Selbstverständlich ist DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
immer bereit Ihnen mit den Zollformalitäten zu helfen. Sollten unsere 
Kunden diese Formalitäten selbst erledigen, werden wir vom Schweizer 
Zoll eine Kopie Ihrer Ausfuhrpapiere erhalten.Falls unsere Kunden 
wünschen ihre Käufe in der Schweiz zu behalten, wird ihnen MWST von 
7,7% auf den Kaufpreis aufgeschlagen.

3.5 Zahlung: Kaufpreis und Aufgeld sind bei Versteigerungsteilnehmern 
sofort am Kauftag gegen Aushändigung der Lose fällig. Zahlungen in 
anderen Währungen werden zum Tageskurs gemäss Abrechnung einer 
Schweizer Grossbank angenommen. Erfolgreiche schriftliche Bieter und 
Versteigerungsteilnehmer, deren Zahlung nach dem Verkauf ausdrücklich 
zugestanden wurde, haben Kaufpreis und Aufgeld unverzüglich bei 
Erhalt der Auktionsrechnung zu zahlen.DAVID FELDMAN S.A. hält die 
ersteigerten Lose bis zur vollständigen Bezahlung des Rechnungsbetrages 
zurück. Zustellung der Lose durch die Post oder auf einem anderen Weg, 
sofern vom Käufer gewünscht, sowie Transportversicherungskosten, 
gehen auf Rechnung des Käufers.Die Lose ob ausgeliefert oder nicht, 
bleiben bis zur vollständigen Bezahlung Eigentum der DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A., stellvertredend für den Einlieferer.

3.6 Erweiterte Zahlungsmöglichkeiten: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist 
gegebenenfalls bereit, Käufern erweiterte Zahlungsmöglichkeiten 
zu gewähren. Der betreffende Käufer zahlt mindestens 25% des 
Gesamtrechnungsbestrages bei Erhalt der Rechnung und den Saldo in 
gleichen Monatsraten über maximal 6 Monate. Der dem Käufer am Ende 

Versteigerungsbedingungen
Die Währung dieser Versteigerung erfolgt in 
Schweizer Franken (CHF)
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jedes Monats, vom Auktionsdatum, berechnete Zins beträgt 1%. Bei 
Gewährung erweiterten Zahlungsmöglichkeiten hält DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. die ersteigerten Lose gegebenenfalls bis zur vollen Begleichung 
des Rechnungsbetrages zurück. Es versteht sich, dass der Käufer die 
Lose bis zur Auslieferung jederzeit bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. besichtigen 
kann. Reklamationen bezüglich der ersteigerten Lose müssen jedoch 
innerhalb von 30 Tagen nach dem Versteigerungsdatum eingehen.

3.7 Pfandrecht: Bis zur vollständigen Bezahlung der ausstehenden 
Schuld bürgt der Kunde gegenüber DAVID FELDMAN S.A. mit 
seinem durch die DAVID FELDMAN S.A. aufbewahrten Material, 
welches ihm vor, während und/oder nach dem jeweiligen Verkauf 
zugesprochen wurde. Dieses Pfand garantiert die Rückzahlung des 
Forderungsbetrages, der Zinsen, Kommissionen und anderer möglicher 
Unkosten.DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist berechtigt, aber nicht verpflichtet, 
die verpfändete Ware formlos und ohne Vorankündigung zu veräussern, 
sollte der Kunde in Zahlungsverzug kommen oder seinen sonstigen 
Verpflichtungen nicht nachkommen. In diesem Falle ist DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. nicht verpflichtet, den Vorschriften des Bundesgesetzes 
über Schuldbetreibung und Konkurs zu folgen. Im übrigen hat DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. die Wahl, ein Verfahren einzuleiten oder gegebenenfalls 
weiterzuführen, ohne die Ware vorher zu verkaufen und ohne sein 
Anrecht auf das betreffende Material zu verlieren.

4. Garantie
4.1 Umfang: Unter Vorbehalt des nachstehenden Paragraphs 4.3. ist 
die Echtheit aller bei Versteigerungen verkauften philatelistischen 
Artikel während 30 Tagen nach dem Versteigerungsdatum garantiert. 
Jegliche andere Garantie oder Garantie für Fehler ist ausdrücklich 
ausgeschlossen. Jegliche Reklamation bezüglich Echtheit muss 
unverzüglich nach Erhalt der Lose an DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
gerichtet werden, spätestens jedoch innerhalb 30 Tagen nach 
Versteigerungsdatum. Vor der Zustellung, die nach der 30-Tage-Frist 
erfolgen kann, können die erstandenden philatelistischen Artikel 
bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. besichtigt werden. Ein Käufer, dessen 
Reklamation nach der Frist von 30 Tagen ab Versteigerungsdatum 
bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A.eintrifft, verliert jegliches Anrecht auf die 
Garantie. In diesem Fall wird die Reklamation von DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. nicht anerkannt.Wird im Falle einer Reklamation bezüglich 
der Echtheit eines philatelistischen Artikels eine Fristverlängerung 
benötigt, muss diese innerhalb 30 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum 
bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. beantragt werden. Kein solcher Antrag, 
welcher nach dieser 30-Tage-Frist bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. eintrifft, 
wird in Betracht gezogen. Die Prüfresultate, für deren Einholung eine 
Fristverlängerung gewährt wurde, müssen bei DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. innerhalb von 3 Monaten nach dem Versteigerungsdatum 
vorliegen. Eine weitere Fristverlängerung kann nur mit schriftlicher 
Einwilligung von DAVID FELDMAN S.A. gewährt werden. Nur diejenigen 
Reklamationen, Prüfresultate sowie andere Mitteilungen, die innerhalb 
der vorgeschriebenen Fristen eintreffen, werden von DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. in Betracht gezogen.

4.2 Atteste und Gegenatteste: Bei Echtheitszweifeln obliegt es 
dem Käufer, als Rechtfertigung seiner Reklamation ein Attest oder 
Gegenattest von einem für das betreffende Sammelgebiet anerkannten 
Prüfer beizulegen. Wird eine Marke von einem anerkannten und für 
Irrtümer haftenden Prüfer als falsch erkannt, kann er sie entsprechend 

kennzeichnen. Das Zeichen FALSCH gilt dabei nicht als Veränderung. Bei 
derartigen Reklamationen behält DAVID FELDMAN S.A. es sich vor, nach 
eigenem Ermessen ein oder mehrere Atteste anzufordern. Alle Prüfkosten 
und diesbezügliche Ausgaben fallen bei gerechtfertigter Beanstandung 
zu Lasten des Einlieferers, anderenfalls jedoch zu Lasten des Käufers. 
Bei gerechtfertigterBeanstandung wird das Los zurückgenommen und 
die Zuschlagsumme sowie Aufgeld an den Käufer zurückerstattet. Falls 
infolge einer Expertise, mit Uebereinstimmung der DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. Zahlungsverzögerungen entstehen, werden 50% der üblicherweise 
belasteten Zinsen auf jedes Los, dessen Echtheit einwandfrei bewiesen 
ist erhoben. Ansonsten werden die Standartzinsen berechnet.

4.3 Begrenzung: Lose, die als Sammlungen, Sammellose, Dublet-
tenposten oder Anhäufungen beschrieben sind, haben keinerlei 
Anrecht auf Reklamation. Beanstandungen von Losen, die als Serien 
oder Gruppen von Serien aus mehr als einer Briefmarke bestehend 
beschrieben sind, werden in Grenzen des obigen Punktes 4.1. nur in 
Betracht gezogen, wenn sie mehr als ein Drittel des Gesamtkaufwerts 
des entsprechenden Loses darstellen. Für Lose die vom Käufer oder 
dessen Agenten besichtigt wurden oder mit Fehlern beschrieben 
sind können deshalb nicht beanstandet werden. Abgebildete Lose 
können nicht beanstandet werden wenn es sich um Zähnungsfehler, 
Zentrierung, Rand oder andere im Bild ersichtliche Fehler handelt.

4.4 Zahlungsverzug: Geht die Zahlung der Zuschlagsumme und das 
Aufgeld nicht innerhalb von 30 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum ein, 
behält DAVID FELDMAN S.A. es sich vor, entweder das Kaufgeschäft 
aufzuheben und über die Lose anderweitig zu verfügen und/oder auf 
Zahlung des Kaufpreises und Schadenersatz, sowie auch gesetzliche 
Abgaben zu klagen. Bei Nichtzahlung ausstehender Beträge innerhalb 
von 30 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum, werden Verzugszinsen von 
wenigstens 5% im ersten Monat und 2% in den darauffolgenden Monaten 
erhoben; entstandene Unkosten sind ebenfalls zurückzuerstatten. Der 
in Verzug geratene Käufer verliert in jedem Fall sein Reklamationsrecht.

4.5 Der Zuschlagspreis kann ausnahmsweise auf das tiefste Gebot 
vermindert werden, wenn der Bieter versehentlich den Preis, durch eine 
andere Bietmöglichkeit, erhöht hat.

5. Gesetz und Gerichtsstand
Diese Auktion sowie die daraus enstandenen Rechte und Pflichten 
unterliegen ausschliesslich dem Schweizer Gesetz. Jede sich auf 
diese Auktion beziehende Klage oder Rechtsstreit unterliegen dem 
Gericht in Genf. Die zuständige Berufungsbehörde ist das Schweizer 
Bundesgericht in Lausanne.DAVID FELDMAN S.A. behält es sich ferner 
vor, den Schuldner nach eigenem Ermessen an seinem Wohnsitz zu 
verklagen, wobei das Schweizer Gesetz Gültigkeit hat.

6. Alle Transaktionen: 
Diese Konditionen gelten auch für alle Transaktionen die ausserhalb der 
Versteigerung mit David Feldman SA abgeschlossen werde. 

Anmerkung: Für den Fall von Abweichungen in den verschiedenen 
sprachlichen Versionen dieser Allgemeinen Geschäftsbedingungen gilt 
die französische Version.

(Public Auction-DE-CHF Rev.-AT-02/2019)
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Symbols / Symboles / Symbole

C mint with original gum
 neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC mint never hinged
 neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE unused, ungummed or regummed / neuf sans   
 gomme  ou  regommé / ungebraucht ohne Gummi  
 oder nachgummiert

H used
 oblitéré/ gebraucht

J block of four or larger
 multiple / Viererblock

K tête-bêche pair
 paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I fiscal cancel
	 oblitération	fiscale	/	fiskalische	Entwertung

G piece or fragment of a cover or document
 fragment / Briefstück

F cover or postcard incl. postal stationery / lettre, carte 
 postale ou entier / Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E essay
	 essai	/	Entwurf

P proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
 épreuve / Probedruck

R revenue or fiscal
	 timbre	fiscal	/	Gebührenmarken

S specimen
 spécimen / Specimen

F forgery
 faux / Fälschung

Condition of Covers / Condition des lettres et entiers / 
Erhaltung von Briefen

Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung 

Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and cancel. 
/ Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très légères traces 
d’usure, le timbre est frais et l’oblitération est propre. / Herausragende 
Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren (Archivqualität), frische 
Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.

Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön 

Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from 
usage. / Qualité premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter 
quelques légères salissures et usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische 
leichte Gebrauchsspuren.

Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön

Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling. 
/ Qualité standard, les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées. 
/	 Gewöhnliche	 aber	 noch	 einwandfreie	 Erhaltung	 mit	 etwas	 stärkeren	
Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere Abnützungen).

Fine / Beau / schön

Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a 
presentable example. / Evidentes	 traces	 d’usures	 ainsi	 que	 d’autres	
facteurs (voir photo et description) mais exemplaire très présentable. 
/ Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel (siehe 
Beschreibung	und/oder	photo	bzw.	scan)	aber	noch	 immer	herzeigbare	
und	sammelwürdige	Qualität	bzw.	Erhaltung.

Please note: Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at 
one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal 
are light cleaning or minor stains and small mends along the edges. 
They are to be expected and are not always described, and are not 
grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. We will 
gladly provide full-size scans on request.
Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères 
réductions sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques 
normales pour des lettres du 19ème siècle. De légères améliorations au niveau 
de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout de quelques renforts sont également 
acceptables	 et	 ne	 figurent	 pas	 nécessairement	 dans	 les	 descriptions.	 Ces	
points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau de l’illustration ne peuvent 
par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation. Des scans supplémentaires 
d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple demande.
Bitte beachten:	 Leichte	 Eckabnützungen,	 Mängel	 der	 Absenderklappe,	
leichte Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal 
für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte 
Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken oder Risschen und Büge 
entlang	der	Briefkanten	-	diese	sind	zu	erwarten,	zu	akzeptieren	und	nicht	
immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) - 
diese	stellen	daher	keine	Grundlage	für	Retournierungen	dar,	ebenso	wie	
auf den photos resp. scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans 
sind	 immer	 auch	 Teil	 der	 Beschreibung	 Im	Zweifel	 können	 Sie	 von	 uns	
VOR	 DER	 Auktion	 jederzeit	 Photokopien	 oder	 besser	 auflösende	 scans	
verlangen	und	werden	wir	Ihnen	diese	gerne	zusenden	bzw.	mailen.

Symbols and Condition
Symboles et Conditions / Symbole und Erhaltung
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4, Rue des Barques 
1207 Geneva
Switzerland 
Tel: +41 (0)22 735 92 55
Email: info@numisor.ch

• 40 years of numismatic experience
• Extensive experience in volume trading of bullion related coins
• Extensive worldwide client list
• Auctions are held in association with David Feldman SA, renowned international stamp auctioneers
• We can also offer the possibility of making direct purchases

We are interested in any World, British, Persian or Egyptian coins, particularly gold or those of high quality 
or rarity. We can handle single pieces or indeed complete collections. 

We offer consignors the ability to sell their items via our online auctions as well as on our public auctions in 
Geneva. Our more frequent on-line auctions also provide the opportunity for vendors to receive payments 
more quickly after consigning their items to us.

Member of:

www.numisor.ch

Take the advantage of the collaboration between Numisor and David Feldman SA  
to consign both coins and stamps to your trusted partners

Consign with Us

Please feel free to contact us anytime
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www.museumofphilately.com

Through our auctions, which have spanned for over forty years, we have presided over the disperal of hundreds of 
Grand Prix and Large Gold Medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and resources to pursue their 
chosen fields over decades or even a lifetime. Thus, the idea was spawned to create deluxe publications and an on-line 
museum as additional services to eternalise a prized collection, allowing it to live on once it has been sold, thereby 
preserving it for future generations.

A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities 
via the latest internet technologies

By consigning a Grand Prix or a Large Gold Medal collection with us, make yourself eligible to participate in both the 
Great Philatelic Collections programme and the Museum of Philately digital application. These tools will allow you to 
immortalise your collection and, ultimately, to share your achievements in the world of philately with your loved ones 
and with the rest of the world.

Keep your collection alive
The digital solution: Museum of Philately

download it now!



www.davidfeldman.com

Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf. Twenty-
five titles published so far, and many more to come

The print solution: 
Great Philatelic Collections

In addition to being a valued keepsake for collectors and their 
families, the “Great Philatelic Collections” series of limited 
editions represent a “must have” for every enthusiast collecting 
any of the subjects comprised in the series.

To find out all the published titles, their availability and the 
novelties, go to www.davidfeldman.com.

List of titles:
I Commemoratives* 
II  Foreign Post Offices*
III   Egyptian Post Offices Abroad* 
IV  King Fouad I*
V  King Farouk*
VI  The First Three Issues and the Suez Canal*
VII  Officials and Booklets**
VIII Postage Dues and Airmails**
IX  Fourth Issue, Pictorial and Crown Overprint Issues
X  Postal Stationery
XI  Revenues*
XII  Palestine (Gaza), French PO (Alexandria and Port Said), 
 Express, British Military PO and Army Post
*  Already available in our webshop (www.davidfeldman.com/dfsa-shop)
** In preparation, available soon

Now presenting the Joseph Chalhoub Collection of Egypt in 11 Volumes. 
Deluxe Hardbound Numbered Limited Editions (75 each)



Service and satisfaction are paramount
Innovation and imagination make the difference
Expertise and knowledge are vital
Quality is essential
Results matter

At David Feldman 
International Auctioneers:

Your
stamps
matter

to us

HOW TO 
CONSIGN 
WITH US

Stage 1
Evaluation

?

Interested in selling? How 
much are your stamps worth?

Stage 2
Consignment

Get a proposal and sign 
a contract 

Stage 3
Auction

Get the description and 
auction estimate of your 
stamps for your validation

$

1

5

9

Consigning your stamps with us and 
participating in our auctions is very easy. 

Just follow the steps:
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Consign 
with us!

Consigning your stamps with David Feldman 

International Auctioneers and participating in our 

auctions is very easy. The following instructions 

sheet will guide you through the process.

Contact
David Feldman SA

Route de Chancy 59-D
1213 Petit-Lancy
Geneva, Switzerland

Tel.: +41 22 727 0777
email: 
info@davidfeldman.com

Send us a brief description 
and images of your stamps 
(mail, email, dropbox, fax)

Your stamps are examined 
by our experts, no charges 
involved

Get a reply from us. One of our 
philatelists may make an appointment 
to visit you

Yes! we are interested

Sorry, your stamps have no commercial 
value or are not suitable for auction

2 3 4

Your stamps are lotted, 
meticulously described and 
estimated by a philatelist

Send us your stamps. They are 
insured from their departure

Your stamps are kept in a 
safe place

6 7 8

$

We implement a marketing 
strategy for the auction

Watch your stamps get sold 
at auction

Get paid in the method most 
convenient to you!

$

10 11 12

9

info@davidfeldman.com



Your contacts
Vos contacts / Ihre Kontakte

International Representative Luca Lucarelli Outside Philatelists and Agents Tony Banwell, Darío Díez, Olivier 
Eeckeman, Rainer Fuchs, David MacDonnell, Jorge H. del Mazo, Pedro Meri, Daniel Mirecki, Jean-Luc Salvi, Bill 
Schultz, Michael Tseriotis, Pierre Wertheimer, Karol Weyna Administration Daniel Flesher (Director), Andreia 
Pereira Operations & Marketing Estelle Leclère Client Relations Marina Poncioni Finance & Accounts Dimitri 
Toulemonde Information Technology RK Technologies Publishing Department Alex Porter, Gilles Lüthi

David Feldman SA  59, Route de Chancy, Building D, 3rd f loor,  1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzer land Tel. 
+41 (0)22 727 07 77 Fax +41 (0)22 727 07 78 Email info@davidfeldman.com Web www.davidfeldman.com
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Daniel Flesher
Chief Executive Officer

Marcus Orsi
Senior Philatelist 

Fernando Martínez
Chief Philatelist

Ricky Verra
Philatelist 

Gabriel Rheinert
Philatelist 

Guy Croton
Senior Philatelist 

David Feldman
Consultant
Philatelic rarities

Follow us:
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Please write in BLOCK CAPITALS and Fax or Mail your bids as soon as possible.

 NAME  .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

 MAILING ADDRESS  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
   .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
   .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
 IF P.O. BOX ABOVE,  HOME ADDRESS  .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
 TEL N° .....................................................................................................................................................   FAX N° .....................................................................................................................................

 EMAIL ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

	 Credit	Card	/	Special	instructions,	etc.	-	see	overleaf	

My Total Purc hase Limit is:

€ ______________________
Minimum for any Limit € 1’000

Special Extended Payment Facility for Purchases (Over Euro 5'000)
I wish to avail of your Special Extended Payment Facility over ....................... months (max. 6 months) and agree to pay  ............................................................

(min. 25% of total purchase) on receipt of your auction invoice. The balance will be paid by me in equal monthly installments
thereafter. I agree to pay interest plus charges of 1% per month, from the auction date, on the outstanding balances. 

I understand that any claims must be made before January 4, 2021, even though you may be holding the lots on my behalf. 
(Until delivery, all lots may be examined at the offices of David Feldman S.A.)

     Signed ........................................................................................................................................................................................................

IN-CAT:BF_PLEX-09.2020 (EUR)

If competition necessitates, increase my bids by :
(Tick appropriate box)

1 bid step o  10% o  25% o  50% o

 DIRECT CONTACT DURING AUCTION : 
 Tel : +41 (0)22 727 0770 & +41 (0)22 727 0771 / Fax : +41 (0)22 727 0778

Please bid for me on the lots I have marked
below, purchasing for me as much below my 

limits as possible.

I agree to your conditions of sale as printed in 
your auction catalogue and back of this form.  

   Date:

   Signed:  

   Client No

   Bidder No

Bid Form (LOTS 40000-60373)
All World & Collections – December 1-3, 2020

DAVID FELDMAN SA w GENEVA w SWITZERLAND All Bids in Euros (€)

Lot N° Limit Euro
(excl. commission)

Office
use Lot N° Limit Euro

(excl. commission)
Office

useLot N° Limit Euro
(excl. commission)

Office
use

Bids falling between our standard bid steps will be increased to the next step (see conditions of sale).

Standard Bid Steps (€)
50-100    5 2’000-5’000 200
100-200   10 5’000-10’000 500
200-500   20  10’000-20’000 1’000
500-1’000  50  20’000-50’000 2’000
1’000-2’000 100 50’000-100’000 5’000

Shipping Instructions:

o Courier (FedEx Express)
o Mail
o Hold for pickup
o Other __________________
 _______________________

DFSA w 59 route de Chancy, Building D, 3rd floor w 1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland w Tel. +41(0) 22 727 07 77 w Fax +41(0) 22 727 07 78 w info@davidfeldman.com
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Please write in BLOCK CAPITALS and Fax or Mail your bids as soon as possible.

 NAME  .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

 MAILING ADDRESS  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
   .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
   .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
 IF P.O. BOX ABOVE,  HOME ADDRESS  .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
 TEL N° .....................................................................................................................................................   FAX N° .....................................................................................................................................

 EMAIL ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

	 Credit	Card	/	Special	instructions,	etc.	-	see	overleaf	

My Total Purc hase Limit is:

CHF ______________________
Minimum for any Limit CHF 1’000

Special Extended Payment Facility for Purchases (Over CHF 5'000)
I wish to avail of your Special Extended Payment Facility over ....................... months (max. 6 months) and agree to pay  ............................................................

(min. 25% of total purchase) on receipt of your auction invoice. The balance will be paid by me in equal monthly installments
thereafter. I agree to pay interest plus charges of 1% per month, from the auction date, on the outstanding balances. 

I understand that any claims must be made before January 4, 2021, even though you may be holding the lots on my behalf. 
(Until delivery, all lots may be examined at the offices of David Feldman S.A.)

     Signed ........................................................................................................................................................................................................

IN-CAT:BF_PLEX-09.2020 (EUR)

If competition necessitates, increase my bids by :
(Tick appropriate box)

1 bid step o  10% o  25% o  50% o

 DIRECT CONTACT DURING AUCTION : 
 Tel : +41 (0)22 727 0770 & +41 (0)22 727 0771 / Fax : +41 (0)22 727 0778

Please bid for me on the lots I have marked
below, purchasing for me as much below my 

limits as possible.

I agree to your conditions of sale as printed in 
your auction catalogue and back of this form.  

   Date:

   Signed:  

   Client No

   Bidder No

Bid Form (LOTS 30000-30264)
Switzerland – December 1, 2020

DAVID FELDMAN SA w GENEVA w SWITZERLAND
All Bids in 

Swiss francs (CHF)

Lot N° Limit CHF
(excl. commission)

Office
use Lot N° Limit CHF

(excl. commission)
Office

useLot N° Limit CHF
(excl. commission)

Office
use

Bids falling between our standard bid steps will be increased to the next step (see conditions of sale).

Standard Bid Steps (CHF)
50-100    5 2’000-5’000 200
100-200   10 5’000-10’000 500
200-500   20  10’000-20’000 1’000
500-1’000  50  20’000-50’000 2’000
1’000-2’000 100 50’000-100’000 5’000

Shipping Instructions:

o Courier (FedEx Express)
o Mail
o Hold for pickup
o Other __________________
 _______________________

DFSA w 59 route de Chancy, Building D, 3rd floor w 1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland w Tel. +41(0) 22 727 07 77 w Fax +41(0) 22 727 07 78 w info@davidfeldman.com
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1. AUBERGE DE CONFIGNON 
6, place de l’Eglise, CH-1232 Confignon
Tel. +41 22 757 19 44, Fax +41 22 757 18 89
Room rates: from CHF 125 
Distance: 15 minutes by tram 14
www.auberge-confignon.ch

2. HOSTELLERIE DE LA VENDEE 
Chemin de la Vendée 28, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 792 04 11, Fax +41 22 792 05 46
Distance: 2 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 160
www.vendee.ch

3. HOTEL IBIS GENEVA PETIT-LANCY 
Chemin des Olliquettes 8, CH-1213 Petit Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 00, Fax +41 22 709 02 10
Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 120
www.ibishotel.com/fr/hotel-7289-ibis-geneve-petit-lancy 
/index.shtml 

4. HOTEL IBIS BUDGET GENEVA PETIT-LANCY 
Chemin des Olliquettes 6, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 20, Fax +41 22 709 02 1
Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 88 
http://www.ibis.com/fr/hotel-7291-ibis-budget-geneve-
petit-lancy/index.shtml

5. HOTEL DES HORLOGERS 
Route de Saint-Julien 135, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Tel. +41 22 884 08 33, Fax +41 22 884 08 34
Distance: 20 minutes by bus 22
Room rates: from CHF 170
www.horlogers-ge.ch 

6. TIFFANY HOTEL GENEVE 
20, rue de l’Arquebuse, CH-1204 Genève
Tel. +41 22 708 16 16, Fax +41 22 708 16 17
Distance: 17 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 250
www.hotel-tiffany.ch

7. HOTEL ASTORIA 
6, Place Cornavin / CP 1092, CH-1211 Genève
Tel. +41 22 544 52 52, Fax +41 22 544 52 54
Distance: 20 minutes by tram 14 
Room rates: from CHF 195
www.astoria-geneve.ch

As always, our staff will be pleased to assist you with your hotel requirements and hope your stay in Geneva 
will be a pleasant and memorable one!

Please contact the hotels directly, in good time, to make your reservations
S’il vous plaît contactez les hôtels directement, en temps opportun, pour faire vos réservations

Bitte	wenden	Sie	sich	rechtzeitig	und	direkt	an	die	Hotels,	um	Ihre	Reservierungen	zu	machen

(Updated: AEP-09/20)

Geneva Area Hotels
Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf
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www.davidfeldman.com

David Feldman SA
59, Route de Chancy, Building D, 3rd floor 
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland 
Tel. +41 (0)22 727 07 77 – info@davidfeldman.com 

Parking: Lancy Centre & visitor parking at 59 Route de Chancy

Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Colombia, Cyprus, France, Germany, Greece, 
Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Norway, Spain, South Africa, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA.

Worldwide presence with representatives in the following countries: 

Location 
Lieu / Standort

50th

Take TRAM 14 from Cornavin train station (direction P+R Bernex), 
or BUS 23 from Cointrin airport (direction Tours-de-Carouge) and 
alight at Les Esserts stop




